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1.Introduction
Emergency response innuclear power plantsiscontingent on
making the correct classification.Application of knowledge based
system technology to emergency classification improves both the
quality of the classification and human reliability.
AnEmergencyClassificationexpertsystem,EM-CLASS
(EMergencyCLASSification;Heaberlin,1989),was developedto
automate theprocessofclassifyingemergenciesattheTrojan
Nuclear Power Plant.This system provided increasedreliability
inthe classificationofemergencies.The taskofinferringthe
correctclassificationfrommultipleparallelpathsofseveral
modules is taken care of internally by the inference engine of the
expertsystem. However,testingrevealedthatemergency
classificationbyflipchart method(theonecurrentlyinuseat
PGE) was faster than classification with the expert system.
Duringa plant emergency, an environmentwillexist where
there are not enough resources to complete allthe desired tasks.
Toalleviatethisresourceshortage,sometasksmustbe
accomplished with greater efficiency.The EM-CLASS application2
may be improved by taking advantage of the fact that up to90% of
the responses to the questions in the Trojan Emergency Procedures
(Portland General ElectricCo.), are available directly from plant
measurements.Thisinformationcouldbe passedtotheexpert
system electronically.
Threeadvantagesareimmediatelyapparentfromsuchan
implementation.First,human usersarelesslikelyto make an
errorleadingtoanincorrectEmergencyActionLevel
classification.Second, the classification may be completed more
often and with better data than the current system allows.Third,
byshiftingsomeoftheresourcesrequiredtoperformthe
classificationawayfromthehumanuser,heisavailableto
addressotherimportantemergencymanagementtaskswith
greater attention than current operating practice allows.3
2.Background
Emergency planningisan essentialrequirementatnuclear
power plants.Thisis mandated by lawintheUnited States.(10
CFR 50,AppendixE;NUREG-0654). Considerableattentionon
emergency planning resulted following the incidentat Three Mile
Island Unit 2in1979.The activities contributing to the accident
are improper maintenance practices [valve improperlyleftclosed
on Auxiliary feedwater system], incorrect decisions by operators
[turning off the emergency core cooling system], design flawsin
the plant, and lack of accurate timely information on plant status
(Bernard, 1989; Livingston, 1980).
A nuclear power plantisa very complex dynamic system.
Yet for much ofitslifeitisoperated steady state,at maximum
power.Itis shutdown once every one or two years forrefueling
and maintenance.The problem, as you might anticipate,iswhat
happens when theplant unexpectedly assumes an abnormal state
thatisdynamicallychangingfrommomenttomoment? For
certainpostulatedbutrareeventsthereislittleoperational
experience (for example, there has never been a main steamline
break in a commercial nuclear power plant) and hence no practice.
Duetothelongperiodsofsteadystateoperation,thehuman
operators do not exercise their skillsfor controlling the dynamic
nuclear system.Although they are expected to react favorably at4
any time during theplant operation, they may reactunfavorably
because human beings make poormonitorsofdynamic systems
(Edwards, 1976)."Monitor" means that the human isnotinactive
controlofthe systembutisexpectedtomaintainplantstate
awareness at a level consistent with beinginactive control.The
operator must be able to assume active control at any instant.
How do you prevent seemingly innocuous but abnormal events
frombecomingmajorcatastropheslikeThreeMileIslandor
Chernobyl?Thisquestion producedaflurryofactivityinthe
nuclear industry in the years following TMI 2.Several approaches
havebeenpursued. Theseincluderetrofitdesignchanges
("ratcheting"innuclearindustryparlance),
(Trojanoperatorsnow spendoneweekoutofeveryfivein
training),andhumanfactorsengineering(SafetyParameter
Display System, SPDS, to convey clearly the state of the plant).It
is not surprising that ArtificialIntelligence(Al) technologies are
alsoreceivingconsiderationtoassistplantoperatorsduring
emergencies.Of theArtificialIntelligence technologies,expert
systems have received the most attention.
2.1.Expert Systems
What isanexpert system?One definitionstatesthatan
expertsystemisanapplicationresidentonacomputerthat
emulatesthebehaviorofanexpertinsolvingaproblemina5
narrowdomain(Rich,1983). Intheartificialintelligence
topology,anexpert systemisasubsetofaknowledgebased
system. Aknowledgebasedsystemisacomputerbased
application that uses knowledge and inference to solve non-trivial
problems that might otherwiserequireanexperttosolve.The
primary distinguishing difference between an expert system and a
knowledge based system isthat an expert systemisconstructed
with knowledge obtaineddirectly from human experts whereas a
knowledge based systemuses knowledgethatmay beobtained
from other sources.
A knowledge based system is composed of two primary parts
-the knowledge base and theinferenceengine.The knowledge
baseisthecollectionof knowledge whichdetermines how the
problem may be solved.The knowledge is composed of two parts:
procedural knowledge, as rules, and factual knowledge, as objects
that have attributes.These objects are manipulated by the rules.
The inference engine is generic, that is,itis problem independent.
Inferenceistheprocessofapplyingproceduralknowledgeto
existing facts to infer new knowledge.
An examplewillhelpclarifytherolesofthepartsof an
expert system knowledge base.Consider the following rule:6
IFcolor of toast is black THEN toast is burned
Premise Conclusion
The ruleiscomposed of two parts:a premise and aconclusion.
The objectis"toast."This object exhibits several attributes.It
has a name (toast),a color(white,brown, orblack), and a state
(burned,toasted,untoasted). The"toastcouldbeassigneda
"spread"attribute(none,butter,jam).This exampleillustrates
the robust nature of knowledge representation in expert systems.
Inferenceenginesforexpert systems are based on one of
two primary strategies:forward chaining and backward chaining.
Thecharacteristicsofproblembeingsolvedwilldictatethe
appropriate strategy touse.Forward chaining inferenceismost
appropriate for configuration type problems where many possible
end states(results)couldbeproduced. Forthisstrategy,the
inference engine uses the premise of therule as a condition for
"firing"therule.Firingaruleimpliesaction. Simplystated,
firing a rule means that the ruleisapplied becauseit may lead to
problemsolution.Backwardchainingismostappropriatefor
diagnostictaskswhereafewendstatesarepossible. For
backwardchainingstrategies,theinferenceengineusesthe
conclusion of a rule as the basis for determiningifthe ruleisto
be fired.7
Expert systems are often developed with a shell.A shellis
essentiallyacompletedexpertsystemapplicationwiththe
problemspecificcoding(knowledgebase)removed. Figure 1
illustrates the parts of an expert system shell.Ideally, to solve a
new problem, one only needstosupply anapplicable knowledge
base. Thispointsoutanimportantdistinctionbetween
conventional problem solving and problem solving withartificial
intelligencetechnologies.Thepartsthatmakeuptheexpert
system are separated.This allows easy reuse of the generic parts
ofthecodingwithoutmodification. Inconventionalproblem
solving,thefunctionalequivalentsoftheinferenceengine,
Knowledge Base
Rules Facts
Explanation
Facility
V
User
Interface
Figure 1.Expert System Shell Architecture8
knowledge base, explanationfacility(ifitexists),and theuser
interfaceareallmixedtogetherinthecomputerprogram.
Conventional programs are therefore more difficult to maintain.
A pertinentconsiderationintheimplementationofexpert
systems isthe role which they are expected tofulfill.Do expert
systemsreplacehumanbeings? Inthenuclearindustry,the
answer isno.Expert systems are intended to assist the human.It
is a tool that allows an already knowledgeable human to increase
productivity (Bernard, 1989).
2.2. Emergency Classification
Emergency classificationisthesubjectofseveralexpert
systems.These include RSAS (Sebo et.al.,1985; Sebo et.al.,1986;
Sebo et.al., 1988), EP (Salame-Alfie et.al., 1988), REALM (Touchton
et.al.,1985; Touchton et.al., 1987; Touchton, 1988), and EM-CLASS
(Heaberlin, 1989; Heaberlin et.al.,1990).
RSAS was developed at the Idaho National Energy Laboratory.
ItisanapplicationdirectedtowardtheUnitedStatesNuclear
Regulatory Commission.The intentisto provide aidto a reactor
safety team during an accident or abnormal eventat a domestic
commercialnuclearpowerplant. Someofthedataforthis
application iscurrently acquired through voice transmission from9
the afflictedplant. Itisa forward chaining system, writtenin
LISPThe most interesting feature of the system is the idea that
parameter values acquired from a dynamic system have a lifetime.
They are therefore tagged withanexpirationtimeafterwhich
they are discarded.
EP isan application designed toassistinthecoordination
and management of a commercial nuclear power plant accident.It
is specifically targeted toward satisfying regulations inthe State
of New York.
TheReactorEmergencyActionLevelMonitoringSystem
(REALM) was developedby TechnologyApplications,Inc.
expert system helps Consolidated Edison (operators of Indian
2)classifyemergencies. REALMwasdevelopedwith
This
Point
KEE
(Knowledge Engineering Environment, byIntellicorp)and contains
approximately 300 rules and 700 objects.Originallyitran on a
specialized LISP machine.Between 10 and 30 percent of the input
data must come through the keyboard.The remainderisobtained
electronically from the plant process computer.
An emergency classification expert system, EM-CLASS, was
developedtoclassifyemergenciesattheTrojanNuclear Power
Plant.EM-CLASS was developedwiththeexpertsystemshell
PersonalConsultantTMPlus(TexasInstruments,Inc.,1988)and
operatesonanIBMPC-ATcompatiblepersonalcomputer.It10
containsover230rulesand100parameters. Thissystem
providedincreasedreliabilityinarrivingattheproper
classification.EM-CLASS didallthe tracingof theflowcharts
and reduced the cognitive workload of the user to that of providing
thedatarequiredtodeduceaclassification,i.e.,answering
questions.The questions provide a menu of selections for the user
to choose from.By doing so,the chance of keyboard entryerror
while entering numbers is significantly reduced.
Emergency response expert systems can be divided into two
categories according to major function.They are
(1)Those applications that attempt to diagnose faults in a
plant under abnormal operation and potentially advise
operators on corrective action, and
(2)Applications that classify the abnormal event with the
intent of advising third parties (police, county officials,
state officials, regulatory officials, etc.) about the potential
for offsite consequences.
RSAS fallsinthe first category.Although EP fallsinthe second
category,itdoesnotspecificallydetermine EmergencyAction
Level.Both REALM and EM-CLASS fallin the second category.
WhatistheEmergencyActionLevel? Emergenciesareclassified into one of four categories:
Unusual Event
11
Eventsareinprogressorhaveoccurred
that indicate a potential degradation of the levelof safety of
theplant. Noreleasesofradioactivityrequiringoffsite
response or monitoring are expected unless further problems
with safety systems occur.
Al ert Events are in progress or have occurred that involve an
actualorpotentialsubstantialdegradationofthelevelof
safety of the plant.Limited releases of radioactive material
may occur, requiring onsite and offsiteradiation monitoring
and dose projections.
Site Area EmergencyEventsareinprogressorhave
occurred that involve actual orlikely major failures of plant
functions needed forprotectionofthepublic.Substantial
releases of radioactive material arelikelyoractual,but a
coremeltsituationisnotindicatedbasedoncurrent
information.
General Emergency Eventsareinprogressorhave
occurred thatinvolveactualorimminentsubstantialcore
degradationormeltingwithpotentialoractuallossof
containment integrity.12
These emergencyclassifications,alsocalledEmergency Action
Levels, communicate theseverityofan accidentThisprovides
emergency response personnelwithanindicationofappropriate
offsite actions required to protect the public.This classification
schemeisaninternationallyrecognizedscaleforthe
classificationof emergencies.The objectiveofboth EM-CLASS
and REALM istofigureout the appropriate classificationforan
emergency.
Emergencyclassificationisperformedbycomparingthe
currentplantstatetopredeterminedcriteriatoconcludethe
properclassification.The predeterminedcriteriaaretypically
presented as a procedure.Due to thenatureofnuclear power
plants, these procedures can become somewhat complex.At the
Trojan nuclear power plant,the procedureisembodiedinlarge,
multipage, flowcharts.The outline of Module 2 (Potential Loss of
Fission Product Barrier)isprovidedinFigure2. Inthisoutline,
the boxes labeled "Step n" contain general questions.An example
is the following question:
"Has there been alossofa singlefissionproductbarrier
with imminent loss of the second expected?"
General questionsallow aplantexperttoarriveattheproper
emergency classification quickly.The unlabeled boxes that follow
the"Step"boxescontaindetailedquestions.An exampleofa
detailed question is the following:IStep 1I
IStep 2
No Emergency
Declared
No Emergency
Declared
Unusual
Event Step 3 A
Unusual
Event
Entry Point From
Another Module
Branch Point
General
Emergency
Unusual
Event
General
Emergency
Branch to
Another Module
Figure 2. Outline of Emergency Classification Procedure Module 214
"Is PRM-13 reading > 350,000 cpm?"
Detailed questions guide less knowledgeable plant personnel to the
proper emergency classification.Figure 2 illustrates some of the
complexity that is involved in tracing the logic diagrams.Most of
the modules have multiple entry points.Allentry points must be
tracedforapplicability,inparallel. Branchpointsproduce
additionalparallelpaths that must be followed.There arealso
logical connections toother modules that require the tracingof
morethanonemoduleinparallel. Itisnotsurprisingor
unexpected that an error couldoccur when a person tracingthe
flowchartmanuallyissubjectedtothestressesofanactual
accident in progress.
TheemergencyclassificationprocedurefortheTrojan
Nuclear Power Plantisdivided into 15 modules or problem areas.
They are
Module 1Radiological Effluent Release Exceeding
Technical Specification Limits
Module 2Potential Loss of a Fission Product Barrier
Module 3Steam Line Break or Main Steam Safety or Relief
Valve Failure
Module 4Primary Leak, Primary-to-Secondary Leakage,or
Pressurizer Safety or Relief Valve Failure
Module 5Loss of Power or Alarms
Module 6Loss of Feedwater
Module 7Other Limiting Conditions for Operations15
Module 8Reactor Protection System Failure
Module 9Fuel Handling Accident
Module 10 Control Room Evacuation
Module 11Fire
Module 12 Security Threat
Module 13Natural Phenomena
Module 14 External Hazards
Module 15Internal Hazards
Duringan emergency,theclassificationmustbeupdated,asa
minimum,
(1)Every 30 minutes
(2)When a significant change inplant state occurs
(3)When a change in emergency management
responsibility occurs
The motivation for creation of EM-CLASS was provided by an
error committed during an emergency response drillat the Trojan
Nuclear Power plant.A few years ago during an annual emergency
drill,theEmergencyCoordinator(thepersonresponsiblefor
performingtheemergencyclassificationfunction)wasinthe
midstof tracingmultipleparallelpaths covering more than one
module.When referring back to the original module, he turned to
the wrong page and therefore produced the wrongclassification.
An erroneous classification can have serious offsite consequences
during an emergency.In addition, an error such as this can lead to
undesirable actions by theNuclear Regulatory Commission.The16
misclassification was theresultof human error while tracing a
complex logic diagram.
2.3. Emergency Classification with EM-CLASS
EM-CLASS is a backward chaining expert system.Therefore,
the path to a solutioninthis search problem begins with the goal.
In EM-CLASS, the goalistoestablish the valueof the parameter
STATUS. BecausethegoalistheEmergencyActionLevel(the
industry term for emergency classification), the values that may
be assigned to this parameter are:
"No Emergency Declared"
"Unusual Event"
"Alert"
"Site Area Emergency"
"General Emergency"
WithinthecontextofPersonalConsultant1MPlus,thevalueof
STATUSis established with a rule.The goal ruleis
IF
FINDOUT 01-RELEASE
ANDFINDOUT 02-FPBARRIER
ANDFINDOUT 03-STEAM
ANDFINDOUT 04-PRIMARY
ANDFINDOUT 05-POWER
ANDFINDOUT 06-FEEDWATER
ANDFINDOUT 07-OTHER
ANDFINDOUT 08-RPS-FAIL
ANDFINDOUT 09-FUEL
ANDFINDOUT 10-CR-EVACANDFINDOUT 11-FIRE
ANDFINDOUT 12-SECURITY
ANDFINDOUT 13-NATURAL
ANDFINDOUT 14-EXTERNAL
ANDFINDOUT 15-INTERNAL
THEN
STATUS = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST
(VAL1
(VAL1
(VAL1
(VALI.
(VAL1
(VAL1
(VAL1
(VAL1
(VALI
(VAL1
(VALI.
(VAL1
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
FRAME
01-RELEASE
02-FPBARRIER
03-STEAM
04-PRIMARY
05-POWER
06-FEEDWATER
07-OTHER
08-RPS-FAIL
09-FUEL
10-CR-EVAC
11-FIRE
12-SECURITY
13-NATURAL
14-EXTERNAL
15-INTERNAL
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The Trojan Emergency Plan states that when more than one module
isrequiredforanemergencyclassification,theemergency
classificationwill be the most severe of the classifications that
are deduced.Therefore,each module produces aclassification.
The classification for module 1(the Radiological
isrepresentedbytheparameter01-RELEASE.
classification for module 2(theFissionProduct
Release module)
Similarly,the
Release module)
isrepresented by parameter02-FPBARRIER.TheFINDOUTfunction
inthe above ruleforces thetracingoftheparameter.Because
morethanonemodulemaybeinvolvedinanemergency
classification,itisnecessarytolookateachmodule. The
functionSEVERE-CLASSisauser definedfunction,writtenin
Scheme (Texas Instruments, Inc.),18
(DEFINE SEVERE-CLASS
(LAMBDA (L)
(COND
((MEMBER "General Emergency" L) "General Emergency")
((MEMBER "Site Area Emergency" L) "Site Area Emergency")
((MEMBER "Alert" L) "Alert")
((MEMBER "Unusual Event" L) "Unusual Event")
(ELSE "No Emergency Declared")))
This functionselects the most severe emergency classification
from among themodules. Ittakes one argument,alistofthe
emergency classificationsforeachmodule.The functionVAL 1
FRAMEreturns the value associated with the parameter.
EM-CLASS establishesarulehierarchytoaccommodate a
range of individuals who would have varying familiarity with the
plant and emergency classificationprocedures. Atthehighest
levelinthe hierarchy are entrylevelrules.They represent the
classificationmethod thatmight be used by anindividual who,
throughhisfamiliarityandexperience,woulddetermine
immediately which modules or problem areas apply to the current
situation.The second levelof hierarchy adds major rulesto the
entrylevelrules.Thislevelinthe hierarchyisappropriatefor
individuals who are sufficiently knowledgeable about the plant to
respond to general questions that might be used to determine the
appropriate emergencyclassification.An exampleofageneral
question is
"Has there been a loss of a single fission product barrier
with imminent loss of the second expected?"
Finally,the thirdlevelofhierarchycontainsdetailedrules. In19
combination with entrylevelrules and major rules, the detailed
rules may aid an individual who isnot as knowledgeable about the
plant as an expert might be.The detailedrules can solicitbasic
informationrelatedtoplantsensorreadingsandpersonnel
observations.For example, a typical detailed question might be
"Is PRM-13 (gross failed fuel process radiation monitor)
reading > 350,000 cpm?"
2.4.Shortcomings of EM-CLASS and REALM
The objectiveisto establish an efficientreal-time expert
systemthatperformsemergencyclassificationattheTrojan
Nuclear Power Plant.Two possible approaches to this problem are
to use EM-CLASS or to use REALM.
Perhaps the greatest difference between REALM and the EM-
CLASS applicationsisthe knowledge domain.IndianPoint 2 and
severalotherpowerplantsuseaneventbasedemergency
classification procedure.Trojan uses a symptom based emergency
classificationprocedure. Thisdifferenceproducesavery
fundamental differenceinthe way expert system technology can
be successfullyappliedtosolvetheproblem.Symptom based
emergency classificationismost amenable to backward chaining
orgoaldirectedinference. Theeventbasedemergency
classification generally requires forward chaining or data driven
inference.20
Duringinitialtesting,REALM wascriticizedasslow. It
typicallytook15minutesofcomputationtimeontheLISP
machinetoarriveatanEmergencyActionLevel. Through
efficiency enhancements, a substantial reductionincomputation
time was obtained.For the Indian Point 2 benchmarking test, the
average time for classification was 3 minutes but the range was
wide, ranging from less than 30 seconds to over 7 minutes.This
ismuch toolongtosatisfythe needsoftheTrojan emergency
plan.Twominutesrepresentsanupperlimitonprovidinga
classificationunder some circumstancesattheTrojanNuclear
Power Plant.
Thereare some problemswithEM-CLASS. Significantly,
when emergency classificationwith EM-CLASS was compared to
emergency classificationby manual flowcharttracing,itwas
foundthatacompetentclassifiercouldeasilyoutperformthe
expert system.Subsequent investigation determined that much of
theinformationthatisrequiredbytheexpertsystemis
transported by the"tennisshoe" method from theplant process
computer to the expert system platform.A better approach would
be toprovide thisinformationdirectlytotheexpert system by
electronic connection.
AdditionalproblemsareexhibitedbytheEM-CLASS
application.Inparticular,theuserisresponsibletorecognize21
situationsthatrequireactivationofanothermodule. Some
scenarios involve or have potentialtoescalate to more than one
event.For example,lossofmultiplefission product barriersis
sometimes associated with leakage orlossof coolant inventory.
Therefore, whenever the classificationfor Module 2 escalates to
the Site Area Emergency category, some parts of Module 4 must be
traced.Finally,the EM-CLASS knowledge representation scheme
didnotadequately accommodate dataobtainedfromtheplant
process control computer.
NeitherREALMnorEM-CLASSprovidetherequired
functionality to perform symptom based emergency classification
inarealtime processmonitoringenvironment.A new expert
system, RT/EM-CLASS is developed to provide this capability.22
3.Process Monitoring
A person currently performs the "process monitoring" function
by performing an Emergency Action Level classificationat regular
intervals.By definition,anintervalisno more than 30 minutes
longandreclassificationisrequiredimmediatelyiftheplant
statechangessignificantlyorifthepersondesignatedas
emergency coordinator changes. Infulfillmentofthistask,the
operator scans or monitors process instrumentationtomaintain
situational awareness of the state of the plant.As the situation
dictates,heappliestheemergencyclassificationprocedureto
arriveattheproperEmergency ActionLevel.Thisprocessis
repeated ad infinitum(oratleastuntilthe emergency no longer
exists).
Many steps in the process monitoring task can be taken on by a
suitablydesigned knowledge based classificationsystem. This
requires extension of EM-CLASS toincorporate features such as
retrieving data electronically from the plant process computer and
installingasoftwaresupervisortoinitiateclassificationat
regular intervals.
In his new role, the person would have the current Emergency
Action Level available at a glance.Since most of the information
required to perform a classificationisavailable directly from the23
plant process computer, user interactionwith the expert system
would be limited to answering a few questions.
Many parameters that the expert system EM-CLASS uses are
available from theplantprocesscontrolcomputer. Bydirectly
connectingthisdatabasetotheexpertsystem,substantial
efficiency will be realizedSuch an implementation would relieve
thepersonfromtheneedtotransferlargeamountsofplant
information from the plant process control computer to EM-CLASS
or the emergency classification procedure flow charts.
Theprocessmonitoringactivitycanbeautomatedby
extending the capabilitiesof the EM-CLASS expert system.The
systemarchitectureisillustratedinFigure3. Thecomplete
system architecture includes threeparts,called processes.The
first process, shown as PC+ in Figure 3,is the expert system, EM-
CLASS.But, EM-CLASS must be significantly extended so thatit
may retrieve sensor data from outside the Personal Consultant'
Plus (Texas Instruments) environment, translate the sensor data
intotheproperknowledgerepresentation,andautomatically
schedule and conduct consultations.The sensor data as received
must be processed tothe proper formatthatisrequiredbythe
expert system.The software that performs this function forms
the secondprocess,labeledDPR.Thedataisobtainedfroma
computerthatcontainsthesensordatabase. Eachcomputer
requireshardware and software(e.g.,CrossTalk)thatpermits24
Plant
Computer
Computer-to-computer communications
Raw Data shared file
Data Preprocessing
Preprocessed data shared file
Expert system
Figure 3.Process Monitoring Expert System Architecture
themtobeconnectedelectronicallyandtopassinformation
between them.Note that the three processes on the expert system
platform interact through shared data files.
SeveralfunctionalcapabilitiesarerequiredtopermitEM-
CLASS tooperateinareal timeprocess monitoringapplication.
These include:
Developanautomatedsupervisortocontrolthe
consultations.
Retrieve data external to the EM-CLASS environment.25
Obtain and operate hardware and software necessary to
connect two computers electronically.
FromwithintheEM-CLASSenvironment,executean
externalprocedureintheDOSenvironment,without
interruption of the consultation.
Provide memory managementtoPersonalConsultant TM
Plus to prevent memory overflow by retentionof outof
date data.
Provideautomatedprocessstartupfeaturethrough
macro.
Implementtheminimumnecessarydataprocessingor
filteringpossible. Passnumericaldatatotheexpert
system.
ExtendtheOnline(TexasInstruments)datatrending
functionality to apply to bivariate data.
Figure out how to maintain the two level user interface.
Implement internal data acquisition definenumerical
parameters andrulestoconvertnumericaldatatoan
appropriate menu choice.
Improve the visual display information presentation.
Developauserinterfaceappropriateforareal-time
expert system.
These capabilities are developed in the sections that follow.26
4.Expert System Implementation
Themostimportantfeatureoftherealtimeemergency
classificationapplicationistheexpertsystemitself. Asa
starting point,thisis based on EM-CLASS.But major changesin
botharchitecture and knowledge representationarerequiredto
adaptEM-CLASSforuseinarealtimeprocessmonitoring
environment.The extent of the changes required are illustratedin
Automated Supervisor
User Interface
External Access
Data Trending
Knowledge Representation
EM-CLASS
Figure 4.Extending EM-CLASS for Real Time Application27
Figure4.EM-CLASS mustbeextendedtoaccommodatean
expandedknowledgerepresentationscheme,performdata
trending,obtainexternal access todata,provideabetteruser
interface,andconductautomatedoperation. Thissectionis
devotedtotherestructureandextensionofEM-CLASS forthe
RT/EM-CLASS expert system.
4.1. Knowledge Representation
One of themostimportantfactorsindevelopmentofa
knowledge based system is knowledge representation.This factor
is usually specified earlyin the development of a system.In EM-
CLASS,it was decided that the knowledge should be represented
ina way thatpermitstheuser,ahuman,tochooseacorrect
response from a menu of choices.The reason for this choice is the
following.Human factors experts discovered that when a person
enters informationinto a computer, the personislesslikelyto
make anerror(such as transpositionofdigitsor other keyboard
entry errors)if a menu of choicesisprovidedinlieuof numeric
keyboard entry.EM-CLASS was designed with a menu driven user
interfaceforthisreason. However,thischoicefordata
representation isinadequate whenacquiringknowledge
electronically from the plant sensors where the datais primarily
numerical innature.
During the initial development of RT/EM-CLASS, the method of28
knowledge representation within EM-CLASS was retained without
modification.This approach requiredtranslationofnumerically
typed plant data into string typed menu choices externally to the
expert system.Thistranslationwas performedbya FORTRAN
program during the data processing and formatting step. (The DPR
processisdiscussedinalaterchapter). Thisapproach
significantlyincreasedthecomplexityoftheknowledge based
system tothepoint whereitisdoubtfulitcouldeffectivelybe
maintained onceitwas placedinservice.Therefore,itbecame
necessary to change the knowledge representation scheme within
EM-CLASS.Changing the way knowledgeisrepresented sothat
both typesof knowledge acquisitionarewellsupported(human
user and electronic) would greatly enhance the effectivenessof
this application.
A keyfeatureoftheknowledgerepresentationisthatit
accommodatesvariedlevelsofknowledgeabstraction. The
purpose for using different levels of knowledge abstractionisto
accommodate acquisition of factual information from a variety of
sources, human and machine.The four levels are [Figure 5]:
Level 4Problemselection MostAbstractLevel Factual
information acquired from plant experts
Level 3Generalinformation ModeratelyAbstract Factual
informationacquiredfromindividualswhoarevery
familiar with the plant29
Who?
Person who is
a Plant Expert
Person with Good
Plant Familiarity
Person with Limited
Plant Familiarity
Machine
Infer
Emergency
Classification
Level 4
Identify Problem Area
Level 3
General Knowledge
Level 2
Specific Knowledge
Level1
Sensor Level Knowledge
Most
Abstract
Least
Abstract
Figure 5.Levels of Factual Knowledge Representation
Level 2Specificinformation LeastAbstract Factual
information acquired from individuals who may not be
familiar with all the plant systems
Level1Knowledge acquired at the sensor level andutilizedas
numerical information
Factsrepresentedatthesensorlevelofabstractionare
numerically typed.While the informationelicitedat the sensor
levelis generally of the same content as the specific information,30
theknowledgeisrepresenteddifferentlythanknowledgethat
would require interaction with a person,forergonomic reasons.
Factsatallotherlevelsofabstractionarerepresentedas
descriptivestringsorganizedintomenuselections. Relating
factual information between levels 2,3, and 4isdirect.Inferring
level 2 knowledge fromlevel 1data requires conversion because
knowledge representation is necessarily different.
The methodology for data conversion between levels1and 2 is
best illustratedwithan example.Consider thefollowing.One
fact that may affect Emergency Action Levelisthe measurement
ofauxiliarybuildinglow levelnoble gas.At the Trojan Nuclear
PowerPlant,thisfactisprovidedbytheProcessRadiation
Monitoridentifiedas 2C (PRM-2C).Thisfactisprovidedasa
number, for example
R1007 = 3.69 x 104
with the units of cpm.R1007 is the designation used toidentify
this sensor at the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant.
If a numerical value is unavailable, the user must be asked for
theinformation. Inconformancewiththeknowledge
representation guidelines, when asked toprovide factual data on
PRM-2C,the user selects from the menu choices,
"<4.7E3 cpm"
">4.7E3 cpm, High alarm"
">4.7E4 cpm"
"Off-scale"31
Facts at a higher levelof abstraction are inferred from facts at a
lower level through rules.Personal Consultant"'Plus provides as
itsbasic element, therule formIF...THEN...With this construct,
four rules would be required to relate the level2 menu selection
data to thelevel 1numerical datainthisexample.These rules
might look like the following:
(1)IF R1007 < 4.7 x 103 THEN PRM -2C = "<4.7E3 cpm"
(2)IF R1007 a 4.7 x 103 AND R1007 < 4.7 x 104
THEN PRM -2C = ">4.7E3 cpm, High alarm"
(3)IF R1007 a 4.7 x 104 AND R1007 < 1 x 106
THEN PRM -2C = ">4.7E4 cpm"
(4)IF R1007 a 1 x 106 THEN PRM-2C = "Off-scale"
Itis easy to see how this could become abit awkward and lead to
an excessive number ofrules very quickly.The problemwitha
large number ofrulesisthatitcomplicates thevalidation and
verification process that is a requirement of most nuclear related
applications.Ifthis conversion was made with another high level
language such as FORTRAN, the ideal programming construct would
be theIF...THEN...ELSE...,whichisessentiallyamulti-conditional
rule.
PersonalConsultant"Plushas been extendedby defininga
multi-condition rule form.This is achieved by defining a function,
SELECT -ITEM,writteninScheme. This functionispresentedin32
Figure 6.This procedure istailrecursive(itcallsitself with no
returnedargumentsandthereforeproducesnonetCPUstack
growth after the firstcall).A template for use of this functionis
the following:
IF <sensor-value> IS KNOWN THEN<object> =
(E (SELECT-ITEM <sensor-value> <boundaries> <menu-choices>
where the input arguments are
The sensor value of the parameter (VALUE)
The numeric boundaries delineating the categories
(SET-POINTS)
The menu-choices where a value will be placed
(ITEM -LIST)
Withthisfunction,PRM-2C couldbeestablishedwiththe
following rule:
(select-item
(LAMBDA (value set-points item-list)
(COND ((EQ? nil value) ('UNKNOWN))
((< value (CAR set-points)) (CAR item-list))
((= (LENGTH set-points) 1)(CADR item-list))
(t (select-item value (CDR set-points)
(CDR item-list)))))
Figure 6.Multi-conditional Rule Functional Code33
IF R1007 IS KNOWN
THEN PRM-2C = (E (SELECT-ITEM
(VAL1 FRAME R1007)
'(4700 47000 470000)
'("<4.7E3 cpm"
">4.7E3 cpm"
">4.7E4 cpm, High alarm"
">4.7E5 cpm" )))
This function reduces the number ofrulesrequiredtotrace the
value of the parameter PRM-2C from 4 to1.
4.2.Data Trending
Data trendingis required to determine the Emergency Action
Level.For example, Module 1Step 3 asks,
DO PRM levels project dose rates at the EAB of:
a) >50 mrem/hr whole body for 0.5 hr, or
b) >500 mrem/hr whole body for two minutes
(or 5 times these levels to the thyroid)
for adverse meteorology
(Pasquill F stability,1 m/sec wind velocity)?
The two intervals of interest forall time-dependent data are 0.5
hours and 2 minutes.
Online offers some functions that are designed toaidinthe
trendingof data foruse withina consultation.Trending, as the
termimplies,meansthataknowledgebasemaydeduce
conclusions based on time dependent facts.
Unfortunately, Online trendingissomewhat limitedbecause
thestatisticalevaluationissingle-variate,thatis,the34
independent variableismerely an index to the data being trended.
Thisapproachistoorestrictiveforourpurposesbecauseit
requires tightly controlled timing of plant state snapshots.
Therefore,RT/EM-CLASStrendingisperformedinthe
following way.For a 30 minute interval,allmeasurements that
were taken in the last 30 minutes are collected into alist.They
are then sorted and the minimum value is selected.This value, the
minimum levelof the parameter during the 30 minute period,is
used to decideifconditions posed by a question such as the one
above are satisfied.The same procedure is used for the 2 minute
interval.
WithOnline,factsmay becollectedfortrendingwiththe
functionTREND-PARM.This actionis performed just after the data
isretrieved from the DOS environment during the initialsetup of
each consultation.For example
TREND-PARM CLOCK 10
willaddthecurrentvalueofthevariableCLOCKtothe other
historically retained values. CLOCKisa parameter used totrack
event timesintheprototype. Itisused to mark thedata.The
number 10 denotes the number of most recent values that will be
retained for trending.This value should be determined based on
the plant data samplingratebytheexpertsystem.The proper
number of values to retain is35
n=INT(1800)+1
whereisisthe numberof seconds scheduledtoelapse between
classification frame instantiations.Similarly,
TREND-PARM R1003 10
adds the current value of variableR1003,the identification of the
Trojan plant sensor thatisdesignated PRM -1 D,to thehistorical
data.Note that PRM-1D measures containment vent high noble gas.
For aparticular parameter, the informationassociated with
trendingmayberetrievedwiththefunctionGET-TREND.The
function
(GET-TREND CLOCK ALL)
returned the following the data for CLOCK at 895 seconds intoa
sample consultation
((10 639.9 1.6244 56.5879 894.5455)
(388. 443. 497. 553. 609. 667. 726. 782. 839. 895.))
Similarly,the function
(GET-TREND R1003 ALL)
returnedthefollowing data for R1003
( (10 320203. 439435. -27782. 195186.)
(100000. 100000. 10. 1000000. 1000000. 1000000. 10.
10. 1000. 1000.))
Note thatthetrenddataisrepresentedas acollectionoftwo
lists.The firstlist contains single-variate curve fitparameters
thatOnline derives from the data.The secondlistcontains the
data values that we wish to refer to.36
The data associated with CLOCK are used todecide how many
data points make up a 2 minute interval and how many data points
make up a 30 minuteinterval.A userdefined Scheme function,
called SET-DEPTH, was written to perform this task.This function
islistedinFigure 7. Itrequires two arguments, alistcontaining
clockvaluesandthetimeintervalunderconsideration. The
template for applying this function is
(set-depth (GET-TREND CLOCK ALL) < n >)
where <n> is the time in seconds that defines how far back in time
to retrieve data.An example of the usage of this function is
(SET-DEPTH (GET-TREND CLOCK ALL) 120)
This function returns an integer; in this example, number
(define set-depth
(lambda (d-list interval)
(if (= (length (cadr d-list)) 0) ;if no data
(truncate (/ interval 30))
(letrec ((lyst (car (cdr d-list)))
(tics (- (car (reverse (car (cdr d-list))))
interval)))
(if (> interval (car (reverse lyst)))
(truncate (/ interval 30))
(letrec ((munk-1 (lambda (new-list set-point)
(if (< set-point (cadr new-list))
(length new-list)
(munk-1 (cdr new-list) set-point)))))
(munk-1 lyst tics)))))))
Figure 7.SET-DEPTH Function Definition37
Having to wait 30 minutes to observe a parameter being set to
a valueisan unacceptablylong
software.Therefore, provisionis
operateinoneoftwomodes.
parameter calledOPERATING-MODE
frameGENERAL. Itis defined:
TRANSLATION
PROMPT
TYPE
USED-BY
timeduring development of the
made to allow RT/EM-CLASS to
These modesaredefinedbya
anditis placed in the supervisor
(operation in simulation/debugging
mode)
("Is RT/EM-CLASS being operated as a
simulator for the purposes of
development?" )
YES/NO
(RULE245 RULE244)
When the softwareis under development, the time required to set
a time dependent parameterisreducedtoa minimal number of
classification cycles.
4.3.Retrieving Data From the External System
An important step in automating the task of classificationis
developing the means forgettingtheelectronicallytransferred
information into the expert system in a usable form.
Atthestartofaconsultation,certaintasksmustbe
performed. Oneofthesetasksistoretrieveelectronically
transmittedplant data.Ifthisactivity consumes much timeit
also might be appropriate to advise the user of the statusof the
consultation.38
An ideal method foracquiringplant process dataisthrough
theINITIAL-FUNCTIONSproperty assigned to the frameCLASSIFY.
This function describes actions that are performed when a frame
isinstantiated,but before the goals are traced.An appropriate
formulationofINITIAL-FUNCTIONSfordataacquisitionisthe
following:
INITIAL-FUNCTIONS ::
PRINT "Retrieving plant data..."
AND
RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA "event.dat" "event.rd" 50
AND
READ-FROM-FILE "event"CLOCK ED1067 ED1068 F1059
F1060 F1061 F1062 MD1073 MD1074 MD1075
MD1076 L1048 L1052 L1053 M1000 M1002
M1004 M1006 P1001 P1046 P1047...
The print statement is used to inform the user of the state of the
consultation.TheRETRIEVE-SHARED-DATAfunctionis user-written
tointerfacewithasharedfileEVENT.DAT.It'spurposeisto
retrieve data from the shared fileifitisavailable.If the fileis
busy, the function waits for thefiletobe released.TheREAD-
FROM-FILEfunction sequentially assigns the data in the fileto the
parameters listed.
Unfortunately,PersonalConsultantTMPluswillfaultifthe
number ofitemsintheINITIAL-FUNCTIONSagenda becomestoo
large. Therefore,forthisapplication,plantdatamustbe
retrieved through rules.An example is RULE 340.RULE340
SUBJECT :
ANTECEDENT :
IF
THEN
39
PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
YES
(HEAR-FROM-USER IS KNOWN)
((RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA
EVENT1.DAT GROUP1.RD 150)
AND
READ-FROM-FILE "GROUP1" CLOCK ED1067
ED1068 F1059 F1060 F1061 F1062
MD1073 MD1074 MD1075 MD1076 L1048
L1052 L1053 M1000 M1002 M1004 M1006
P1001 P1046...
The limitations about the number of items that may appear in the
INITIAL-FUNCTIONSof the frame also apply to theTHENpropertyof
arule.Still,we may useas manyrulesasarenecessaryto
retrieve the sensor data.
4.4.Visual Display
One of the important user interface issuesisassociated with
the video display.The conclusions screen displayed by EM-CLASS
[Figure8]didnot adequately and clearly convey theinformation
thatRT/EM-CLASSmustpresenttotheuser. Theprincipal
problem isthat most of the display space isused for the module
by module summary.Inpractice, only one or at most a few of the
modules areused(althoughwhich ones cannot be prespecified).
The remaining modulesclutterthedisplaywithlargelyuseless
information.Finally,theuseful informationisprintedinsmall
letters at the bottom of the display.EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 2.2)
SUMMARY
Module1-Radiological Release:
Module2-Fission Product Barrier:
Module3-Steam Line Break:
Module4-Primary/Secondary System:
Module5-Loss of Power or Alarms:
Module6-Loss of Feedwater:
Module7-Other Limiting Conditions:
Module8-Reactor Protection System:
Module9-Fuel Handling/Storage:
Module 10-Control Room Evacuation:
Module 11-Fire:
Module 12-Security Threat:
Module 13-Natural Phenomena:
Module 14-External Hazards:
Module 15-Internal Hazards:
Alert
Site Area Emergency
NOT CONSIDERED
Site Area Emergency
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
NOT CONSIDERED
The most severe emergency class is SITE AREA EMERGENCY
** Morepress ENTER to continue.
Figure 8.EM-CLASS Emergency Action Level Status Screen41
This display has been revised to improve visual effect [Figure
9].The emergency classificationitselfisredundantly coded(via
color,graph,andtext)toavoidconfusionandminimizethe
possibilityofobservationalerror. Multiplecodingisgood
ergonomic practice.The redesigneddisplayalsoprovides space
near thebottomofthe screenfortheprocess DPR topresent
significant changes inplant parameters.
4.5. User Interaction
Another important issueis how the userinteractswiththe
expertsystem. Notalltheinformationrequiredfora
classification can be obtained from theplant process computer.
Therefore, integration of keyboard input facts with electronically
acquired facts must
the classification at
availabilityof the
update
be considered.RT/EM-CLASS cantoupdate
approximately 60 to 90 second intervals.The
electronicinformation makesitdesirableto
theclassificationatthisfrequency. But,the
classificationrelies on factual knowledge acquired from both the
userandtheplantcomputer.
frequency of 30 per hour involves
Maintainingareclassification
considerable "pestering"of the
user.This must be avoidedifthis systemistobe acceptable to
the user community.Yet we wouldliketo take advantage of the
latest readily available electronic information.The solutionisto
retain the user responses for reuse.To avoid use of obsolete data,
these facts are time stamped.A similar approach was pursued in1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:51:23started at02:52:21
Module:
Elapsed
rpi aL
E_
3456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
594.seconds
Ti:Ei' r y
General Emergency
Site Area Emerge.cy
Alert
Unusual Event
No Emergency
0.4570E+01 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
Figure 9.RT/EM-CLASS Improved Display43
the RSAS expert system application (Sebo,et.al,1985).The data
isthen reused as appropriate for a user specifiedinterval.This
intervalisneverallowedtoexceed30minutes,themaximum
permissible time between classification updates.
Inthis scheme,alluser input parameters are time stamped.
All current values of parameters are written out to a virtualfile
following a consultation.For example, the rule that saves module
1parameters is
RULE304
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT ::"Save Module 1 User Input Parameters for
later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(TO-STORAGE ARM-15-LK EAB-CALC EAB-DOSE
EAB-I-131 EAB-LMT 1-131 I-131-RLS
I-131-RR IV-FTC SGB-RIVER )
This rule has an antecedent property because firingiscontrolled
with the premise,DATA-MGMT,a parameter thatisassigned a value
near the conclusionof the consultation.The Online functionTO-
STORAGEisappliedtosavethecurrentvaluesofthelisted
parameters.Note that only user input parameters are saved.The
others are to be retrieved electronically or deduced from available
information.
At thebeginningofthenextconsultation,they arereadin
again as data. For example, the rule that retrieves the data stored44
in the above example is
RULE294
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT ::"Module 1 User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE ARM-15-LK EAB-CALC
EAB-DOSE EAB-I-131 EAB-LMT 1-131
I-131-RLS I-131-RR IV-FTC SGB-RIVER ))
This ruleisantecedent becauserulefiringiscontrolledby the
premise.The parameterHEAR-FROM-USERis tied to the clock and is
a functionof the user defined parameter lifetimes.The datais
retrieved via the OnlineIMPORT FROM-STORAGEfunction.
Then the electronically derived plant sensor dataisoverlaid.
Only those values that are legitimate (good data) are overlaid.By
timestampingtheparametersandcorrelatingthemwiththe
module and step that governs the current classification, the most
important parameters may be displayed according to how old the
data is.
4.6.Formulate Required Expert System Architecture
Formulationof theappropriatearchitectureisdependent of
how the softwarewillfunctionally behave.EM-CLASS performs
emergency classificationina pointwise fashion.To use the EM-
CLASS KnowledgeBasedSysteminacapacitywheredatais45
periodically gathered from the plant process control computer or
otheroutside environment,itisessentialtointegrateitwith
Online, an overlay for Personal Consultant"Plus.Online provides
thefunctionalfeaturesusedtoscheduleframeinstantiation,
instantiate the frame, and delete the frame when the goals have
been reached and posted.Italso provides functions useful for data
logging, saving data for use in another consultation, and some data
trending functions.
Some reorganizationof the knowledge baseisnecessary to
integrate EM-CLASS with the Online package.A frame(a Personal
Consultant"Plussoftwareelement)mustbecreatedasa
controllerfortheconsultation.Thisframeisgiventhe name
GENERAL. Thisknowledgebasestructurechangeisnecessary
because realtime monitoringof a process requires asupervisor
frame that controls the flow of the consultation by instantiation
of subframes.The term "frames" refers to the Texas Instruments
software element,nottotheArtificialIntelligencecommunity
definitionof frames.Allthe rules and mostofthe parameters
associatedwith EM-CLASS were movedintoasubframecalled
CLASSIFY.TheonlyparameterfromtheoriginalEM-CLASS
application retained in theGENERALframe isTOPICS.The structure
isillustratedin Figure 10.
The schedulingandoperationaltasksassociatedwiththe
emergency classificationaretobe assumedbythe"automated46
EM-CLASS
(GENERAL
No Frame Structure
RT/EM-CLASS
( GENERAL 1Application Supervisor
.
[ CLASSIFYIEmergency Classification
Figure 10.Expert System Frame Structure
supervisor" frame,GENERAL.The consultation mode isset once the
value ofTOPICShas been determined.This ruleis defined
RULE2 32
SUBJECT ::GENERALRULES
ANTECEDENT::YES
IF ::(TOPICS IS KNOWN)
THEN : :(SETOPTIONS NOPROMPT NORETURNKEY
AND
FRAMESCHEDULE CLASSIFY FROMNOW 0 )
TheANTECEDENTproperty is set so that rule firingis based on the
premise (asin forward chaining systems).Two actions are taken
bythisrule. TheNOPROMPToptiondisablesonemeansof
determining the value of a parameter, namely prompting the user
for the value.Many parametersinthe RT/EM-CLASS application
areavailablefromtheplantprocesscontrolcomputer. Any
parameter thatisnot known and cannot be determinedis marked
UNKNOWNwhen theNOPROMPToption is set.The prompting function47
will now be under the control of the expert system so that factual
information may be acquired under controlled conditions.
TheNO-RETURN-KEYoption disables the prompt for the user to
strike the return key when the screenisfull.Instead information
on the screen scrolls off as new information is added.The purpose
ofsettingthisoptionistoallowtheexpert systemdynamic
controlofthedisplay.The secondactiontakenbyRule232
instructs the supervisor toinitiate the emergency classification
processitself,inother words,instantiationofthe sub-frame
classify is attempted.
Sub-frameinstantiationisconditional. Theseconditions
must be specifiedaspropertiesofthesub-frame. Tobegin,a
means must be provided to instantiate the subframe on demand to
performanEmergencyActionLevelclassification. Thisis
achieved byassigning thefollowingpropertiestotheCLASSIFY
subframe.
PROMPT1ST ::premise
PREMISE ::(TOPICS IS KNOWN)
By assigning thePROMPT1STproperty the value premise, the means
for causing instantiationisshifted from a question directedat
theusertotheconditionlistedinthePREMISEpropertyof the
frame.Then, once the valueofTOPICSisset,theframewill
instantiate any number of times asrequired.Butinstantiation48
occurs only by action from RULE 232 andonlyifTOPICS has been
assigned a value.
At thispoint,theclassification would be performed exactly
once.But functionally, what we want to happenisillustratedin
Figure11.Followinginitialization,theappropriateEmergency
ActionLevelisdetermined. Theresultsaredisplayed
appropriately for the world.Then, the processistobe repeated,
revising theclassificationasisnecessary based on changesin
plant state since thelast Emergency Action Level determination
began.
Initialize
Expert System
Determine
Emergency
Action Level
Display
Classification
Figure 11.Real Time Repeating EAL Classification49
After the results are posted, additional actionisrequired by
thesupervisortoclosetheloop. Theseactionsmaybe
summarized as follows:
Pass a message to the supervisor to schedule the next
classification (or consultation)
Clean up computer memory by removing any unneeded
information from the current consultation
These goals are achieved by adding theFINAL-FUNCTIONSproperty
to theCLASSIFYframe.For the RT/EM-CLASS application,itis
FINAL-FUNCTIONS
::(FRAME-SCHEDULE CLASSIFY FROM-START 45
AND
DELETE-DYN-FRAME FRAME
AND
(E (GC #T)) )
TheFRAME-SCHEDULEfunctionisa message tothe supervisor to
schedule the instantiation of a frame.Inthis example,itisto be
scheduled to instantiate 45 seconds after the current frame was
instantiated.
The nextdirectiveisassociatedwithhousekeepingonthe
computer platform.The functionDELETE-DYN-FRAMEisnecessary
to avoid overrunning the CPU stack with out-of-date information
frompreviousconsultationsessions. Inessence,afterthe
conclusionsareposted,theinformationassociatedwiththe50
currentCLASSIFYframeisnolongerneeded. Itistherefore
discardedfrommemory.Thelastdirectiveforces Schemeto
perform a "garbagecollection"discarding unneeded symbols and
other software elements from memory.Althoughitisoptional,
this functionis invoked to reduce the variationsin execution time
while benchmarking the application.
4.7.Missing and Bad Data
Itis expected during operation that some data will be missing
due tosensorfailureorthesignalmay bebad duetosensor
malfunction.The plant computerisexpectedtoassignadata
quality tag to each data point.
The easiest way to explain how missing data is handled is by
example.The example will be annotated with how the procedure is
to be implemented.Suppose the steam line break module has been
selected. Oneindicatorofasteamlinebreakisdecreasing
primary system pressure and temperature.In RT/EM-CLASS, the
parameter that contains this knowledge is labeled RCS-T&P.When
thisknowledgeisrequiredtoestablishanemergency
classification and the expert system cannot deduce the knowledge
in any other way, the expert system prompts the user with the
question
"Is reactor primary system pressure and temperature
decreasing?"51
Thisisfollowedbya menuoftwooptionsthatrepresentthe
expected values of the parameter RCS-T&P,
YES
NO
The user must select one of these choices.
Supposenowthatthisknowledgeisgenerallyacquired
electronically(i.e.,fromtheplantcomputer). Twopiecesof
information are required: (1)primary systempressure,and(2)
primary system temperature.Both are numerical.For the sake of
this example, let
P = 2004. psia
T = 540 °F
Two Personal Consultant"'Plus parameters must be createdfor
the two process data values, named, for example,
PID-PCS-P
PID-PCS-T
The next issue that must be addressedis how knowledge isplaced
in these parameters.
The values of the electronic sensors are collectedina data
file.The format of the values(forthe two parametersinthis52
example) is
(2004. )
(540. )
The data values are acquired by RT/EM-CLASS throughtherules
during the initial stages of a consultation.
Remember that the objectiveistofindout the valueofthe
parameter RCS-T&RTwo rulesare requiredtoset the valueof
this parameter based on the knowledge represented by PID-PCS-P
and PID-PCS-T.The rules that might apply are:
Rule #1: IF PID-PCS-P s 1950. AND PID-PCS-T s 500.
THEN RCS-T&P = YES
Rule #2: IF PID-PCS-P > 1950. OR PID-PCS-T > 500.
THEN RCS-T&P = NO
These two rules provide the primary means for RT/EM-CLASS to
deduce the valueof the parameter RCS-T&RTherefore,itisno
longer necessary for the expert system to prompt the user for this
knowledge during each consultation.
Suppose that the temperature sensorisnot working and no
valueisprovided electronically.How isthe knowledge acquired?
First,recallthat the format of the data filerequires that some
information be provided for each parameter because the itemsin
thefileareposition dependent.The way thatthissituationis53
represented in the data file,for example, is
( 2004.)
)
Itisclearwhichinformationismissingandtheparameter
positiondependenceismaintained. Ordinarily,sincethe
parameter PID-PCS-T hasnot been assigned avalue,theexpert
system wouldprompttheuserforthisknowledge. But,the
PROMPT property has been removed from the parameters PID-PCS-
P and PID-PCS-T.Since the expert system isunable to deduce the
value of RCS-T&P from Rules #1 and #2,itwillprompt the user
for the value of RCS-T&P in a menu as described above.
This procedure is a significant achievement.Not only have the
means for handling the missing data beendeveloped, but the menu
drivenuserinterfacehas beenpreserved. Thisprocedurealso
significantlyreducesthescopeofthedatareformatting
previously required for the electronic data.
Thisknowledgerepresentation scheme has anotherbenefit
also.Suppose that the plant process computer islost.Should the
expert system ceasetofunctionproperly?The answerisno.
RT/EM-CLASS will function effectively with or without the plant
computer.The loss of the plant computer willrequire the user to
providemoreinformationtotheexpertsystemthanmight
otherwise be required.54
5.Preprocessing the Raw Data
The data supplied by the plant computerisnotinthe format
required by EM-CLASS and PersonalConsultant's'Plus.Also,the
data that EM-CLASS requires will not necessarily correspond on a
one to one basis with the sensor datathat isavailable.Therefore,
some preprocessing of the raw datawill be required.
The software that performsthisfunctionislabeled DPRin
Figure3.The scopeofactionaccordedtheDPR processhas
changed considerably since the inception of this project.Initially,
the DPR process was used to convert the numericalrepresentation
of the plant data into the stringrepresentationof facts that are
usedbyEM-CLASS. Theproblemwithdoingtheconversion
external toPersonalConsultant's'Plusisthatitisnecessary to
duplicate a large portion of the knowledge base.Although thisis
not functionally a problem, difficulties associatedwith increased
complexity would occur when the end userisattempting to update
theknowledgebase. Therefore,thenumericaldataformost
sensorsispasseddirectlytotheexpertsystemforinternal
processing.DPR is currently limited to the following activities:
Transform sensor readings to Scheme list format
Filter sensor data that the plant computer labels as
invalid55
Eliminate extraneous data
Track trends in sensor data, posting significant changes
Translate FORTRAN exponential format to fixed format
The methodology for handling missing data (discussedinthe
last chapter) uses the Personal ConsultantTMPlus function READ-
FROM-FILE.This function requires that the data be in Scheme list
format,thatis,offsetinparenthesis (Schemeisthecomputer
language that Personal ConsultantTM Plus is written in).A primary
function of DPR isto place parenthesis around the sensor values.
With respect to data quality, DPR is also responsible for using the
data quality labels provided by the plant computer to filter out bad
data.Thisenables the RT/EM-CLASS applicationtoseekother
sources for the data.
Another functionof DPRistosortthroughthe many core
thermocouples.The expert systemisonly interestedinthe five
highest reading core thermocouples.The remainderof the core
thermocouples need not be passed on to RT/EM-CLASS.
The DPR program summarizes and displays those parameters
whose values are changing significantly(currently defined as 5%
between two readings).This informationis made available to the
user to provide credibility to RT/EM-CLASS asitoperatesinthe
real time process monitoring environment.Providingcredibility
for the machine determined Emergency Action Levelisimportant56
becausetheusernolongerhascontroloversomeofthe
informationtheexpert systemusestodeduce theappropriate
classification.
PersonalConsultantTMPlus does not recognize the FORTRAN
exponentialformatfornumberrepresentation. Thisismost
peculiar since Scheme, the languagethatPersonalConsultantTM
Plusiswrittenin,doesproperlyhandleFORTRAN formatted
exponential numbers.DPR is used to do the number conversion.57
6.Communication Between Computers
The key toefficientprocessmonitoringwith EM-CLASSis
getting theplant process data from theplantcomputer tothe
classification computer electronically.The prototype requires the
ability to transfer information about the nuclear power plant from
the plant computer to the computer on which the expert system
resides. Thesoftwareassociatedwiththeinter-computer
communications process for the machine that contains the expert
system is labeled Cross Talk in Figure 3.
A unique feature of the nuclear industryisthe influence of
regulatoryrequirements onplantsafety. Thatequipmentand
computer software that islabeled "Required forSafety"isvery
expensive.Thisisso becauseofregulatoryinertia,stringent
quality assurance requirements, and the detaileddesign reviews
that are required."Safety Related" Al applications must provide
exceptionallyhighperceivedvaluetocosttobeimplemented.
Consequently,manygoodandappropriateapplicationsofAl
technology are not being pursued as aggressively as they might be
in other industries.
This discussion clearly points out the benefit of avoiding the
"Safety Related" labelifthatis possible and within the scope of
the application being developed.For the RT/EM-CLASS application,58
the plant data required by the expert system lies on the "Required
for Safety" plant computer.
Sincetheemergencyclassificationitselfisnotplant
safety-related,itis desirable to interface to the plant computer
insteadupupgradingthedevelopmentrequirementsforthe
emergency classification expert system.Several approaches are
possible.With respect to hardware, one way data transmission
couldbeprovidedthroughopticalisolatorsusinginfra-redor
microwave transmissions (Blanch, 1986).If a software approach
isdesired, acquire the data once and then provide the resultsto
allapplications that have a need forit.RT/EM-CLASS might be
implemented,for example,bytappingthedata fromtheNRC's
NuclearDataLink(Au,1990).Theplantprocesscomputerat
Trojanisslated to be replaced.The new computer may have the
ability to support interfaces to non-safety related equipment.
The mode of connectionisexpected to bemulti-user,i.e.,a
main-frame computer thatservices many users.The computer
thatcontains the expert system woulduse terminalemulation
software and be connected through a communications port.This
scheme presents an easy implementation vehicle for the EM-CLASS
system.The plant process control computer features theability
tocommunicatethroughterminalports. Thisisthemost
desirable method for communication.59
Aspartofthecoordinationofsensordatatransmission
between computers, some criteria for protocol must be set forth.
In this application, for data transmission between computers, the
data are to be formatted in label-value pairs.For example,
M10020.1000E+02
M10040.1000E+02
M10060.1000E+02
P10010.2000E+04
P10460.1200E+01
P10470.1000E+01
R10020.1000E+03
The data isto be transmittedintext (ASCII) format to eliminate
the need to do computer dependent translations.Althoughthe
numerical values are shown herein FORTRAN exponential format,
this is not required.60
7.Expert System Architecture Management
Ingeneral,"...itjustain't worth the cost toduplicate tools
thatalreadyexist..."(Eliot,1990). Forexistingplants andthe
maturenuclearindustry,manyanalyticaltoolsalreadyexist.
Redundant duplicationof thiseffortisnotdesirable due tothe
cost that would be incurred. Inaddition,most applicationsare
writteninthe most "favorable"environment.The spectrumof
environmentsincludesFORTRAN,C,PersonalConsultant' "'Plus,
KEE,SmallTalk,andmanyothers. Howdoyouintegrate
applications from such diverse environments?
Thepartsthataretoformtherealtimeemergency
classificationexpertsystemhavebeenselected Personal
ConsultantTMPlus for the expert system shell,a data processing
task writteninFORTRAN, and CrossTalkforthe intercomputer
data transfer.But we are faced with a dilemma.The DOS based
computer is setup to run one program or applicationat a time.
Unfortunately,theshellon which EM-CLASS was developed,
Personal Consultant"Plus and theOnline overlay, do not provide
sufficientcapabilitytocontrolanenvironmentthatcontains
multiple processes operating inparallel (multi-tasking).61
7.1.Multitasking
Bymulti-tasking(asclassicallydefined;itshouldnotbe
confused with parallel processing)inthe computing environment,
existing analytical tools that operate in diverse environments may
be used togetherorintegrated.The useofandintegrationof
different environments was demonstratedinthe Shuffle PWR fuel
shuffling expert system(Greek,1989). Inthisapplication,the
computation or problem solutionisserialorstep-by-stepasis
conventionalprogramming. Itisnotpartofadynamic
environment where the need to accomplish simultaneousactivities
ofdataacquisitionand analysisarerequired.Multi-taskingis
necessary for real time emergencyclassification to integrate the
tools.
One could argue that multi-taskingisnot necessary for new
applications that are created from the ground up.Thisistrue but
itinvolves considerable development cost to writesoftware that
mightotherwisebeavailablelargelycompleteexceptfor
integration in the system of interest.For example, the emergency
classification expert system RT/EM-CLASS requires theability to
retrievedata fromanother computeratarbitrarytimes.This
couldbeaccomplishedbywritinginterruptdrivencodethat
performstherudimentaryfunctionsofcomputertocomputer
communicationoronecouldobtainacommerciallyavailable
program such as Cross Talk(Microstuf, 1983), complete and ready62
forintegration. Ofcourse,integrationunderconditionsof
dynamic system monitoring implies the need for multi-taskingto
permit arbitrary data acquisition.
There areseveralmulti-taskingenvironments.The most
common are
DesqView
Unix
VMS
The most appropriate one to useisprimarily determined by the
hardware and softwareof your computing system.DesqViewis
intended for machines which use the IBM personal computer DOS
(Disk Operating System).Unix is popular for work stations and is
the only operating system thatisavailable fora varietyof high
end hardware platforms.VMS is the operating system provided by
DEC (Digital Equipment Corp.) for use on their VAX family of mini-
computers.
TheutilityDesqviewprovidesthedesiredmulti-tasking
capability. Thesuccessfulimplementationofthisutility
eliminates the need to worry about assembly and machinelevel
codingtohandletheinterruptsthatmightbeassociatedwith
receiving data transmissions at arbitrary times.The CPU timeis
dividedbetweentheapplications. Itfeatureswindowing
capability and keystroke macros toaidin management of multiple
processes.63
7.2. Macros for Software Control
The procedure that was requiredtosetup RT/EM-CLASS and
beginexecution wasinitiallysomewhat involved,requiringthe
user to complete several tasks according to a prescribed schedule.
Since a primary purpose inthis work isto reduce the workload of
the human who does the classification,this startup procedureis
counterproductive. Abettermethodisdesired. Thestartup
procedurehasbeenautomatedwiththemacrocapabilities
providedby the Desqview multi-taskingoperating system.The
macro is shown in Figure 12.
The creation of the macro is simpler than Figure 12 might
{Learn {Alt -F12} "!Startup DESQview"}#Name and assign key
oxt
{Delay 18 }or4
{DESQ}z
{Delay 21} {Enter}
{Delay 9} {Enter}
{Delay 5} {Enter}
{Delay 4} {Enter}
{Delay 2} {DESQ }o2d
{Delay 7} {DESQ }s2
{Finish}
#Connect to plant computer
#Open RT/EM-CLASS appl
#Zoom window
#Wait for program loading
# ...provide initial input
#Initiate DPR processing
#Arrange display
Figure 12.RT/EM-CLASS Initialization Macro64
leadyoutobelieve. Desqviewhasbuilt-inmacrorecording
capabilities.Withrespect tocreating macros thatincludethe
Personal ConsultantTM Plus environment, the user should remember
that Personal ConsultantTM Plus does not store keystrokes typed in
advance of the computer prompts.Therefore, timed delays must
be built into the macro.
The macro is saved as a Desqview startup script.Sometimes
itisdesirabletouse Desqview withobjectivesother than the
execution of RT/EM-CLASS.Therefore,thefollowing DOS batch
file, GORT.BAT, has been created toinitialize and execute RT/EM-
CLASS from the DOS environment outside Desqview.
cd \dv
copy \pcplus\greene\script.irt desqview.dvs
dv
erase desqview.dvs
cd \
RT/EM-CLASS may now bestartedwithasinglecommandor
keystroke.Alternatively,thisbatchfilecould be placedinthe
AUTOEXEC.BATfileiftheplatformisdedicatedtoemergency
classification.
Theimproveddisplay(describedinChapter4)identifies
modules by number.Some users cannot relate the number back to
the module description.Therefore, a macro has been developed to
aidinthisidentification. Itisaccessedviathekeyboardby65
pressing ALT and F9 successively.The macro opens a window on
thedesktopanddisplaysthedescriptionsofthemodulesby
number [Figure13].Aftera predefineddelay,the window goes
away,restoringthedisplay. ThefileENVRNMNT.BATisafile
containing an ANSI escape sequence that sets display attributes.
ECHO
call
OFF
envrnmnt
ECHOModDescription ModDescription
ECHO 1Radiological Release 9Fuel Handling Accident
ECHO2Loss of Fiss. Prod. Barrier 10 Control Room Evacuation
ECHO3Steam Line Break 11 Fire
ECHO4Primary System Leak 12 Security Threat
ECHO5Loss of Power or Alarms 13 Natural Phenomena
ECHO 6Loss of Feedwater 14 External Hazard
ECHO 7 Other Conditions 15 Internal Hazard
ECHO8Reactor Prot. System Failure
Figure 13.Help With Module Descriptions
(File MODULE.BAT Without ANSI Escape Sequences)66
8.Testing the Expert System
A simulatorwillbenecessarytomodeltheTrojanplant
process computer for the purposes ofsettingup inter-computer
communications.This functionisperformed by another desktop
corn puter.
The simulator works in real time.Elapsed or relative timeis
usedtodescribethesimulatedtransientthatistakingplace.
Elapsed time is defined to be the difference between current clock
time and the clock time when the simulation was started.This
definition was necessary to permit the simulation to be performed
independentofwallclocktime,primarilyforthepurposesof
development.
There are a couple ways to create delays necessary for the
real-timeprototypeenvironment. Onewayistoexecutea
FORTRAN DOloop for several cycles.While simple to implement,
itisdifficulttocalibratebecauseexecutiontimescanvary
widely when operatingunderamulti-taskingenvironment. A
bettermethod is to tie the delay to the wall clock and to have the
user prescribe the time(inseconds)inthefileDTIME .PRM.The
programDELAY. FORwaswrittenforthispurpose. Oneofits
featuresisthat a message displaying the amount of timeleftis
displayed on the screen toinform the userofthestatusofthe67
process.The dynamics of this message provides an indication that
the systemisfunctioningproperlyduring theintervalsoftime
between display updates.
8.1.Modeling Plant Processes
The performance data for the plant sensorsisplacedinthe
SENSOR. DAT fileNote that the symbol $ separates thedata for
each sensor.Consider for example the sensor data describing RCS
pressure,Figure14.The fourlinesofdata describe the sensor
readingasafunctionoftime. Thesevaluesarelinearly
interpolatedtoobtain the correct sensor readingatthecurrent
elapsed time.The number of entries describing the behavior of the
4 Character Relative Sensor
Mnemonic Time Value Label
rcsp
$
0. 2000.
100. 2000.
200. 1200.
1000. 1200.
Sensor Delimiter
RCS Pressure, psia
Figure 14.Plant Sensor Dynamic Model68
sensorisarbitrary but a minimum of two points are requiredfor
interpolation/extrapolation purposes.The sensor reading, during
the transient,is shown graphically in Figure 15.
8.2.Benchmarking
The expert system has been tested witha demonstrationof
the1988 TrojanEmergencyExercise. Duetothelengthof the
exercise(about5hours),theexercise was scaledsuchthat 1
minute of demonstrationisequivalent to 15 minutesof exercise.
The demonstration therefore takes 20 minutes.Inaddition, due to
the time scale compression, the user inputs mustbe automated for
the simulation to function properly.
2000
1500
Pressure
1000
[psia]
500
0
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Time [sec]
Figure 15.Sample Pressure Sensor Simulated Response69
The simulation begins at a wall clock time of 0800 (0 seconds
in simulation time).As the scenario begins, the plantis near the
end ofcycle.Two days ago, an increased count rateon PRM-13
(failedfuelmonitor) was observed.This ledtocollectionof an
RCS (ReactorCoolantSystem)sample. Alaboratoryanalysis
showedthat0.06%ofthefuelhasfailed. Onceadditional
electrical capacity was made available,it was decided to shut the
reactor downearly.Theplantiscurrentlyat 20% powerand
shutting downatarateof 5% perhour. Atthestartofthe
scenario, another RCS sample is undergoing analysis.
The scenario unfolds according to the following schedule:
Clock
Time
Simulation
Time (s)Event
0800 0 The exercise isinitiated.
0815 60 The RCS sample shows that failed fuelis
increasing at a rateof 0.2%/hr.Declare
Unusual Event based on Module 2.
0845 180 Awastegassurgetankpressure
excursion occurs.The relief valve opens.
Following the pressurespike,thevalve
failstoreseat,remainingstuck1/4
open.
0847 188 PRM-2C (AuxiliaryBuildingNobleGas)
reachesacountrateof50,000cpm
whichismorethan10timesthe
Technical SpecificationLimit.An Alert
is declared based on Module 1.
1000 480 The release stops when the tank has been
depressurized.The valvethenreseats
properly.70
1 005 500 The RCP B(ReactorCoolantPumpfor
Loop B) Seal #1leakage pegs high.Seal
#2hangsopenwhencompensationis
attempted.The pressurizer level begins
to decrease noticeably.A LOCA (Loss of
Coolant Accident)isinprogress.A Site
AreaEmergencyisdeclaredbasedon
Module 4.
1 045 660 The primarycoolantsystemleakrate
reaches500gpm. Thisleakagehas
causedsignificantfissionproduct
accumulationinthecontainment sump.
Due to a failure in the component cooling
watersystem,containmentcooling
capability islost.
1145 900 The steam generator manway forloop C
blows out ventingtocontainment.The
pressure in thecontainment is
increasing. AGeneralEmergencyis
declared based on Module 4.
1155 940 A RCP impellor seizes.The shaft does
notundergotorsionalfailureas
designed.The pump explodes penetrating
the containment.A General Emergency is
declared based on module 2.
The displays produced by RT/EM-CLASS are shown inFigures
16 to 31.The expert system calledfor a declarationof Unusual
Eventat72seconds. Sincetheexpertsystemproduces
classifications at a frequency of approximately one per 70 to 90
seconds, thisdeclaration exactly matches the scenario timefor
declaring Unusual Event of 60 s.RT/EM-CLASS declares an Alert
at 200 s.Again, the declaration matches the scenario time of 188
s.The expert system declares that the Emergency ActionLevel
should be Site Area Emergency at 594 sec.This time is within one71
cycle of the time the scenario callsfor a declaration of Site Area
Emergency.RT/EM-CLASS producesaclassificationofGeneral
Emergency at a scenario timeof 1069 sec.Again thisiswithin
one cycle of the time that thescenario calls fora declarationof
General Emergency.
Based onthissimulation, RT/EM-CLASS produces theproper
classification at the proper scaled time (within the lengthof time
required to conduct a single consultation).Texas Instruments Personal Consultant (tm) Plus:: Version 4.0
-knowledge bases.
RTDEM01
Create new knowledge base
Load this knowledge base.Press Fl for help.
Figure 16.Knowledge Base SelectionActivities:
CONSULT
DEVELOP
BUILD
IMAGES
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
Run a consultation with this knowledge base.Press Fl for help.
Figure 17.Activity SelectionRT/EM-CLASS: On-line Emergency Classification System
RT/EM-CLASS: An On-line Emergency Classification System
for
Trojan Nuclear Power Plant
by
Kenneth R. Greene
Oregon State University
March 1, 1991
** Endpress ENTER to continue.
Figure 18.RT/EM-CLASS Title ScreenEM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
Current objective:
This system determines the most severe emergency class to be applied to the
current conditon of the plant. The emergency classes are established by
comparing specific emergency conditions to a set of limits and conditions
which define four emergency classes. The emergency classes are used to
communicate the situation severity and the extent of response actions
required.
The four emergency classes in order of increasing severity are:
UNUSUAL EVENT
ALERT
SITE AREA EMERGENCY
GENERAL EMERGENCY
** End press ENTER to continue.
Figure 19.RT/EM-CLASS ObjectiveEM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
Select the problem areas to be considered in determining the most severe
emergency class.
1
44
4+
0
Yes
1
1
All
Radiological Effluent Release
Loss of Fission Product Barrier
Steam Line Break
Main Steam Safety or Relief Valve Failure
1 Primary or Primary-to-Secondary Leakage
+0 Pressurizer Safety or Relief Valve Failure
0 Loss of Power or Alarms
4 Loss of Feedwater
0 Other Limiting Conditions
0 Reactor Protection System Failure
' Fuel Handling Accident
1. Use arrow key or first letter of item to position the cursor.
2. Select all applicable responses.
3. After making selections, press ENTER to continue.
Figure 20.Relevant Problem Area Topics SelectionEM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
Is RT/EM-CLASS being operated as a simulator for the purposes of development?
YES
NO
1. Use arrow key or first letter of item to position the cursor.
2. press ENTER to continue.
Figure 21.Operating Mode SelectionEM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:38:25started at02:38:25
How many minutes should elapse between update of parameters by the user?Note
that the maximum time is 30 minutes.
29
1. Enter an integer.
2. press ENTER to continue.
Figure 22.Parameter Lifetime Selection1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=41 ALT,
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System(Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:38:25started at02:38:25
SNP
11 11 11
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 0.seconds
General Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
Unusual Event
No Emergency
Figure 23.Scenario EAL at Time = 0 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:42:53started at02:43:45
General Emergency Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
11 Unusual Event
No Emergency
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 72.seconds
0.5046E+05 PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas INCREASING
Figure 24.Scenario EAL at Time = 72 sec
co1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:44:30started at02:45:24
11
I 1
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 200.seconds
General Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
Unusual Event
No Emergency
0.5103E+05 PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas INCREASING
Figure 25.Scenario EAL at Time = 200 secMIN
1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System(Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:47:53started at02:48:56
FP rt
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 329.seconds
General Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
Unusual Event
No Emergency
0.1798E+04 PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas
Next Update Begins in: 10 sec
DECREASING
Figure 26.Scenario EAL at Time = 329 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:49:41started at02:50:38
General Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
11II
Unusual Event
a No Emergency
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 458.seconds
0.3020E+01 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
0.5000E+02 PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas DECREASING
0.5000E+06 PRM-13: Gross failed fuel INCREASING
Figure 27.Scenario EAL at Time = 458 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:51:23started at02:52:21
Ft
TF
1/ II
I
II II
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 594.seconds
2r
7.77
General Emergency
Site Area Emergency
Alert
Unusual Event
No Emergency
0.4570E+01 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
Figure 28.Scenario EAL at Time = 594 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:54:49started at02:55:48
r
General Emergency
II II Site Area Emergency
I I
Alert
Unusual Event
II II II No Emergency
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 732.seconds
0.5880E+01 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
Figure 29.Scenario EAL at Time = 732 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=#1 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:56:33started at02:57:36
1=1,
General Emergency
1I
Site Area Emergency
Alert
Unusual Event
N No Emergency
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 868.seconds
0.1984E+02 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
Figure 30.Scenario EAL at Time = 868 sec1=RT/EM-CLASS=Demo=41 ALT;
EM-CLASS: Emergency Classification System (Version 3.A)
FrameCLASSIFY scheduled for02:58:21started at02:59:24
RFT EF-1-1 -=
E-L
General Emergency a a Site Area Emergency
a Alert
Unusual Event a a No Emergency
Module: 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
Elapsed Time: 1069.seconds
0.2145E+02 Containment pressurewide range #1 INCREASING
Figure 31.Scenario EAL at Time = 1069 sec88
9.Integration With Plant Simulator
Thekeytospeedinguptheexpertsystemiselectronic
connection to the plant data base.During development, this was
accomplishedbysimulatingtheactionoftheplantprocess
computerwithadesktopcomputersuchasanIBMAT. A
necessaryintermediatesteppriortoinstallationontheplant
process computer is benchmark testing onthe plant simulator.
Theinstallationon thesimulatorservesseveralpurposes.
The expert system may be benchmarked and validated. Itcan be
used during exercises,drills, and training.Through use, feedback
may be provided to assure thatthe expert system interface with
theuserprovidesalltheusefulinformationintherequired
format.The installation on the simulator provides a vehiclefor
uncoveringandremovingprogrammingerrorsthatwere
undiscovered despite thorough offsitetesting.Finally,by using
the expert system approach for emergency classification,users
may gain confidence that this toolisnot only useful but desirable
to have in place and functioning on the Trojannuclear power plant.
The plant simulator uses several processors connected via an
ethernet computer network.The expert system may be physically
attached to the simulator byinstalling an ethernet cardineach
computer.Then,a smallprogramplacedonthesimulatorcan89
query the database for relevant sensor dataand periodically send
this data to the expert system platform.The expert system would
then be passivewithrespecttothesimulator.Thisineffect
minimizesoreliminatesthepossibilityoftheexpertsystem
presenting an adverse impact on the simulator.
Ifcareistakenduringshakedownandtestingonthe
simulator, transition to the plant process control computer could
be transparent with respect to the software resident on the expert
systemplatform.Installationdetailswouldprimarilyinvolve
cabling and the hardware interface.90
10. Applying Technology To Other Problems
Nucleardesign,suchaspowerplantdesignorfuelcycle
design,is a complex endeavor requiring a multitude of specialized
computer programs.Many problems areiterativeinnature,that
is, there is no closed form solution.
An approach often attempted isto automate some portions of
the design process.An example isthe application of optimization
theorytotheBoilingWaterReactor(BWR)controlrod
programming task.Itisperhaps no surprise that the complexity
ofthisandothertasksmakesautomationdifficult. Some
computer programsarenotwellbehavedoutsideofanarrow
domain.The design engineer must verify that the solution makes
sense. Inthecaseofthecontrolrodprogrammingtask,the
resulting automated application requires significantly more time
(allofitcomputationaltime)thananexpertperformingthe
classification.Inaddition, the automated programming taskwill
sometimes arriveatcontrolrodpatternsthattechnically work
but do not satisfy the operational requirements of the customer
utility.This occurs because the automation removes thedesign
engineer from theiterativeloop.The design engineerinteracts
dynamically during theiteration, making decisions which "guide"
the search for an acceptable solution.This process brings out an
importantpoint. Theexpertcanmakedynamicdecisionsat91
intermediate stepsinthe solution process.The abilityto guide
the search through inference can be provided by expert systems.
Theengineeringcomputercodesrequireconsiderable
computationalresourcesbythemselves. Areal-timeexpert
system can make a guess at a solution, submit the guess asinput
to the computer code, wait for the calculationtobe completed,
retrieve the results, analyze the results, and decide what the next
stepinthe design process shouldbe.The expert system would
reside on a different platform from the machine thatisexecuting
the computer code.
In more advanced applications,ifthe design process evolved
tomakeuseofparametricsearchtechniques,thesequential
approach to computing could be expanded to make useofmultiple
processors,eachrunningtheengineeringcomputercode,each
controlled by the master expert system.92
11. Conclusions
A real-time emergency classification expert system has been
developedforuseattheTrojanNuclearPowerPlant. This
knowledge-based system demonstrates the techniques required to
acquireplantprocess data from another computer and use that
datainanexpertsystemtodeterminetheproperEmergency
ActionLevel.Thisworkincludedarchitecturedefinition,data
transmissionbetweencomputers,andsoftwareintegration
through a multi-tasking operating system, Desqview.
The RT/EM-CLASSknowledge-basedsystemfeaturesthe
integrationofelectronicallysensedplantdatawiththemenu
selection data representation of EM-CLASS.Research resolved an
efficiency problemofrelatingplantprocess datatotheexpert
systemdataformsthroughdevelopmentofmulti-conditional
rules.
Thevisualdisplaythatcommunicatestheplantstatusis
significantly improved. Itfeaturesaredundantly coded display
for communicating the proper Emergency Action Level.
RT/EM-CLASS provides the following benefits:
The resources required to make a classification are
reduced, freeing the responsible person to devote93
time to other important tasks.
The classification may be completed more often and with
better data than the current system allows.
The human user is less likely to make an erroneous
Emergency Action Level classification.
The ultimate goal for this project isto connect the EM-CLASS
expertsystemdirectlytotheplantprocesscontrolcomputer.
Thistaskmay becompletedbyshowing thefunctionalityof
RT/EM-CLASS through use of the Trojan plant simulator.
The development of RT/EM-CLASS presentsamethodology
forbuildingapplicationsthatperformnon-intrusivereal-time
monitoring of dynamic systems.This methodology features
Use of existing analytical and Al tools where possible
Monitoring of dynamic systems
Non-intrusively acquiring data from the system
This methodology has beendemonstratedthroughan emergency
classificationexample. Itmaybereadilyextendedtosolve
difficultnuclearengineeringdesignproblemswhichrequire
decision making in conjunction with iterative problem solving.94
12. Continuation of this Work
Thegoalofthisprojectistoattachtheexpertsystem
platform totheplant processcontrolcomputer.Appropriately,
the following tasks might be considered for further effort:
Complete installation on the simulator
Testtheimplementation,refiningRT/EM-CLASSas
needed
Define interface for Trojan plant process computer
Install RT/EM-CLASS on plant process control computer
Complete documentation and final delivery of system
The installation on the simulator islikely to be different than
theinstallationontheplantprocesscontrolcomputer. The
differenceaccruesfromvariationsincomputersystems,
hardware, and software.Thereisan additional need toobserve
significantlytighterconstraintsthataretypicallyassociated
withinterfacingtosafety related equipment ata nuclear power
plant.
Extendingtheexpertsystemtotakeadvantageof
electronically available informationisintendedtospeed up the
classification process and reduce the information requiredof the
user. Theeffectivenessofthisapproachisdependent on the95
utilityofplantsensordata. Perusaloftheemergency
classificationprocedurerevealsthatinseveralmodules,upto
90% of the requiredfactualknowledgeispotentiallyavailable
from plant instrumentation.But, the actual utilization [Figure 32]
is considerably lower.
RT/EM-CLASS parameters were compared toplant data signal
inputs available from the plant computers.Note thatnotallthe
RT/EM-CLASSortheemergencyclassificationprocedure
parametersaredefinedasafunctionofplantsensors. For
example, steps 5 and 7 of module 1have very few questions which
useplantsensordata.Some parametersarebasedonafield
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Figure 32.Facts Acquired Electronically by RT/EM-CLASS96
measurement.
Sometimes,the sensor outputisnotavailable on theplant
process controlcomputerora sensor hasnot beeninstalledto
perform the desired function.But inseveral cases, the emergency
classification procedure referstoa calculational value based on
one or more sensors (e.g.,Integrated doses calculated at the EAB).
A considerable opportunityexiststoincrease theutilizationof
electronic data. For example, consider the primary system leakage
rate.The leak rate estimateis based on a system mass balance.
Guessingtherateisnotgenerallyanacceptableoperational
method for determining the leakage rate.The control room staff
uses an elaborate detailed procedure to perform this estimate.A
well defined procedure can be automated.Ifinferenceisrequired,
the capabilities of an expert system may be brought tobear.By
automating the procedure, the calculation may be completed more
oftenthan onceortwiceper day andtheresults may be made
available to the RT/EM-CLASS knowledge based systemdirectly.
An estimateofthepotentialforelectronicdatautilizationis
provided in Figure 33.
A significanteffort byparticipantsof emergency exercises
requiresthecreationofanaudittrailofdocumentationthat
substantiatesalldecisions and actions by thestaff.This paper
trailmust becarriedoutfor emergency classificationaswell,
both directly and indirectly.The factual information which97
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Figure 33.Potential Electronic Data Utilization
supportsaconclusionisavailabletoprovideabasisforthe
classification.A printer could be attached tothe expert system
platformtoprintthedocumentsassociatedwithemergency
classification.Indeed,thesystemcouldbeextendedtoprint
Protective Action Recommendations (PAR's).98
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DOMAIN :: "RT/EM-CLASS: On-line Emergency Classification System"
ROOT FRAME :: GENERAL
Global KB data
FRAME STRUCTURE ::
GENERAL
CLASSIFY
KB Files ::(CLASSIFY RT6.k1)
Parameter groups ::(CLASSIFY-PARMS GENERAL-PARMS)
Rule groups :: (PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES DATA-XFER-RULES EP-MODULE-01-RULES
EP-MODULE-02-RULES EP-MODULE-03-RULES EP-MODULE-04-RULES
EP-MODULE-05-RULES EP-MODULE-06-RULES EP-MODULE-07-RULES
EP-MODULE-08-RULES EP-MODULE-09-RULES EP-MODULE-10-RULES
EP-MODULE-11-RULES EP-MODULE-12-RULES EP-MODULE-13-RULES
EP-MODULE-14-RULES EP-MODULE-15-RULES CLASSIFY-RULES
GENERAL-RULES META-RULES )
Number of rules :: 341
Number of meta-rules :: 16
Variables :: ($$TITLE DOMAIN)
TEXTAGS ::(AL CONTINUE GEN PRE SAE UE)
Functions ::(BAR-GRAPH GET-LEVEL RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA SELECT-ITEM
SET-DEPTH SEVERE-CLASS SORT )
VARIABLES
$$T1TLE
VALUE :: (MPRINTT :TAB 31 :ATTR (QUOTE (YELLOW)) "PROTOTYPE SYSTEM" :LINE
:TAB 28FOR DEMONSTRATION ONLY:LINE 2 :TAB 13 :ATTR (QUOTE
CYAN ) )"RT/EM-CLASS: An On-line Emergency Classification
System" :LINE :TAB 37 "for" :LINE :TAB 26 "Trojan Nuclear Power
Plant" :LINE 2 :TAB 37 "by" :LINE 2 :TAB 34 "Ken Greene" :LINE
:TAB 37 "and" :LINE :TAB 32 "Joan Heaberlin" :LINE 2 :TAB 27"
Oregon State University" :LINE :TAB 32 "September 27, 1990"
:LINE 3 :TAB 31 :ATTR (QUOTE (YELLOW)) "PROTOTYPE SYSTEM" :LINE
:TAB 28 "FOR DEMONSTRATION ONLY" )
DOMAIN
VALUE :: "RT/EM-CLASS: On-line Emergency Classification System"
AL
TEXTAGS
TRANSLATION ::("Events are in progress or have occurred which involve an
actual or potential substantial degradation of the level
of safety of the plant.Limited releases of radioactive
material may occur, requiring onsite and offsite radiation
monitoring and dose projections." )
101102
CONTINUE
TRANSLATION ::("This consultation will continue in order to determine if
a more severe emergency class applies to the current
situation." )
GEN
TRANSLATION ::("Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
actual or imminent substantial core degradation or melting
with potential or actual loss of Containment integrity."
PRE
TRANSLATION ::("Based on current observations, the emergency class is now"
SAE
TRANSLATION ::("Events are in progress or have occurred which involve
actual or likely major failures of Plant functions needed
for protection of the public.Substantial releases of
radioactive material are likely or actual, but a core melt
situation is not indicated based on current information."
UE
TRANSLATION ::("Events are in progress or have occurred which indicate a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant.
No releases of radioactivity requiring offsite response
or monitoring are expected unless further problems with
the safety systems occur." )
FUNCTIONS
BAR-GRAPH
TRANSLATION ::(Stick the text here...)
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(LIST-OF-MSGS MESSAGE)
(LETREC
((PLOT-LINE
($ "))
(LEVEL-LIST
(LIST "NOT CONSIDERED" "No Emergency Declared" "Unusual
Event" "Alert"Site Area Emergency" "General Emergency")
(FORMULATE
(LAMBDA
(MSG-LIST MSG PLOT-LINE)
(COND
((=
(LENGTH MSG-LIST) 0) PLOT-LINE)
((NULL?
(MEMBER
(CAR MSG-LIST)
(MEMBER MSG LEVEL-LIST)))
(FORMULATE
(CDR MSG-LIST) MSG
(STRING-APPEND PLOT-LINE " ")))
(T
(FORMULATE
(CDR MSG-LIST) MSG
(STRING-APPEND PLOT-LINE-a")))))))
(FORMULATE LIST -0E-MSGS MESSAGE PLOT-LINE)))103
GET-LEVEL
TRANSLATION :: (Stick the text here...)
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(D-LIST N)
(LETREC
((LYST
(CAR
(CDR D-LIST)))
(GOPHER -1
(LAMBDA
(NEW-LIST M)
(IF
(<=
(LENGTH NEW-LIST) M) NEW-LIST
(GOPHER -1
(CDR NEW-LIST) M)))))
(EVAL
(APPEND
('
(MIN))
(GOPHER -1 LYST N)))))
RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA
TRANSLATION :: "Stick the text here..."
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE IGNORE IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(SOURCE DESTINATION COUNT)
(COND
((<= COUNT 0) NIL)
(ELSE
(IF
(DOS-FILE-COPY SOURCE DESTINATION) #T
(RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA SOURCE DESTINATION
(-1+ COUNT))))))
SELECT-ITEM
TRANSLATION ::(Stick the text here...)
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE IGNORE IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(VALUE SET-POINTS ITEM-LIST)
(COND
((EQ? NIL VALUE)
(. UNKNOWN))
((< VALUE
(CAR SET-POINTS))
(CAR ITEM-LIST))
((=
(LENGTH SET-POINTS) 1)
(CADR ITEM-LIST))
(T
(SELECT-ITEM VALUE
(CDR SET-POINTS)
(CDR ITEM-LIST)))))104
SET-DEPTH
TRANSLATION :: (Stick the text here...)
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(D -LIST INTERVAL)
(IF
(=
(LENGTH
(CADR D -LIST)) 0)
(TRUNCATE
(/ INTERVAL 30))
(LETREC
((LYST
(CAR
(CDR D -LIST)))
(TICS
(-
(CAR
(REVERSE
(CAR
(CDR D-LIST)))) INTERVAL)))
(IF
(> INTERVAL
(CAR
(REVERSE LYST)))
(TRUNCATE
(/ INTERVAL 30))
(LETREC
((MUNK-1
(LAMBDA
(NEW-LIST SET-POINT)
(IF
(< SET-POINT
(CADR NEW-LIST))
(LENGTH NEW-LIST)
(MUNK-1
(CDR NEW-LIST) SET-POINT)))))
(MUNK-1 LYST TICS))))))
SEVERE-CLASS
TRANSLATION ::(the most severe emergency class from the emergency
classes determined above )
TEMPLATE :: (PARMS)
TYPE :: EXPRESSION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(L)
(COND
((MEMBER "General Emergency" L) "General Emergency")
((MEMBER "Site Area Emergency" L) "Site Area Emergency")
((MEMBER "Alert" L) "Alert")
((MEMBER "Unusual Event" L) "Unusual Event")
(ELSE "No Emergency Declared")))105
SORT
TRANSLATION ::(Stick the text here...)
TEMPLATE :: (IGNORE)
TYPE :: ACTION
SOURCE :: (LAMBDA
(NUMBER-LIST)
(LETREC
((UNSORTED-LIST
(CAR NUMBER-LIST))
(SORTED-LIST NIL)
(SORT-PROC
(LAMBDA
(NLIST SLIST)
(LET
((ITEM
(EVAL
(APPEND
('
(MAX)) NLIST))))
(COND
((=
(LENGTH NLIST) 1)
(APPEND NLIST SLIST))
(T
(SORT-PROC
(APPEND
(REVERSE
(CDR
(MEMBER ITEM
(REVERSE NLIST))))
(CDR
(MEMBER ITEM NLIST)))
(APPEND
(LIST ITEM) SLIST))))))))
(SORT-PROC UNSORTED-LIST SORTED-LIST)))
Frame :: GENERAL
IDENTIFIER :: "GENERAL-"
INITIALDATA ::(TOPICS OPERATING-MODE TALK-INTERVAL)
PROMPTEVER ::(This system determines the most severe emergency class to
be applied to the current conditon of the plant. The
emergency classes are established by comparing specific
emergency conditions to a set of limits and conditions
which define four emergency classes. The emergency classes
are used to communicate the situation severity and the
extent of response actions required. :line 2 The four
emergency classes in order of increasing severity are:
:line :tab 27 :line 2 :tab
30 :attr (cyan) UNUSUAL EVENT :line 2 :tab 34 :attr
yellow) ALERT :line 2 :tab 27 :attr (purple) SITE AREA
EMERGENCY :line 2 :tab 28 :attr (red) GENERAL EMERGENCY )
PARMGROUP GENERAL-PARMS
RULEGROUPS :: (GENERAL-RULES)
OFFSPRING ::(CLASSIFY)
GENERAL-PARMS (OPERATING-MODE TALK-INTERVAL TOPICS)
GENERAL-RULES ::(RULE232)106
GENERAL -PARMS
OPERATING-MODE
TRANSLATION :: (operation in simulation/debugging mode)
PROMPT ::("Is RT/EM-CLASS being operated as a simulator for the
purposes of development?" )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE245 RULE244)
TALK-INTERVAL
TRANSLATION ::(the number of minutes between user input)
PROMPT ::("How many minutes should elapse between update of parameters
by the user?Note that the maximum time is 30 minutes." )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: INTEGER
USED-BY :: (RULE292 RULE291)
RANGE ::(0 30)
TOPICS
TRANSLATION :: (Problem areas to consider)
PROMPT ::(Select the problem areas to be considered in determining the
most severe emergency class. )
TYPE :: ASK-ALL
EXPECT ::("All" "Radiological Effluent Release" "Loss of Fission
Product Barrier" "Steam Line Break" "Main Steam Safety or
Relief Valve Failure" "Primary or Primary-to-Secondary
Leakage" "Pressurizer Safety or Relief Valve Failure" "Loss
of Power or Alarms" "Loss of Feedwater" "Other Limiting
Conditions" "Reactor Protection System Failure" "Fuel
Handling Accident" "Control Room Evacuation" "Fire" "Security
Threat" "Natural Phenomena" "External Hazards" "Internal
Hazards" )
ANTECEDENT-IN (RULE232)
USED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE003 MRULE001 MRULE015 MRULE014 MRULE012
MRULE011 MRULE010 MRULE009 MRULE008 MRULE006
MRULE005 MRULE004 MRULE002 MRULE007 MRULE013 )
GENERAL-RULES
RULE232
SUBJECT :: GENERAL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "THEN :: SET-OPTIONS NO-PROMPT NO-RETURN-KEY ON AND
FRAME-SCHEDULE CLASSIFY FROM-NOW 0"
IF ::(TOPICS IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (SET-OPTIONS NO-PROMPT NO-RETURN-KEY AND FRAME-SCHEDULE
CLASSIFY FROM-NOW 0 )107
META-RULES
MRULE001
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1 (TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = "Radiological Effluent Release"
) )
THEN :: (01-RELEASE = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE002
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1(TOPICS = All) AND 1(TOPICS = "Loss of Fission Product
Barrier" )AND I(TOPICS = "Primary or Primary-to-Secondary
Leakage") AND 1(TOPICS = "Pressurizer Safety or Relief Valve
Failure" ) )
THEN :: (02-FPBARRIER = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE003
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1(TOPICS = All) AND (TOPICS = Steam Line Break) AND I
TOPICS = "Main Steam Safety or Relief Valve Failure" ) )
THEN :: (03-STEAM = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE004
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1 (TOPICS = All) "Primary or
Primary-to-Secondary Leakage" )AND !(TOPICS = "Pressurizer
Safety or Relief Valve Failure" )AND !(TOPICS = "Loss of
Fission Product Barrier" ) )
THEN ::(04-PRIMARY = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE005
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF (! (TOPICS = All) AND 1(TOPICS = Loss of Power or Alarms))
THEN :: (05-POWER = NOT CONSIDERED)
mBuLE006
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(I (TOPICS = All) AND I(TOPICS = Loss of Feedwater))
THEN :: (06-FEEDWATER = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE007
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1(TOPICS = All) AND 1(TOPICS = Other Limiting Conditions)
AND !(TOPICS = Loss of Fission Product Barrier) AND (TOPICS
= "Loss of Feedwater" ) )
THEN :: (07-OTHER = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE008
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1(TOPICS = All) AND I(TOPICS = "Reactor Protection System
Failure" ) )
THEN ::(08-RPS-FAIL = NOT CONSIDERED)1 08
MRULE009
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(! (TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = Fuel Handling Accident))
THEN ::(09-FUEL = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE010
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1 (TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = Control Room Evacuation))
THEN :: (10-CR-EVAC = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE011
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(I(TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = Fire))
THEN :: (11-FIRE = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE012
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(I(TOPICS = All) AND(TOPICS = Security Threat))
THEN :: (12-SECURITY = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE013
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(I (TOPICS = All) AND 1(TOPICS = Natural Phenomena) AND I
TOPICS = "Other Limiting Conditions" ) )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE014
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(1 (TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = External Hazards))
THEN ::(14-EXTERNAL = NOT CONSIDERED)
MRULE015
SUBJECT :: META-RULES
IF ::(I(TOPICS = All) AND !(TOPICS = Internal Hazards))
THEN :: (15-INTERNAL = NOT CONSIDERED)
Frame :: CLASSIFY
IDENTIFIER :: "CLASSIFY-"
PARENTS ::(GENERAL)
GOALS :: (HEAR-FROM-USER 01-RELEASE 02-FPBARRIER 03-STEAM 04-PRIMARY
05-POWER 06-FEEDWATER 07-OTHER 08-RPS-FAIL 09-FUEL 10-CR-EVAC
11-FIRE 12-SECURITY 13-NATURAL 14-EXTERNAL 15-INTERNAL STATUS
DATA-MGMT )
PROMPT1ST :: premise
PREMISE :: ($AND
(KNOWN FRAME TOPICS))
FINAL-FUNCTIONS ::(DO-ALL (FRAME-SCHEDULE CLASSIFY FROM-START 45)
DELETE-DYN-FRANE FRAME )(E (GC #T)) )
PARMGROUP CLASSIFY-PARMS109
RULEGROUPS ::(CLASSIFY-RULES EP-MODULE-15-RULES EP-MODULE-14-RULES
EP-MODULE-13-RULES EP-MODULE-12-RULES EP-MODULE-11-RULES
EP-MODULE-10-RULES EP-MODULE-09-PULES EP-MODULE-08-RULES
EP-MODULE-07-RULES EP-MODULE-06-RULES EP-MODULE-05-RULES
EP-MODULE-04-RULES EP-MODULE-03-RULES EP-MODULE-02-RULES
EP-MODULE-01-RULES DATA-XFER-RULES PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES )
META-RULES ::(MRULE001 MRULE002 MRULE003 MRULE004 MRULE005 MRULE006
MRULE007 MRULE008 MRULE009 MRULE010 MRULE011 MRULE012
MRULE013 MRULE014 MRULE015 )
CLASSIFY-PARMS (01-RELEASE 02-FPBARRIER 03-STEAM 04-PRIMARY 05-POWER
06-FEEDWATER 07-OTHER 08-RPS-FAIL 09-FUEL 10-CR-EVAC
11-FIRE 12-SECURITY 13-NATURAL 14-EXTERNAL
15-INTERNAL 5-CE-TC AFW AFW-NF AFW-NO-PUMPS AFW-RT1
AFW-RT2 AFW-RT3 AIRBN-ACT ALARM-LOSS ARM-15 ARM-15-LK
ARM-20 ARM-21 ARM12 /13 -HI ARM22/23 ARMS -HI1 ARMS-HI2
ARMS -HI3 ARMS-HI4 BIV-FTC CLOCK CONT-COOL CONT-HIGH
CONT-HUMID CONT-LEAK-1 CONT-LEAK-2 CONT-P CORE-TC-HI5
CR-EVAC CR-EVAC-NO-SD CR-LIGHTS DATA-MGMT DOOR-FAIL
EAB-CALC EAB-DOSE EAB-I-131 EAB-LMT ECCS ECCS-FAIL
ED1067 ED1068 EXT-EXIST EXT-SERIOUS-DMG
EXT-SEVERE-DMG EXT-TOXIC1 EXT-TOXIC2 EXT-TOXIC3 F1059
F1060 F1061 F1062 FIRE FIRE-SAFETYI FIRE-SAFETY2
FPB-COOLANT FPB-CORE FPB-FUEL FPB-FUEL-DMG FPB-LOSS-1
FPB-LOSS-2 FPB-LOSS-3 FUEL-DMG-LOC FUEL-HANDLING
FUEL-NUMBER HATCH -FAIL HEAR-FROM-USER HPI 1-131
I-131-PC I-131-RLS I-131-RR I-LIMIT IND-NOT-SEC
INT-OTHER1 INT-OTHER2 INT-OTHER3 INT-TURBINE-CP
INT-TURBINE-SD IV-FAIL IV-FTC L1048 L1052 L1053
LAB-FF LEVEL LKG-COOLANT LKG-P-TS LKG-P/S-TS LKG-SGT
LKG-SGT-LOP LKG-SGT-SVFR LKG-UNID LKG-VER
LMT-ACTIVITY LMT-COLD-SD LMT-CONT-INTEG LMT-ECCS
LMT-ESF/FIREP LMT-HOT-SD LMT-INJURY LOCA-CHG-PMP
LOCA-CHR-FAIL LOCA-ECCS-FAIL M1000 M1002 M1004 M1006
MD1073 MD1074 MD1075 MD1076 MINUTE-15 MINUTE-2
MINUTE-30 MOD1-STEP1 MOD1-STEP4 MOD1-STEP6
MOD14-STEP1 MOD14-STEP4 MOD15-STEP1 MOD15-STEP3
MOD2-STEP1/2 MOD2-STEP5 MOD4-STEP1 MOD4-STEP5/6
MOD5-STEP1 MODS -STEP5 MOD5-STEP7 MOD7-STEP1
MOD7-STEP2 MOD7-STEP3 MOD7-STEP4 MOD7-STEP5
MOD7-STEP6 MOD7-STEP7 MOD9-STEP1 MOD9-STEP2 MODE-4
MSIV-F-SG MSIV-F-SL NAT-CIRC NAT-EQUAKE NAT-FLOOD
NAT-TORNADO NAT-TYPE NAT-UNUSUAL NAT-VOLCANO
NAT-WINDS OPERATION OUTSIDE-BK P1001 P1046 P1047
PB-LEAK PCT-TP PRM-10 PRM-13 PRM-16 PRM-1A PRM-1B
PRM-1C PRM-1D PRM-1E PRM-2A PRM-2B PRM-2C PRM-2D
PRM-6B PRM-6C PRM-9 PRM1-HI PRM1-MODE PRM2 -HI PRM3-HI
PRV-OPEN PWR-DG-LOSS PWR-ESF PWR-LOSS-30 PWR-LOSS-FW
PWR-LOSS-TS PWR-OFF/AC PWR-ON-DC PWR-ON-DC-15 PWR-UV
PWR-UV-1 PWR-UV-2R1000R1001R1002R1003R1004R1005
R1006R1007R1008R1009R1014R1015R1018R1019R1020
R1023R1024R1025R1026R1038R1039R1040R1041R1042
R1043R1044R1045R1046R1047R1048R1049R1050R1051
R1052R1053R1054R1055R1056R1057R1058R1059R1060
R1061RCP-OPRCS-PRCS-P-UNCRCS-T&PRCS-T-HI
RCS-T-HI2 RHR RLS-EAB RLS-EXC-1HR RLS-LIMIT1-1
RLS-LIMIT1-2 RLS-LIMIT1-3 RLS-LIMIT2 RLS-NOT-CNTRL
RPS-CORE-DMG RPS-RX-CRITICAL RT RT-2MIN RT-LOW-P
RT-M/A RVLIS SEC-ADV-ATTACK SEC-CONTROL1 SEC-CONTROL2
SECURITY-ALERT SF-POOL-LOW SG-FLOW-EXC SG-LVL-DC
SG-TB-R SG- VLV -01 SG-VLV-02 SGB-RIVER SIS SIS-FLOW
SM-ALARM ST-FLOW-INC ST-HIGH-SIS ST-LKG ST-LKG-FD
ST-PD-SIS ST-SEC-DEPRES ST-VLV-RESEAT ST/P-VLV-RESEAT
STATUS T1119 T1121 T1123 T1125 TRANSIENT )CLASSIFY-RULES ::
EP- MODULE -15 -RULES
EP-MODULE-14-RULES
EP-MODULE-13-RULES
EP-MODULE-12-RULES
EP-MODULE-11-RULES
EP-MODULE-10-RULES
EP-MODULE-09-RULES
EP-MODULE-08-RULES
EP- MODULE -07 -RULES
EP-MODULE-06-RULES
EP-MODULE-05-RULES
EP-MODULE-04-RULES
EP-MODULE-03-RULES
EP-MODULE-02-RULES
EP-MODULE-01-RULES
DATA-XFER-RULES
PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
(RuLE001 RULE128 RULE129 RULE212 RULE213 RULE214
RuLE215 RULE216 RULE244 RULE245 RULE279 RULE280
RULE281 RULE282 RULE283 RULE285 RULE286 )
(RULE100 RuLE101 RuLE102 RuLE103 RuLE104 RULE105
RULE106 RULE107 )
(RULE091 RULE092 RULE093 RULE094 RULE095 RULE096
RULE097 RULE098 RULE099 )
(RULE087 RULE088 RULE089 RULE090 RULE114 RULE115
RULE116 RULE117 RULE118 RULE119 RULE120 RULE121
RULE122 RULE123 )
(RULE082 RULE083 RULE084 RULE085 RULE086)
(RULE078 RULE079 RULE080 RULE081)
(RULE075 RULE076 RULE077)
(RULE069 RULE070 RULE071 RULE072 RULE073 RULE074
RULE124 RULE125 RULE126 RULE127 RULE331 RULE332
RULE333 RULE334 RULE335 RULE336 RULE337 RULE338
RULE339 )
(RULE065 RuLE066 RULE067 RULE068 RULE229 RULE230)
(RULE050 RULE051 RuLE052 RULE053 RULE054 RULE055
RULE056 RULE057 RULE058 RULE059 RULE060 RULE061
RULE062 RULE063 RuLE064 RULE199 RULE200 RULE201
RULE202 RULE203 RULE204 RULE205 RULE206 RULE207
RULE208 RULE209 RuLE210 RULE211 RULE316 RULE317
RULE318 RULE319 RULE320 RULE321 RULE322 RULE323
RULE324 RULE325 RULE326 RULE327 RULE328 RULE329
RULE330 )
(RULE045 RULE046 RULE047 RULE048 RULE049 RULE198
RULE315 )
(RULE033 RULE034 RULE035 RULE036 RULE037 RULE038
RULE039 RULE040 RULE041 RULE042 RULE043 RULE044
RULE194 RULE195 RULE196 RULE197 RULE231 RULE287 )
(RULE021 RULE022 RULE023 RULE024 RULE025 RULE026
RULE027 RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031 RULE032
RULE187 RULE188 RULE189 RULE190 RULE191 RULE192
RULE193 RULE224 RULE225 RULE226 RULE227 )
(RULE017 RULE018 RULE019 RULE020 RULE178 RULE179
RULE180 RULE181 RULE182 RULE183 RULE184 )
(RULE012 RULE013 RULE014 RULE015 RULE016 RULE163
RULE164 RULE165 RULE166 RULE167 RULE168 RULE169
RULE170 RULE171 RULE172 RULE173 RULE174 RULE175
RULE176 RULE177 RULE217 RULE218 RULE219 RULE220
RULE221 RULE222 )
(RULE002 RULE003 RULE004 RULE005 RuLE006 RULE007
RuLE008 RULE009 RuLE010 RuLE011 RuLE130 RULE131
RULE132 RULE133 RULE134 RULE135 RULE136 RULE137
RULE138 RULE139 RULE140 RULE141 RULE142 RULE143
RULE144 RULE145 RULE146 RULE147 RULE148 RULE149
RULE150 RULE151 RULE152 RULE153 RULE154 RULE155
RULE156 RULE157 RULE158 RULE159 RULE160 RULE161
RULE162 RULE234 RULE235 RULE236 RuLE270 )
(RULE237 RULE238 RULE239 RULE240 RULE241 RULE242
RULE243 RULE246 RULE247 RULE248 RULE249 RULE250
RULE251 RULE252 RULE253 RULE254 RULE255 RULE256
RULE257 RULE258 RULE259 RULE260 RULE261 RULE262
RULE263 RULE264 RULE265 RULE266 RULE267 RULE268
RULE269 RULE271 RULE272 RULE273 RULE274 RULE275
RULE276 RULE277 RULE278 RULE288 RULE289 RULE290 )
(RULE291 RULE292 RULE293 RULE294 RULE295 RULE296
RULE297 RULE298 RULE299 RULE300 RULE301 RULE302
RULE303 RULE304 RULE305 RULE306 RULE307 RULE308
RULE309 RULE310 RULE311 RULE312 RULE313 RULE314
RULE340 RULE341 )
1 1 0111
CLASSIFY -PARMS
01- RELEASE
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE011)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE001)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
02-FPBARRIER
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 2)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE016)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE002)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
03-STEAM
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Module 3)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE017 RULE018 RULE019 RULE020)
USED-BY :: (RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE003)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
04-PRIMARY
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 4)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE032)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE004)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
05 -POWER
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Module 5)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE044)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE005)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
06 -FEEDWATER
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 6)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE045 RULE046 RULE047 RULE048 RULE049)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE006)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)1 1 2
07-OTHER
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 7)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE064)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE007)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
08 -RPS -FAIL
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Modulo 8)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE065 RULE066 RULE067 RULE068)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE008)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
09-FUEL
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 9)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE074)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE009)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
10 -CR -EVAC
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 10)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE075 RULE076 RULE077)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE010)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
11-FIRE
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 11)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE078 RULE079 RULE080 RULE081)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (mRULE011)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
12-SECURITY
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Module 12)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE082 RULE083 RULE084 RULE085 RULE086)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE012)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)1 1 3
13-NATURAL
TRANSLATION :: (Emergency class for Module 13)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE088 RULE089 RULE090 RULE114 RULE115 RULE116 RULE117
RULE118 RULE120 RULE121 RULE122 RULE123 RULE087 RULE119
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY ::(MRULE013)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
DEFAULT ::(No Emergency Declared)
14-EXTERNAL
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Module 14)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE099)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE014)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212)
15- INTERNAL
TRANSLATION ::(Emergency class for Module 15)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE107)
USED-BY ::(RULE001)
UPDATED-BY-THE-WAY :: (MRULE015)
CONTAINED-IN :: (RULE212)
5 -CE -TC
TRANSLATION ::(5 core thermocouples)
PROMPT :: (Do the highest 5 core thermocouples measure --)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 620 degrees F" "> 620 degrees F" "> 714 degreesF" "
> 1200 degrees F" )
UPDATED-BY (RULE273)
USED-BY :: (RULE170 RULE171 RULE172 RULE221 RULE193 RULE229 RULE230)
AFW
===
TRANSLATION :: (Auxiliary feedweater flow possible)
PROMPT ::(Is it possible to establish auxiliary feedwater flow?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE210 RULE211)
AFW-NF
TRANSLATION ::(No AFW flow/no pumps after 2 minutes)
PROMPT ::(Do auxiliary feedwater[ AFW Iflow indicators measure zero
flow 2 minutes after reactor trip or are AFW pumps not
running 2 minutes after reactor trip? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE315)
USED-BY ::(RULE198)1 1 4
AFW -NO -PUMPS
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of all 3 AFW pumps)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of all auxiliary feedwater? :line 2 :left 3
:attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr
(yellow )ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is true --
:line 2 Loss of all three AFW Pumps, Modes 1,2 and 3 :line
:attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) AFW flow indicators
indicate zero flow within 2 minutes after reactor trip)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE315)
USED-BY ::(RULE045 RULE046 RULE047 RULE048 RULE049)
COMMENT :: "Module 6, Step 1 - Entry Point"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
AFW -RT1
TRANSLATION (Rx trip, all 3 AFW pumps fail)
PROMPT ::(Is there a reactor trip followed by failure of all three
auxiliary feedwater pumps? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE198)
USED -BY (RULE046 RULE047 RULE048 RULE049)
COMMENT :: "Module 6, Step 2"
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
DEFAULT ::(NO)
AFW-RT2
TRANSLATION (AFW not restored in 30 min of Rx trip)
PROMPT :: (Is it true that auxiliary feedwater cannot be restored
within 30 minutes? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE047 RULE048 RULE049)
COMMENT :: "Module 6, Step 3"
AFW-RT3
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of all charging)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of all charging?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE048 RULE049)
COMMENT :: "Module 6, Step 4"
AIRBN -ACT
TRANSLATION :: (Iodine/Airborne part > 100 MPC)
PROMPT ::(Is there unexpected general area iodine or particulate
airborne concentration > 100 MPC? :line 2 :left 3 :attr
cyan )MPC for iodine: :tab 8 1 E-8 microCi/cc :line MPC for
particulate: :tab 3 3 E-7 microCi/cc )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE207)
ALARM-LOSS
TRANSLATION :: (Annunciators & comp alarms lost >5 min)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of all control room annunciators and
computer alarms for > 5 minutes? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE042 RULE043 RULE041)
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 7 Entry Point"ARM-15
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-15A or ARM-15B dose rate)
PROMPT ::(Enter the highest dose rate measured by :attr (yellow)
ARM-15A :attr (white) or :attr (yellow) ARM-15B. :left 3
:line 2 :attr (cyan) Area Radiation Monitor Locations :left
6 :line ARM-15A Containment, Elevation 133 ft., Pressurizer
Shed :line ARM-15B Containment, Elevation 106 ft., Laydown
Area )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 2.0E3 mrem/hr" "> 2.0E3 mrem/hr" "> 100 R/hr, High
alarm" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE330)
USED-BY ::(RULE176 RULE278 RULE181 RULE193 RULE204)
ARM-15-LK
TRANSLATION (EAB dose rate based on ARM 15A or 15B)
PROMPT ::(Enter the calculated dose rate at the Exclusion Area
Boundary, based on ARM-15A or ARM-15B readings, coupled with
Containment leakage. Use adverse meteorological conditions
[Pasquil F Stability, 1 m/sec wind velocity]. Select from --
:left 3 :line 2 :attr (white) LIMIT A :tab 3 :attr (cyan)
Less than 1 mR/hr :line :attr (white) LIMIT B :tab 3 :attr
cyan )> 1 mR/hr :line :attr (white) LIMIT C :tab 3 :attr
cyan )> 50 mrem/hr whole body for 0.5 hrs :line :tab 15 or
5 times this level to the thyroid :line :attr (white) LIMIT
D :tab 3 :attr (cyan) > 500 mrem/hr whole body for 2 minutes
:line :tab 15 or 5 times this level to the thyroid )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (LIMIT A LIMIT B LIMIT C LIMIT D)
USED-BY ::(RULE141 RULE142)
ARM-20
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-20 exposure rate)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest reading for ARM-20.)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Less than 10 R/hr" "> 10 R/hr, High alarm" "> 25 R/hr
[Refueling]" "> 200 R/hr [Power Operation]" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE328 RULE327)
USED-BY ::(RULE205)
ARM-21
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-21 >15R/hr [Refuel] >200 [Operation])
PROMPT ::(Is ARM-21 measuring > 15 R/hr during refueling or > 200 R/hr
during power operation? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE329)
USED-BY ::(RULE206)
ARM12/13-HI
TRANSLATION :: (High alarm on ARM-12 or ARM-13
PROMPT ::(Is there a high alarm for either of
radiation monitors? :left 3 :line 2
cyan )High alarm at :attr (yellow)
(white )ARM-13 :tab 5 :attr (cyan)
yellow ) >15 mr/hr )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE339)
USED-BY ::(RULE126 RULE127 RULE125)
the following area
ARM-12 :tab 5 :attr
>15 mr/hr :line 2 :attr
High alarm at :attr
1 1 51 1 6
ARM22/23
TRANSLATION (Dose rate from ARM-22 or ARM-23)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest dose rate measured by :attr (yellow)
ARM-22 :attr (white) or :attr (yellow) ARM-23. :left 3 :line
2 :attr (cyan) Area Radiation Monitor Locations :left 6
:line ARM-22 North Site Boundary :line ARM-23 South Site
Boundary )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 1.0 mR/hr" ">1.0 mR/hr" ">50 mR/hr for 0.5 hr""
>500 mR/hr for 2 minutes" ">1000 mR/hr" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE265 RULE266 RULE267 RULE268 RULE269)
USED-BY ::(RULE161 RULE156 RULE159)
ARMS-HI1
TRANSLATION ::(ARMS 1-5, 7-10, or 12-14 >2.5R/hr)
PROMPT :: (Are any of the following ARMs measuring > 2.5 R/hr? :line 2
:left 3 ARM 1-5 :line ARM 7-10 :line ARM 12-14 )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE321 RULE322 RULE323)
USED-BY ::(RULE200)
ARMS-HI2
TRANSLATION ::(ARMS 6, 16, or 17 >100 R/hr)
PROMPT :: (Are any of the following ARMS measuring > 100 R/hr? :line 2
:left 3 ARM 6 :line ARM 16 :line ARM 17 )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE324)
USED-BY ::(RULE201)
ARMS-HI3
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-11 exposure rate > 10 mR/hr)
PROMPT ::(Is ARM-11 measuring > 10 mR/hr?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE325)
USED-BY ::(RULE202)
ARMS-HI4
TRANSLATION ::(ARMS 18, 19, or 25 > 15 R/hr)
PROMPT ::(Are any of the following ARMs measuring > 15 R/hr? :line 2
:left 3 ARM 18 :line ARM 19 :line ARM 25 )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY (RULE326)
USED-BY ::(RULE203)
BIV -FTC
TRANSLATION :: (Slowdown isolation valves fail to close)
PROMPT ::(Have the blowdown isolation valves failed to close?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE255)
USED-BY :: (RULE132 RULE136)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Mod 1 - Step 1.6"1 1 7
CLOCK
TRANSLATION ::(time of data set collection)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE212 RULE285)
CONT -COOL
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of containment cooling)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of Containment cooling?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE192)
CONT -HIGH
TRANSLATION ::(High containment pressure)
PROMPT ::(Does there exist High Containment Pressure, High Containment
Sump level, High Containment Humidity, or an ARM 16A or 16B
alarm? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY (RULE278)
USED-BY (RULE227)
CONT -HUMID
TRANSLATION :: (containment has high humidity)
PROMPT ::(Is the containment humidity high?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE278)
CONT -LEAK -1
TRANSLATION :: (containment leak >0.1% at 60 psi)
PROMPT ::(Is containment leakage in excess of 0.1% by weight of
containment air per dayat 60 psig [La] or 0.07% by weight at
30 psig? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE319)
CONT -LEAK -2
TRANSLATION :: (combined leakage >0.60 La)
PROMPT ::(Is the combined leak rate > 0.6 La for all penetrations and
valves subject to Type B and C tests as identified in Table
3.6-1, when pressurized to 60 psig? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE320)
CONT-P
TRANSLATION :: (Containment pressure)
PROMPT ::(Enter the highest Containment pressure.)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 3.5 psig" "> 3.5 psig, High alarm" "Approaching 60
psig" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE276)
USED-BY ::(RULE176 RULE278 RULE181 RULE175 RULE192)1 1 8
CORE -TC -HI5
TRANSLATION ::(fifth highest core temperature measurement)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE273)
CR -EVAC
TRANSLATION :: (Control room evacuated)
PROMPT ::(Is the control room being evacuated?)
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY :: (RULE075 RULE076 RULE077)
COMMENT :: "Module 10, Step 1 - Entry Point"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CR-EVAC-NO-SD
TRANSLATION ::(No shutdown sys control in 15 min)
PROMPT ::(Is the control of shutdown systems incapable of being
established from local stations within 15 minutes? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE076 RULE077)
COMMENT :: "Module 10, Step 2"
CR-LIGHTS
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of Control Room normal lighting)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a loss of control room normal lighting?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE189)
DATA -MGMT
TRANSLATION ::(the data is saved for the next consult)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE285)
ANTECEDENT-IN ::(RULE304 RULE305 RULE306 RULE307 RULE308 RULE309
RULE310 RULE311 RULE312 RULE314 RULE313 )
DOOR-FAIL
TRANSLATION ::(an airlock door/seal fails)
PROMPT ::(For either of the two airlocks, have both inner and outer
doors or seals failed for more than 24 hours? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE318)
EAB -CALL
TRANSLATION ::(EAB dose rt >1 rem/hr wb or >5 thyroid)
PROMPT ::(Does the dose rate calculated at the Exclusion Area Boundary
under actual meteorological conditions exceed 1 rem/hr whole
body or 5 rem/hr thyroid? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE144)1 1 9
EAB -DOSE
TRANSLATION ::(EAB dose >1 rem wb or >5 rem thyroid)
PROMPT ::(Is the integrated dose projected to be >1 rem whole body or
>5 rem thyroid beyond the Exclusion Area Boundary? )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("No" "Yes, based on adverse meteorology" "Yes, based on
actual meteorology"
USED-BY ::(RULE162 RULE270)
EAB -I -131
TRANSLATION ::(EAB 1-131 concentration)
PROMPT ::(The highest 1-131 concentration [or thyroid dose rate]
measured at the Exclusion Area Boundary is -- )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 1.0E-10 microCi/cc" ">1.0E-10 microCi/cc" ">1.0E-7
microCi/cc [>250 mrem/hr] for 0.5 hr" ">1.0E-6 microCi/cc
[>2500 mrem/hr] for 2 minutes" )
USED-BY ::(RULE157 RULE160)
EAB-LMT
TRANSLATION :: (Measured EAB dose rate)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest dose rate measured at the Exclusion Area
Boundary. Select from -- :left 3 :line 2 :attr (white) LIMIT
A :tab 3 :attr (cyan) Less than 1 mR/hr :line :attr (white)
LIMIT B :tab 3 :attr (cyan) > 1 mR/hr :line :attr (white)
LIMIT C :tab 3 :attr (cyan) > 50 mrem/hr whole body for 0.5
hrs :line :tab 15 or 5 times this level to the thyroid :line
:attr (white) LIMIT D :tab 3 :attr (cyan) > 500 mrem/hr
whole body for 2 minutes :line :tab 15 or 5 times this level
to the thyroid :line :attr (white) LIMIT E :tab 3 :attr
cyan )> 1 rem/hr whole body :line :tab 15 or 5 times this
level to the thyroid )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::(LIMIT A LIMIT B LIMIT C LIMIT D LIMIT E)
USED-BY ::(RULE155 RULE158 RULE143)
ECCS
====
TRANSLATION :: (Indications of successful ECCS)
PROMPT ::(Are there indications of successful ECCS?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE192)
ECCS -FAIL
TRANSLATION ::(Indications of ECCS not actuated)
PROMPT ::(Are there control room indications of ECCS not actuated, or
no flow indications on centrifugal charging, safety
injection and RHR pumps, after operator action? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE193)
ED1067
TRANSLATION :: (containment vent isolation TR A)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE237 RULE238 RULE239)120
ED1068
TRANSLATION :: (containment vent isolation TR B)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY :: (RULE237 RULE238 RULE239)
EXT -EXIST
TRANSLATION ::(Crash, derailment, explosion within EAB)
PROMPT ::(Is there a crash, derailment or explosions being experienced
in the general area? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer
:attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE
:attr (cyan) of the following is true -- :line 2 :left 6
Aircraft, ship, etc. crash within the EAB :line :attr
yellow )OR :line :attr (cyan) Aircraft circling and
threatening the plant :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr
cyan )Train derailment within the EAB :line :attr (yellow)
OR :line :attr (cyan) Explosion within the EAB or warning
from offsite :left 3 :line 2 with potential effect on plant
operations, as determined by the Shift Supervisor. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE091 RULE092 RULE093 RULE094)
COMMENT :: "Module 14, Step 1 - Entry Point"
EXT-SERIOUS-DMG
TRANSLATION :: (Damage to plant structure or equipment)
PROMPT ::(Is there serious damage to plant structure or equipment?
(cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr
(cyan )if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the
following is true -- :line 2 Aircraft, ship, etc. crash into
plant structures. :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Determination by Shift Supervisor of missile impacts on
facility with resultant damage. :line :attr (yellow) OR
:line :attr (cyan) Determination by Shift Supervisor of
known explosion at facility resulting in damage to plant
structures or equipment. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE092 RULE093 RULE094)
COMMENT :: "Module 14, Step 2"
EXT-SEVERE-DMG
TRANSLATION ::(Severe damage to plant!)
PROMPT ::(Is there damage to vital plant structure or equipment? :line
2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan)
if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is
true -- :line 2 Aircraft or other vehicle crash impairing
the safety function of vital structures (For example:
Containment, Control Room, Auxiliary Building, Fuel
Building, Turbine Building ):line :attr (yellow) OR :line
:attr (cyan) Missile or explosion impact causing loss of all
functions needed for hot shutdown. :LINE :ATTR (yellow) OR
:line :ATTR (cyan) Ship or other vehicle collision causing
damage to the intake structure )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE093 RULE094)
COMMENT :: "Module 14, Step 3"121
EXT -TOXIC1
TRANSLATION :: (Toxic/flammable gases in general area)
PROMPT ::(Is there a toxic or flammable gas release in the general
area? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES
:attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the
following is true :line 2 Toxic or flammable gas release
of a magnitude that threatens personnel, as determined by
the Shift Supervisor. :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr
cyan )Toxic or flammable gas release warning from offsite.
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE095 RULE096 RULE097 RULE098)
COMMENT :: "MODULE 14, STEP 4 - ENTRY POINT"
EXT-TOXIC2
TRANSLATION :: (Toxic/flammable gases in vital area)
PROMPT ::(Is there an entry of toxic or flammable gases into facility
vital areas that threatens to render safety-related
equipment inoperable? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer
:attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE
:attr (cyan) of the following is true -- :line 2 Indications
by observations or warning from outside the plant of toxic
or flammable gases entering a vital area. :line :attr
yellow )OR :line :attr (cyan) Detection of gases in a vital
area in concentrations which exceed either the limits of
flammablity or toxicity. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE096 RULE097 RULE098)
COMMENT :: "Module 14, Step 5"
EXT-TOXIC3
TRANSLATION :: (Toxic/flammable gases degrade safety)
PROMPT :: (Is there an uncontrolled entry of toxic or flammable gases
approaching toxic or explosive levels into vital areas which
involve a significant degradation of plant safety? :line 2
:left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan)
if :attr (yellow) ALL :attr (cyan) of the following are true
-- :line 2 Uncontrolled entry of toxic or flammable gases
into any one of the following areas: Control Room, Cable
Spreading Rooms, Containment, Switch Gear Room, Safe
Shutdown Panels, Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms. :line
:attr (yellow) AND :line :attr (cyan) Lack of access to the
area renders a safety-related system inoperable or potential
for fire or explosion in the area is great. :line 2 :attr
green )[Press Fl for gas concentrations] )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE097 RULE098)
HELP ::(:attr (yellow) TOXIC GASES -- :line 2 Ammonia :tab 5 100 ppm
:line SO-2 :tab 10 5 ppm :line Chlorine :tab 5 15 ppm :line 2
FLAMMABLE GASES -- :line 2 >50% lower flammable limits )
COMMENT :: "Module 14, Step 6"
F1059
TRANSLATION ::(Aux FW Flow to SG A)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE315)1 22
F1060
TRANSLATION ::(Aux FW Flow to SG B)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE315)
F1061
TRANSLATION ::(Aux FW Flow to SG C)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE315)
F1062
TRANSLATION ::(Aux FW flow to SG D)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE315)
FIRE
====
TRANSLATION ::(Fire lasting > 10 minutes)
PROMPT ::(Is there a fire lasting more than 10 minutes within the
Control, Fuel, Auxiliary, Turbine, or Containment buildings?
:line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr
(cyan )if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the
following is true -- :line 2 Observation of fire lasting >
10 minutes. :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) Fire
detection device alarm with confirming observation
indicating fire lasting > 10 minutes. :LINE :ATTR (yellow)
:LINE :ATTR (cyan) Fire could affect safety systems in the
judgement of the Shift Supervisor. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE078 RULE079 RULE080 RULE081)
COMMENT :: "Module 11, Step 1 - Entry Point"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
FIRE -SAFETY1
TRANSLATION ::(Fire affects required safety systems)
PROMPT ::(In the judgement of the Shift Supervisor, Is the fire
affecting or expected to affect safety systems required for
the present mode of operation? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE079 RULE080 RULE081)
COMMENT :: "Module 11, Step 2"
FIRE -SAFETY2
TRANSLATION :: (Fire defeats redundant sfty sys trains)
PROMPT ::(In the judgement of the Shift Supervisor, is the fire
defeating redundant safety system trains or functions
concurrent with plant conditions that may require their use
for accident mitigation? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE080 RULE081)
COMMENT :: "Module 11, Step 3"123
FPB -COOLANT
TRANSLATION :: (Subcool margin loss/overpressurized)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE174 RULE169 RULE173 RULE170 RULE171 RULE172)
USED-BY :: (RULE012 RULE013 RULE014 RULE0)5)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 2, Step 2 Entry Point"
FPB-CORE
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of core cooling capability)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE172 RULE221)
USED-BY ::(RULE014 RULE015)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 2, Step 5"
FPB -FUEL
TRANSLATION ::(Fuel damage indications exist)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE165 RULE168 RULE166 RULE167)
USED-BY ::(RULE012 RULE013 RULE014 RULE015)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: (MODULE 2, STEP 1 - ENTRY POINT)
FPB -FUEL -DMG
TRANSLATION ::(Possibility of fuel damage exists)
TYPE :: YES /NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE165 RULE168 RULE171 RULE172)
USED-BY ::(RULE013 RULE014 RULE015 RULE222 RULE177 RULE175)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 2, Step 3"
FPB -LOSS -1
TRANSLATION ::(loss or imminent loss of 1 fission product barrier)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a loss or imminent loss of one fission
product barrier? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr
white )YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr
cyan )of the following is true -- :left 6 :line 2 Loss or
imminent loss of fuel cladding :line :attr (yellow) OR :line
:attr (cyan) Loss or imminent loss of RCS pressure boundary
resulting in leakage >50 GPM :line :attr (yellow) OR :line
:attr (cyan) Loss or imminent loss of Containment integrity
as defined by Standard Technical Specification Modes 1, 2,
3, & 4 )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY (RULE222)
USED-BY ::(RULE219 RULE218)124
FPB -LOSS -2
TRANSLATION ::(loss or imminent loss of 2 fission product barriers)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a loss of two fission product barriers or a
loss of one with the imminent loss of the second barrier?
:line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr
(cyan )if :attr (yellow) ANY TWO :attr (cyan) of the
following is true -- :left 6 :line 2 Loss or imminent loss
of fuel cladding :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Loss or imminent loss of RCS pressure boundary resulting in
leakage >50 GPM :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Loss or imminent loss of Containment integrity as defined by
Standard Technical Specification Modes 1, 2, 3, & 4 )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE218)
USED-BY ::(RULE217 RULE219 RULE220)
FPB -LOSS -3
TRANSLATION :: (Loss of 3 fission product barriers)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a loss of 3 fission product barriers or a
loss of 2 fission product barriers with an imminent loss of
the third barrier? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE176 RULE177 RULE175)
USED-BY :: (RULE219 RULE220)
COMMENT :: "Module 2, Step 4"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
FUEL -DMG -LOC
TRANSLATION ::(Fuel handling accident location)
PROMPT ::(What is the location of the fuel handling accident?)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (Containment Fuel Building)
USED-BY ::(RULE072 RULE073 RULE126 RULE127 RULE124 RULE125)
FUEL-HANDLING
TRANSLATION :: (Spent fuel handling accident)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a spent fuel handling accident damaging one
or more fuel assemblies? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE072 RULE071 RULE073 RULE126 RULE127 RULE124 RULE125)
COMMENT :: "Module 9, Step 2 - Entry Point"
FUEL-NUMBER
TRANSLATION ::(More than one fuel assembly damaged)
PROMPT ::(Is there major damage to more than one spent fuel assembly?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE072 RULE073 RULE126 RULE125)
HATCH-FAIL
TRANSLATION :: (equip hatch or seal fails)
PROMPT ::(Has the containment equipment hatch or seal failed?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE317)125
HEAR-FROM-USER
TRANSLATION ::(the user will input data)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE292 RULE291)
ANTECEDENT-IN (RULE293 RULE294 RULE295 RULE297 RULE296 RULE298
RULE299 RULE300 RULE301 RULE303 RULE302 RULE340
RULE341 )
HPI
=
TRANSLATION ::(High pressure injection possible)
PROMPT ::(Is it possible to establish high pressure injection?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE209)
1-131
TRANSLATION ::(Site 1-131 concentration)
PROMPT ::(The 1-131 concentration determined by analysis is -- :line 2
:attr (green) :tab 3 [Press "Fl" for Technical Specification
Limits.] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Less than Tech Spec limits" "> Tech Spec limits" "> 10 times
Tech Spec limits" )
USED-BY ::(RULE133 RULE137)
HELP ::(:attr (green) Technical Specification limits for 1-131
concentrations: :line 2 :attr (yellow) CONTAINMENT :line :attr
(white ):tab 3 1.2 E-7 microCi/cc :line 2 :attr (yellow)
AUXILIARY BUILDING VENTS :line :attr (white) :tab 3 5.8 E-8
microCi/cc )
COMMENT :: "Mod 1 Step 1.7"
I-131-PC
TRANSLATION ::(1-131 primary coolant activity)
PROMPT :: (Enter the 1-131 primary coolant specific activity
[microcuries/gram]. :line 2 :attr (green) [Press "Fl" for
help.] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
USED-BY ::(RULE165 RULE183 RULE166)
HELP :: (:attr (cyan) Enter a positive integer value. :line 2 Example:
:tab 3 :attr (yellow) 75 )
I -131 -RLS
TRANSLATION :: (Releasing 1-131 to environment)
PROMPT ::(Is 1-131 determined to be releasing to the environment?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE133 RULE137)
COMMENT :: "Mod 1Step 1.7"
I-131-RR
TRANSLATION :: (1-131 rls >2.4E-4 Ci/sec for 0.5 hr ...)
PROMPT ::(Does a grab sample analysis show equivalent 1-131 release
rate >2.4 E-4 Ci/sec for 0.5 hr or >2.4 E-3 Ci/sec for 2
minutes? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE154)1 26
I-LIMIT
TRANSLATION ::(1-131 primary coolant activity limit)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE163 RULE164)
USED-BY ::(RULE166)
IND-NOT-SEC
TRANSLATION :: (Indications not caused by secondary leak)
PROMPT ::(Are the indications of)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE227)
INT -0THER1
TRANSLATION :: (Other unusual plant conditions exist)
PROMPT ::(Are there other plant conditions being experienced or
projected beyond usual limits? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan)
Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if the following is
true -- :line 2 Other plant conditions exist that :line
:left 6 in the judgement of the :ATTR (yellow) Shift
Supervisor :LINE :ATTR (cyan) warrant notifying offsite
agencies and plant management )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE103 RULE104 RULE105 RULE106)
COMMENT :: "Module 15, Step 3 Entry Point"
INT -0THER2
TRANSLATION ::(Other serious plant conditions exist)
PROMPT ::(Are there other plant conditions that can be considered
serious? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white)
YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ALL :attr (cyan) of the
following are true -- :line 2 Other plant conditions exist
that warrant :line 2 :left 6 Precautionary activation of the
:LINE Technical Support Center :ATTR (yellow) AND :LINE
:ATTR (cyan) the Operational Support Center :ATTR (yellow)
AND :LINE :ATTR (cyan) the Emergency Operations Facility
:attr (yellow) AND :line :attr (cyan) Placing Headquarters
support personnel on standby at the descretion of the Plant
General Manager. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE104 RULE105 RULE106)
COMMENT :: "Module 15, Step 4"
INT -0THER3
TRANSLATION ::(Other severe plant conditions exist)
PROMPT :: (Are there other plant conditions that can be considered
severe? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white)
YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ALL :attr (cyan) of the
following are true -- :line 2 Other plant conditions exist
that warrant :line 2 :left 6 Activation of the emergency
centers and monitoring teams :line :attr (yellow) AND :line
:attr (cyan) Precautionary public notification at the
descretion of the Plant General Manager. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE105 RULE106)
COMMENT :: "Module 15, Step 5"127
INT-TURBINE-CP
TRANSLATION :: (Turbine failure --> casing penetration)
PROMPT ::(Is there a turbine failure causing casing penetration? :LINE
2 :LEFT 3 :ATTR (cyan) Answer :ATTR (white) YES :ATTR (cyan)
if :ATTR (yellow) ALL :ATTR (cyan) of the following are true
-- :LINE 2 Main Turbine Trip :LINE :ATTH(yellow) AND :LINE
:ATTR (cyan) Observation of casing penetration )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE101 RULE102)
COMMENT :: "Module 15, Step 2"
INT-TURBINE-SD
TRANSLATION ::(Turbine rotating component --> shutdown)
PROMPT ::(Is there a turbine rotating component causing rapid plant
shutdown? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white)
YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ALL :attr (cyan) of the
following are true -- :line 2 Turbine trip :line :attr
yellow ) AND :line :attr (cyan) Confirmation of rotating
component failure )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE100 RULE101 RULE102)
COMMENT :: "Module 15, Step 1 - Entry Point"
IV-FAIL
TRANSLATION ::(isol vlv or backup fails > 1 hr)
PROMPT ::(Has any isolation valve (listed in Table 3.6.1) along with
backup or blind flange failed for more than one hour? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE316)
IV-FTC
TRANSLATION :: (Isolation valves fail to close)
PROMPT :: (Have the isolation valves failed to close?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE131 RULE135)
COMMENT :: "Mod 1 Step 1.5"
L1048
TRANSLATION ::(Containment sump level - wide (A))
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE340)
USED-BY (RULE278)
L1052
TRANSLATION :: (RVLIS Full Range Tr. A)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE275)
L1053
TRANSLATION ::(RVLIS Full Range Tr B)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE275)128
LAB -FF
TRANSLATION :: (Failed fuel fraction)
PROMPT ::(Has a lab analysis been performed which indicatesfailed
fuel has -- )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("not increased" "increased 0.1% in 30 minutes" "increased 1%
in 30 minutes" "increased to a total fraction of 5%" )
USED-BY :: (RULE168 RULE184 RULE167)
LEVEL
TRANSLATION ::(Level of emergency classification )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
LKG -COOLANT
TRANSLATION ::(Reactor coolant leakage rate >50 gpm)
PROMPT ::(Is there a significant [>50 gpm] reactor coolant leakage
rate? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE218 RULE027 RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 7"
LKG -P -TS
TRANSLATION :: (Primary Tech Spec leak rates exceeded)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE224 RULE225 RULE226)
USED-BY ::(RULE026 RULE027 RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 5 - Entry Point"
LKG -P/S -TS
TRANSLATION (Pri-to-sec Tech Spec leak rate exceeded)
PROMPT ::(Are primary-to-secondary Technical Specification leak rates
exceeded? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white)
YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan)of
the following is true -- :line 2 Verified
primary-to-secondary leak rate > 1 gpm total for 4 hours,
actual or anticipated :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr
cyan )Verified primary-to-secondary leak rate > 500 gpd per
steam generator for 4 hours, actual or anticipated, as
identified by daily RCS leakage evaluation )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE021 RULE022 RULE023 RULE025 RULE024)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 1 - Entry Point"
LKG-SGT
TRANSLATION ::(Rapid gross failure of 1+ SG tubes)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE188)
USED-BY :: (RULE022 RULE023 RULE025 RULE024 RULE189RULE190 RULE191)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 2"
DEFAULT ::(NO)129
LKG-SGT-LOP
TRANSLATION :: (Loss of offsite power)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE189)
USED-BY :: (RULE023 RULE025 RULE024)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 3"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
LKG-SGT-SVFR
TRANSLATION (SG/P PORVs/safety vlvs fail to reseat)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE190 RULE191)
USED-BY ::(RULE023 RULE024)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 4"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
LKG -UN ID
TRANSLATION :: (Unidentified primary system leak)
PROMPT :: (Is there unidentified leakage >1 gpm for 4 hours, actual or
anticipated? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE225)
LKG-VER
TRANSLATION :: (Verified Primary System leakage)
PROMPT ::(Is there a verified primary system leak rate -- :line 2
:left 3 :attr (cyan) > 10 gpm from the Reactor Coolant
System :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) > 20 gpm
total controlled leakage from all Reactor Coolant Pumps
:line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) > 6 gpm
controlled leakage from any one Reactor Coolant Pump at a
Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2230 +/- 20 psig :line 2
:attr (white) for 4 hours, actual or anticipated? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY (RULE226)
LMT- ACTIVITY
TRANSLATION :: (Hi rad levels or airborne radioactivity)
PROMPT :: (Are there sustained high radiation levels orhigh airborne
radioactivity which indicates a severe degradation in the
control of radioactive materials in the plant? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE200 RULE201 RULE202 RULE203 RULE204 RULE205RULE206
RULE207 )
USED-BY :: (RULE058 RULE059)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 5 Entry Point"130
LMT -COLD -SD
TRANSLATION :: (System needed for cold shutdown lost)
PROMPT ::(Is there a complete loss of any function needed for plant
cold shutdown? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE208)
USED-BY ::(RULE060 RULE061)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 6 Entry Point"
LMT-CONT-INTEG
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of containment integrity)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of Containment integrity, requiring shutdown
by Technical Specification 3.6.1.1 ? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE320 RULE319 RULE318 RULE317 RULE316)
USED-BY :: (RULE222 RULE218 RULE050 RULE051)
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 1 Entry Point"
LMT-ECCS
TRANSLATION (ECCS initiation & discharge to Rx)
PROMPT ::(Is there an ECCS initiation and discharge to the reactor
vessel? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE199)
USED-BY ::(RULE054 RULE055)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 3 - Entry Point"
LMT-ESF/FIREP
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of ESF requiring shutdown)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of ESF requiring shutdown by Technical
Specification 3.5[ECCS] while in Mode 1 or 2 ? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE052 RULE053)
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 2 - Entry Point"
LMT-HOT-SD
TRANSLATION :: (System needed for hot shutdown lost)
PROMPT ::(Is there a complete loss of any function needed for plant
hot shutdown? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE209 RULE210 RULE211)
USED-BY ::(RULE062 RULE063)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 7 - Entry Point"
LMT- INJURY
TRANSLATION :: (Injured are overexposed or contaminated)
PROMPT ::(Is transportation required from the site to a hospital of an
injured individual who is overexposed and/or contaminated? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE056 RULE057)
COMMENT :: "Module 7, Step 4 Entry Point"131
LOCA-CHG-PMP
TRANSLATION :: (LOCA > charging pump capacity)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE227)
USED-BY :: (RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031 RULE175 RULE192 RULE193)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 8"
LOCA-CHR-FAIL
TRANSLATION :: (Containment heat removal system fails)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE192)
USED-BY :: (RULE029 RULE030 RULE031)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 9"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
LOCA-ECCS-FAIL
TRANSLATION (ECCS fails -> severe core degradation)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE193)
USED-BY :: (RULE029 RULE031)
COMMENT :: "Module 4, Step 10"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
M1000
TRANSLATION ::(Wind speed El. 33 ft (A))
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY :: (RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
M1002
TRANSLATION ::(Wind speed El. 33 ft (B))
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY :: (RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
M1004
TRANSLATION :: (Wind speed El. 200 ft)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
M1006
TRANSLATION :: (Wind speed El. 500 ft)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)132
MD1073
TRANSLATION ::(SG A blowdown isolation)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY (RULE255)
MD1074
TRANSLATION ::(SG B blowdown isolation)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE255)
MD1075
TRANSLATION ::(SG C blowdown isolation)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE255)
MD1076
TRANSLATION ::(SG D blowdown isolation)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY (RULE255)
MINUTE-15
TRANSLATION :: (number of data points in That 15 minutes)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: INTEGER
UPDATED-BY (RULE245 RULE244)
MINUTE-2
TRANSLATION :: (number of data points in last two minutes)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: INTEGER
UPDATED-BY (RULE245 RULE244)
MINUTE-30
TRANSLATION :: (number of data points in last 30 minutes)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: INTEGER
UPDATED-BY (RULE245 RULE244)
MOD1-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 1, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE002 RULE003 RULE004 RULE005 RULE006)
USED-BY ::(RULE011)133
MOD1-STEP4
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 1, entry Step 4)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE007 RULE008 RULE009 RULE010)
USED-BY :: (RULE011)
MOD1-STEP6
TRANSLATION ::(Emrgncy class for Mod 1 entry Step 6)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY (RULE234 RULE235 RULE236)
USED-BY ::(RULE011)
MOD14-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 14, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE091 RULE092 RULE093 RULE094)
USED-BY ::(RULE099)
MOD14-STEP4
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 14, entry Step 4)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE095 RULE096 RULE097 RULE098)
USED-BY ::(RULE099)
MOD15-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 15, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE100 RULE101 RULE102)
USED-BY :: (RULE107)
MOD15-STEP3
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 15, entry Step 3)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE103 RULE104 RULE105 RULE106)
USED-BY ::(RULE107)
MOD2-STEP1/2
TRANSLATION (Emrgncy class for Mod 2, entry Step 1&2)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE012 RULE013 RULE014 RULE015)
USED-BY ::(RULE016)
MOD2 -STEP5
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 2, entry Step 5)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE217 RULE219 RULE220)
USED-BY :: (RULE016)
MOD4-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 4, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE021 RULE022 RULE023 RULE025 RULE024)
USED-BY ::(RULE032)134
MOD4-STEP5/6
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 4, entry Step 5&6)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE026 RULE027 RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031)
USED-BY ::(RULE032)
MOD5 -STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 5, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE033 RULE034 RULE035 RULE036 RULE037)
USED-BY ::(RULE044)
MOD5-STEP5
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 5, entry Step 5)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE039 RULE038 RULE040)
USED-BY ::(RULE044)
MOD5-STEP7
TRANSLATION ::(Emrgncy class for Mod 5, entry Step 7)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE042 RULE043 RULE041)
USED-BY ::(RULE044)
MOD7-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE050 RULE051)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD7 -STEP2
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 2)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE052 RULE053)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD7-STEP3
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 3)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE054 RULE055)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD7 -STEP4
TRANSLATION ::(Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 4)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE056 RULE057)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD7 -STEP5
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 5)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE058 RULE059)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)135
MOD7 -STEP6
TRANSLATION ::(Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 6)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE060 RULE061)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD7 -STEP7
TRANSLATION ::(Emrgncy class for Mod 7, entry Step 7)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE062 RULE063)
USED-BY ::(RULE064)
MOD9-STEP1
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 9, entry Step 1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE069 RULE070)
USED-BY ::(RULE074)
MOD9 -STEP2
TRANSLATION :: (Emrgncy class for Mod 9, entry Step 2)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE072 RULE071 RULE073 RULE126 RULE127 RULE124 RULE125)
USED-BY ::(RULE074)
MODE-4
TRANSLATION :: (Plant in hot shutdown, Mode 4)
PROMPT ::(Is the plant in hot shutdown [Mode 4 ]?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE211)
MSIV -F -SG
TRANSLATION :: (MSIV from affected SG failed)
PROMPT :: (Have the main steam isolation valves from the affected steam
generator failed? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE177)
MSIV-F-SL
TRANSLATION ::(MSIV in steam line fail to isolate)
PROMPT :: (Have the main steam isolation valves in the affected steam
line failed to isolate? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE182)
NAT -CIRC
TRANSLATION :: (Sustain natural/forced circulation)
PROMPT ::(Is it possible to sustain natural or forced circulation?)
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY ::(RULE208)136
NAT -EQUAKE
TRANSLATION ::(Severity of earthquake)
PROMPT ::(Enter the severity of the earthquake. Select from -- :line 2
:attr (white) SEVERE :tab 3 :attr (cyan) Earthquake > SSE
levels causing SSE alarms on triaxial sensors. :line 2 :attr
(white )SERIOUS :tab 2 :attr (cyan) Earthquake > OBE levels
but less severe than SSE levels which cause :line :tab 9 OBE
alarms on triaxial acceleration sensors :attr (yellow) AND
:attr (cyan) Occurrence of :line :tab 9 earthquake confirmed
by observation or offsite agency. :line 2 :attr (white)
UNUSUAL :tab 2 :attr (cyan) Earthquake observed by Shift
Supervisor or detected by plant :line :tab 9 instrumentation
but < OBE levels. :line 2 :attr (green) :tab 9 [Press "Fl"
for definition of OBE and SSE. ] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (SEVERE SERIOUS UNUSUAL)
USED-BY ::(RULE088 RULE089 RULE090)
HELP ::(:attr (yellow) OBE :tab 3 Operating Basis Earthquake :line 2
SSE :tab 3 Safe Shutdown Earthquake )
NAT-FLOOD
TRANSLATION ::(Severity of flood or wave surge)
PROMPT ::(Enter the severity of the flooding or wave surge. Select
from -- :line 2 :attr (white) SEVERE :tab 3 :attr (cyan)
Exceeding grade level (45 feet MSL) :line 2 :attr (white)
SERIOUS :tab 2 :attr (cyan) Within 5 feet of grade level [
40 to 45 feet MSLand rising :line 2 :attr (white) UNUSUAL
:tab 2 :attr (cyan) Greater than 27 feet MSL [2 feet above
service water pump room :line :tab 9 floor] but less than 40
feet MSL [within 5 feet of grade level] :line 2 :tab 9 MSL -
Mean Sea Level )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (SEVERE SERIOUS UNUSUAL)
USED-BY ::(RULE114 RULE115 RULE116)
NAT-TORNADO
TRANSLATION :: (Tornado is striking facility)
PROMPT ::(As determined by the Shift Supervisor, is the tornado
striking the facility? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE117 RULE118)1 37
NAT-TYPE
TRANSLATION ::(Type of natural phenomenon)
PROMPT ::(What type of natural phenomenon is occurring? :attr (green)
[Press "Fl" for more information.] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Earthquake" "Flood or Wave Surge" "Tornado" "High Winds" "
Volcano-related Events" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
USED-BY ::(RULE088 RULE089 RULE090 RULE114 RULE115 RULE116 RULE117
RULE118 RULE120 RULE121 RULE122 RULE123 RULE119 )
HELP ::(:attr (yellow) Enter -- :line :attr (white) Earthquake :attr
cyan )if one observed by Shift Supervisor :line :tab 11 or
detected on plant seismic :line :tab 11 instrumentation. :line
:attr (white) Flood... :tab 3 :attr (cyan) if level > 27 feet
Mean Sea Level. :line :attr (white) Tornado :tab 4 :attr (cyan
)if any determined to be onsite by :line :tab 11 Shift
Supervisor. :line :attr (white) High Winds :attr (cyan) if
sustained wind speed > 75 mph. :line :attr (white) Volcano...
:attr (cyan) if heavy ashfall or mud flow causes :line :tab 11
plant shutdown. )
NAT-UNUSUAL
TRANSLATION ::(Natural phenomenon being experienced)
PROMPT ::(Is there a natural phenomenon being experienced or projected
beyond usual limits? :attr (green) [Press "Fl" for more
information.] )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
USED-BY ::(RULE088 RULE089 RULE090 RULE114 RULE115 RULE116 RULE117
RULE118 RULE120 RULE121 RULE122 RULE123 RULE087 RULE119 )
HELP ::(:attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if an :attr
(white )Earthquake :attr (cyan) is observed by Shift
Supervisor or detected on plant seismic instrumentation, or a
:attr (white) Flood or Wave Surge :attr (cyan) level is > 27
feet Mean Sea Level, or a :attr (white) Tornado :attr (cyan)
is determined to be onsite by Shift Supervisor, or :attr
white )High Winds :attr (cyan) occur with sustained wind
speed > 75 mph, or :attr (white) Volcano-related events :attr
(cyan )such as heavy ashfall or mud flow cause plant
shutdown. )
COMMENT :; "Module 13, Step 1- Entry Point"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
NAT-VOLCANO
TRANSLATION :: (Severity of volcano-related events)
PROMPT ::(Enter the severity of the volcano-related events, such as
heavy ashfall or mud flow. Select from -- :line 2 :attr
white )SERIOUS :tab 2 :attr (cyan) Sufficiently severe to
adversely affect a safety system, :line :tab 9 as determined
by the Shift Supervisor :line 2 :attr (white) UNUSUAL :tab 2
:attr (cyan) Sufficiently severe to cause the plant to
shutdown. )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::(SERIOUS UNUSUAL)
USED-BY ::(RULE122 RULE123)1 38
NAT-WINDS
TRANSLATION ::(Severity of winds)
PROMPT ::(Enter the severity of the wind, as indicated by
meteorological instrumention readout of wind speed in the
control room. Select from -- :line 2 :attr (white) SEVERE
:tab 3 :attr (cyan) Exceeding design level of 100 mph :line
2 :attr (white) SERIOUS :tab 2 :attr (cyan) Extreme winds
near design basis level with sustained wind :line :tab 9
speed > 90 mph but < 100 mph :lime 2 :attr (white) UNUSUAL
:tab 2 :attr (cyan) Sustained wind speed > 75 mph but < 90
mph :line 2 :tab 9 [mph - Miles Per Hour] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (SEVERE SERIOUS UNUSUAL)
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE290 RULE289 RULE288)
USED-BY ::(RULE120 RULE121 RULE119)
OPERATION
TRANSLATION :: (current plant operating state)
PROMPT ::(Select the current plant operating state...)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ;:(Power Operations Refueling Shutdown)
USED-BY :: (RULE328 RULE327 RULE329)
OUTSIDE -BK
TRANSLATION :: (Break outside containment, or...)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a break outside Containment, or steam dump,
or are steam relief or safety valves open? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
P1001
TRANSLATION ::(RCS pressure -- wide rangc. sensor)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY ::(RULE272)
P1046
TRANSLATION :: (containment pressurewide range - #1)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE340)
USED-BY :: (RULE238 RULE239 RULE276)
P1047
TRANSLATION :: (containment pressure - wide range - #2)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE340)
USED-BY :: (RULE238 RULE239)
PB -LEAK
TRANSLATION :: (Detectable pressure boundary leakage)
PROMPT ::(Is there detectable pressure boundary leakage?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE224)1 39
PCT-TP
TRANSLATION ::(Percent rated thermal power)
PROMPT :: (Enter the current percent of rated thermal power. :line 2
:attr (green) [Press "Fl" for help.] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
USED-BY ::(RULE163 RULE164)
HELP ::(:attr (cyan) Enter a positive integer value. :line 2 Example:
:tab 3 :attr (yellow) 75 )
CONTAINED-IN ::(RULE164)
RANGE ::(0 120)
PRM -10
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-10 count rate)
PROMPT ::(The highest count rate reading for PRM-10 is --)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::(Less than 3.7E3 cpm >3.7E3 cpm, High alarm >3.7E4 cpm)
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE254)
USED-BY ::(RULE132 RULE136 RULE182 RULE188)
COMMENT ::"Mod 1 - Step 1.6"
PRM -13
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-13 > 3.6 E5 cpm)
PROMPT ::(Is the reading for PRM-13 > 3.6 E5 cpm?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE271)
USED-BY ::(RULE184 RULE167)
PRM -16
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-16 > 100 mrem/hr)
PROMPT ::(Is the reading for PRM-16 > 100 mrem/hr [High alarm]?)
TYPE :: YES /NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE277)
USED-BY ::(RULE182 RULE188)
PRM -IA
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-1A count rate)
PROMPT ::(Is the reading for PRm-lA > 3.9e7 cpm [High Alarm]?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE331)
USED-BY ::(RULE128)
PRM -1B
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-1B > 3500000. cpm)
PROMPT ::(Is the count rate for PRM-1B greater than 3500000. cpm [High
Alarm]? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY (RULE332)
USED-BY ::(RULE128)1 40
PRM -1C
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-1C count rate)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest count rate reading for :attr (yellow)
PRM-1C :attr (white) in :attr (yellow) PURGE MODE. :left 3
:line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-1C monitors Containment Effluent
low level noble gas. )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::((Less than 9.9E3 cpm >9.9E3 cpm >9.9E4 cpm))
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE240)
USED-BY :: (RULE130 RULE134)
COMMENT ::(MOD 1 - STEPS 1.1 2.1)
PRM -1D
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1D count rate)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest count rate reading for :attr (yellow)
PRM-1D. :left 3 :line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-1D monitors
Containment Effluent mid level noble gas. )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Less than 8.0E1 cpm" ">8.0E1 cpm, High alarm (PRESSURE
RELIEF MODE)" ">2.0E2 cpm for 0.5 hr (PURGE MODE)" ">8.0E2
cpm (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" ">2.0E3 cpm for 2 minutes (PURGE
MODE)" ">7.0E4 cpm for 0.5 hr (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" ">7.0E5
cpm for 2 minutes (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE242 RULE243 RULE246 RULE248 RULE247 RULE241)
USED-BY ::(RULE139 RULE145 RULE148 RULE138 RULE128)
PRM -1E
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-1E >4.0 mR/hr for 0.5 hr or ...)
PROMPT ::(Is :attr (yellow) PRM-1E :attr (white) reading :attr (yellow
)>4.0 mR/hr for 0.5 hr :attr (white) or :attr (yellow) >40
mR/hr for 2 minutes? :left 3 :line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-1E
monitors Containment Effluent high level noble gas. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE256 RULE257 RULE258)
USED-BY ::(RULE151)
PRM -2A
TRANSLATION (PRM-2A Aux bldg exh particulate)
PROMPT ::(Is the reading for PRM-2A [Auxilliary Building Exhaust,
Particulate] :LINE > 52000. cpm? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE335)
USED-BY ::(RULE334)
PRM -2B
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-2B Aux Bldg Exh, Iodine)
PROMPT ::(Is the reading of PRM-2B [Auxilliary Building Exhaust,
Iodine] :LINE > 4700. cpm? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE337)
USED-BY (RULE336)141
PRM -2C
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-2C count rate)
PROMPT ::(Enter the highest count rate reading for :attr (yellow)
PRM-2C. :left 3 :line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-2C monitors
Auxiliary Building low level noble gas. )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ((Less than 4.7E3 rpm >4.7E3 cpm, High alarm >4.7E4 cpm))
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE249)
USED-BY :: (RULE146 RULE149 RULE129)
PRM -2D
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-2D >8.3E1 cpm for 0.5 hr or ...)
PROMPT ::(Enter the reading for PRM-2D... :LINE [PRM-2D monitors
Auxiliary Building high level noble gas.] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("< 8.3E1 cpm" "> 8.3E1 cpm for 0.5 hr" "> 8.3E2 cpm, High
alarm" "> 8.3E2 cpm for 2 minutes" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE260 RULE261 RULE259)
USED-BY ::(RULE140)
PRM -6B
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-6B count rate)
PROMPT :: (Enter the highest count rate reading for :attr (yellow)
PRM-6B. :left 3 :line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-6B monitors
Condenser Air Ejector mid level noble gas. )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("Less than 1.8E2 cpm" ">1.8E2 cpm, High alarm" ">1.8E3 cpm" "
>1.8E5 cpm for 0.5 hr" "Off-scale for 2 minutes" )
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE250 RULE251 RULE252)
USED-BY :: (RULE147 RULE150 RULE152 RULE182 RULE188)
PRM -6C
TRANSLATION (PRM-6C >9.3 mR/hr for 0.5 hr or ...)
PROMPT ::(Is :attr (yellow) PRM-6C :attr (white) reading :attr (yellow
)>9.3 mR/hr for 0.5 hr :attr (white) or :attr (yellow)
>9.3E1 for 2 minutes? :left 3 :line 2 :attr (cyan) PRM-6C
monitors Condenser Air Ejector high level noble gas. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE263 RULE262 RULE264)
USED-BY ::(RULE153)
PRM -9
TRANSLATION (PRM-9 reading)
PROMPT ::(The highest reading for PRM-9 is --)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Less than the High alarm setpoint" "> High alarm setpoint""
> 10 times High alarm setpoint" )
UPDATED-BY (RULE253)
USED-BY ::(RULE131 RULE135)
COMMENT :: "Mod 1 - Step 1.5"1 42
PRM1 -HI
TRANSLATION ::(High alarm on PRM 1A, 1B, or 1D)
PROMPT ::(Is there a high alarm for any of the following process
radiation monitors? :left 3 :line 2 PRM-1A :tab 5 :attr
cyan )High alarm at :attr (yellow) >3.9E7 cpm :line 2 :attr
(white )PRM-1B :tab 5 :attr (cyan) High alarm at :attr
yellow )>3.5E6 cpm :line 2 :attr (white) PRM-1D :tab 5
:attr (cyan) High alarm at :attr (yellow) >8.0E1 cpm )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE128)
USED-BY ::(RULE181 RULE072 RULE073 RULE124)
PRM1 -MODE
TRANSLATION :: (containment isolation state)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: (Isolation Mode Purge Mode Pressure Relief Mode)
UPDATED-BY (RULE237 RULE238 RULE239)
USED-BY :: (RULE242 RULE243 RULE246 RULE248 RULE247 RULE240 RULE256
RULE257 RULE241 RULE128 RULE331 RULE332 )
PRM2 -HI
TRANSLATION ::(High alarm on PRM 2A, 2B, 2C or 2D)
PROMPT ::(Is there a high alarm for any of the following process
radiation monitors? :left 3 :line 2 PRM-2A :tab 5 :attr
cyan )High alarm at :attr (yellow) >5.2E4 cpm :line 2 :attr
(white )PRM-2B :tab 5 :attr (cyan) High alarm at :attr
yellow )>4.7E3 cpm :line 2 :attr (white) PRM-2C :tab 5
:attr (cyan) High alarm at :attr (yellow) >4.7E3 cpm :line 2
:attr (white) PRM-2D :tab 5 :attr (cyan) High alarm at :attr
(yellow )>8.3E2 cpm )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE333 RULE123 RULE334 RULE336)
USED-BY ::(RULE126 RULE127 RULE125)
PRM3 -HI
TRANSLATION :: (High alarm on PRM 3)
PROMPT ::(Is there a high alarm for PRM-3 :attr (yellow) [>9.0E4 cpm]
:attr (white) ? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE338)
USED-BY ::(RULE126 RULE127 RULE125)
PRV -OPEN
TRANSLATION :: (Pressurizer relief valves open)
PROMPT ::(Are there symptoms to indicate that pressurizer relief
valves are open? Symptoms include -- :left 3 :line 2 :attr
cyan )PSZR RELIEF LINE HI TEMP alarm [K1O-C4 ]:line PSZR
SAFETY RELIEF VALVE LEAKAGE HIGH alarm [K1O-D2 ]:line
Safety valve high leakage indication :line PSZR RELIEF TANK
HI /LO LEVEL alarm [K13-D1 ]:line PSZR RELIEF TANK HI TEMP
alarm [K13-E1 ]:line PSZR RELIEF TANK HI PRESS alarm [
K13-F1 ]:line PSZR PROTECTION LO PRESS alarm [K13-D2
:line REACTOR TRIP PSZR LO PRESS alarm on the first out
annunciator [K14-D2 ]:line Fluctuation in pressurizer
level :line Unaccountable increase in the frequency of
primary make-up. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE1B7 RULE190)1 43
PWR -DG -LOSS
TRANSLATION :: (Loss of both diesel generators)
PROMPT :: (What is the current status of the emergency diesel
generators? [Actual or Anticipated] )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Both EDGs are operable" "One or both EDGs unavailable for
short time" "One EDG unavailable for > 12 hours" "Both EDGs
unavailable for > 2 hours" "Both EDGs unavailable for > 72
hours" )
USED-BY :: (RULE195 RULE231 RULE287)
PWR-ESF
TRANSLATION ::(Can energize both ESF 4.16-kV buses)
PROMPT ::(Is it possible to energize at least one ESF 4.16-kV bus from
diesel generators? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE196 RULE197)
PWR -LOSS -30
TRANSLATION ::(No offsite or onsite AC power >30 min)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of offsite power and loss of all onsite AC
power >30 minutes? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE197)
USED-BY ::(RULE035 RULE036 RULE037)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 3"
PWR -LOSS -FW
TRANSLATION ::(No emergency feedwater makeup capability)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of emergency feedwater makeup capability?
:line 2 :attr (cyan) [Flow indicator or AFW systems shows no
flow] )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE036 RULE037)
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 4"
PWR -LOSS -TS
TRANSLATION ::(Tech Spec allowable # of power sources)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY
USED-BY ::
DEFAULT ::
COMMENT ::
PWR -OFF/AC
(RULE194 RULE195 RULE231 RULE287)
(RULE033 RULE034 RULE035 RULE036 RULE037)
(NO)
"Module 5, Step 1 - Entry Point"
TRANSLATION ::(No offsite or onsite AC power)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of offsite power and loss of all onsite AC
power? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE196 RULE197)
USED-BY :: (RULE034 RULE035 RULE036 RULE037)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-RANGE :: UNKNOWN
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 2"144
PWR -ON -DC
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of all vital onsite DC power)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of all vital onsite DC power? :line 2 :left
3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if
:attr (yellow) ALL :attr (cyan) of the following are true --
:line 2 DC bus undervoltage alarms on all buses :line :attr
(yellow) AND :line :attr (cyan) Loss of 12.47-kV and
4.16-kV position indicator lamps :line :attr (yellow) AND
:line :attr (cyan) Failure to re-energize in 5 minutes )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE039 RULE038 RULE040)
COMMENT ::(MODULE 5, STEP 5 - ENTRY POINT)
PWR-ON-DC-15
TRANSLATION ::(Loss of all vital DC power for >15 min)
PROMPT ::(Is there a loss of all vital DC power for > 15 minutes?
[Failure to re-energize within 15 minutes] )
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY :: (RULE039 RULE040)
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 6"
PWR -UV
TRANSLATION :: (Sustained undervoltage alarms 12.47-kV)
PROMPT ::(How long has there been sustained undervoltage alarms on
both 12.47-kV buses? )
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::("Less than 5 minutes" "> 5 minutes" "> 30 minutes" "> 12
hours" "> 24 hours" "> 72 hours" )
USED-BY ::(RULE194 RULE195 RULE196 RULE197 RULE287)
PWR -UV -1
TRANSLATION ::(Undervoltage alrm 12.47 & 4.16 kV buses)
PROMPT ::(Are there undervoltage alarms on the 12.47-kV and 4.16-kV
buses? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE189)
PwR -uv -2
TRANSLATION :: (Undervoltage alrm both 12.47-kV buses)
PROMPT ::(Are there undervoltage alarms on one or both 12.47-kV buses?
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: ("No undervoltage alarms" "Undervoltage alarm on one bus" "
Undervoltage alarm on both buses" )
USED-BY :: (RULE194 RULE195 RULE196 RULE197 RULE287)
R1000
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1A Containment particulate)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE331)145
R1001
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1B Containment iodine)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE332)
R1002
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1C containment vent low noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE240)
R1003
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1D containment vent high noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE248 RULE241)
R1004
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-1E containment vent hi-hi noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE258)
R1005
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-2A Aux Bldg Exh Particulate)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE335)
R1006
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-2B Aux Bldg Exh, Iodine)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE337)
R1007
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-2C aux bldg vent low noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE249)
R1008
TRANSLATION ::(PRM-2D aux bldg vent high noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE261 RULE333)1 46
R1009
TRANSLATION (PRM-3 Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE338)
R1014
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-6B air ejector high noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE252)
R1015
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-6C air ejector hi-hi noble gas)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE264)
R1018
TRANSLATION (PRM-9 liquid rad-waste discharge)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE253)
R1019
TRANSLATION :: (PRM-10 SG blowdown)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE254)
R1020
TRANSLATION :: (Gross fuel damage PRM -13 sensor)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE271)
R1023
TRANSLATION ::(Main Steam Line A - PRM-16A)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE277)
R1024
TRANSLATION :: (Main Steam Line B - PRM-16B)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE277)147
R1025
TRANSLATION ::(Main Steam Line C PRM-16C)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE277)
R1026
TRANSLATION :: (Main Steam Line D - PRM-16D)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE277)
R1038
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-1 Aux Bldg El 5)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE321)
R1039
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-2 Aux bldg El 25)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE321)
R1040
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-3 Radiation sample room)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE321)
R1041
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-4 Aux Bldg El 45)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE321)
R1042
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-5 fuel pool area El 45)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE321)
R1043
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-6 IC Monitoring Equip)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE324)
R1044
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-7 Aux Bldg El 61)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE322)148
R1045
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-8 Fuel Building El 61)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE322)
R1046
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-9 Radwaste Control)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE322)
R1047
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-10 Waste Concentrates Tank)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE322)
R1048
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-11 Control Room)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE325)
R1049
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-12 Maintenance Shop)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE323 RULE339)
R1050
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-13 New Fuel Storage)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE323 RULE339)
R1051
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-14 Radwaste Drumming Station)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE323)
R1052
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-15A Cont El 133 Press Shed)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE330)
R1053
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-15B Cont El 106 Laydown area)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE330)149
R1054
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-16 RHR Room West)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE324)
R1055
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-17 RHR Room East)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE324)
R1056
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-18 VCT Room, Facade)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE326)
R1057
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-19 Letdown Line, Facade)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE326)
R1058
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-20 Manipulator Crane)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE328 RULE327)
R1059
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-21 Entry to bioshield)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN :: (RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE329)
R1060
TRANSLATION :: (ARM-22 north site boundary)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY :: (RULE265 RULE268 RULE269)
R1061
TRANSLATION ::(ARM-23 south site boundary)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT :: POSITIVE-NUMBER
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE265 RULE268 RULE269)150
RCP-OP
TRANSLATION :: (Reactor Coolant Pumps running)
PROMPT :: (Are there any Reactor Coolant Pumps running?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE221 RULE193)
RCS -P
TRANSLATION ::(RCS pressure)
PROMPT :: (The current Reactor Coolant Pressure is --)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
EXPECT ::(Less than 1807 psig Between 1807 and 2385 psig > 2385 psig)
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE272)
USED-BY ::(RULE169 RULE170)
RCS -P -UNC
TRANSLATION ::(RCS system pressure decreasing uncontrollably)
PROMPT ::(Is the RCS system pressure decreasing uncontrollably?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY (RULE227)
RCS -T&P
TRANSLATION ::(Reduces RCS temp and pressure)
PROMPT ::(Is reactor coolant system temperature and pressure
significantly reduced? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE178)
RCS -T -HI
TRANSLATION :: (RCS average temperature >590 F)
PROMPT ::(Has it been verified that the Reactor Coolant System average
temperature is > 590 degrees F? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE274)
USED-BY ::(RULE173)
RCS -T -H12
TRANSLATION ::(RCS temp >200 F core outlet temp)
PROMPT ::(Has the RCS temperature increased to >200 degrees F above
core outlet temperature? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE208)
RHR
===
TRANSLATION :: (RHR system operational)
PROMPT ::(Is the Residual Heat Removal system functional or
operational? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE208 RULE211)151
RLS-EAB
TRANSLATION ::(Dose rate >=1.0 mR/hr at the EAB)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE161 RULE156 RULE159 RULE141 RULE155 RULE157 RULE142
RULE158 RULE160 RULE143 )
USED-BY ::(RULE007 RULE008 RULE009 RULE010)
DEFAULT :: (NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 1, Step 4 - Entry Point"
RLS -EXC -1HR
TRANSLATION :: (Effluent rls rt >Tech Spec for 1 hr)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE130 RULE134 RULE139 RULE145 RULE146 RULE147RULE148
RULE150 RULE149 RULE152 RULE131 RULE133 RULE135 RULE137
RULE154 RULE132 RULE136 )
USED-BY :: (RULE002 RULE003 RULE004 RULE005 RULE006)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 1, Step 1 - Entry Point"
RLS-LIMIT1-1
TRANSLATION :: (>50 mrem/hr wb for 0.5 hr at EAB,...)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE139 RULE152 RULE154 RULE151 RULE153 RULE138 RULE140)
USED-BY ::(RULE004 RULE005 RULE006 RULE144)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 1, Step 3"
RLS-LIMIT1-2
TRANSLATION ::(Calc >50 mrem/hr wb f/.5 hrs at EAB,...)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE161 RULE159 RULE142 RULE158 RULE160 RULE143 RULE162
RULE270 )
USED-BY :: (RULE008 RULE009 RULE010)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 1, Step 5"
RLS-LIMIT1-3
TRANSLATION :: (Post-Acc PRM EAB dose >50 mrem/h,...)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE152 RULE151 RULE140)
USED-BY (RULE234 RULE235 RULE236)
RLS-LIMIT2
TRANSLATION ::(1 rem/hr wb or 5 rem/hr thyroid at EAB)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE161 RULE144 RULE143 RULE162)
USED-BY :: (RULE235 RULE236 RULE005 RULE006 RULE009 RULE010)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT ::(MODULE 1 STEP 7)1 52
RLS-NOT-CNTRL
TRANSLATION ::(Rls >10 Tech Spec & not controllable)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE134 RULE139 RULE148 RULE150 RULE149 RULE152 RULE135
RULE137 RULE154 RULE136 )
USED-BY :: (RULE003 RULE004 RULE005 RULE006)
DEFAULT :: (NO)
COMMENT :: "Modulel, Step 2"
RPS -CORE -DMG
TRANSLATION ::(Core cooling & makeup systems fail)
PROMPT ::(Has a transient occurred that resulted in core damage or
additional failure of core cooling and makeup systems? :line
2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan)
if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is
true :line 2 Reactor pressure is greater than safety
valve setpoint :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Containment pressure is rapidly increasing :line :attr
yellow )OR :line :attr (cyan) Containment temperature is
rapidly increasing )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE229 RULE230)
USED-BY ::(RULE067 RULE068)
COMMENT :: "Module 8, Step 3"
RPS-RX-CRITICAL
TRANSLATION (RPS fails; reactor still critical)
PROMPT ::(Is there a failure of the Reactor Protection System to
initiate and complete a trip which brings the reactor
subcritical by rod drop? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer
:attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) BOTH :attr
(cyan )of the following are true -- :line 2 :left 6 Plant
conditions indicate a reactor trip is required :line :attr
white )OR :line :attr (cyan) Required coincidence of
bistables have tripped :line :attr (white) OR :line :attr
cyan )Trip is manually actuated :left 3 :line :attr (yellow
)AND :left 6 :line :attr (cyan) Sufficient control rods do
not drop into core :line :attr (white) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Reactor returns to criticality after trip )
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY :: (RULE065 RULE066 RULE067 RULE068)
COMMENT :: "Module 8, Step 1- Entry Point"
DEFAULT ::(NO)
RT
TRANSLATION ::(Reactor trip)
PROMPT ::(Has a reactor trip occurred or is one anticipated?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE209 RULE210)
RT-2MIN
TRANSLATION :: (Two minutes since reactor trip)
PROMPT ::(Have two minutes elapsed since a reactor trip?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE315)153
RT -LOW -P
TRANSLATION :: (Reactor trip on low pressure or ...)
PROMPT ::(Has there been a reactor trip on low pressure I1865 psig],
or is reactor pressure decreasing uncontrollably? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE188 RULE227)
RT-M/A
TRANSLATION :: (Manual or automatic reactor trip)
PROMPT ::(Is there a manual or automatic reactor trip?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE198)
RVLIS
TRANSLATION :: (RLVIS full range < 39%)
PROMPT ::(Is the Reactor Vessel Level Indicating System, RVLIS, full
range < 39%? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE275)
USED-BY ::(RULE221 RULE193 RULE230)
SEC -ADV -ATTACK
TRANSLATION ::(Adversary/bomb in protected area)
PROMPT ::(Is there a physical attack on the protected area? :line 2
:left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan)
if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is
true -- :line 2 Adversary is attacking the protected area
barrier. :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan)
Adversary is within the protected area, as determined by the
Shift Supervisor or Security Watch Supervisor. :line :attr
yellow )OR :line :attr (cyan, Bomb is found within the
protected area. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE083 RULE084 RULE085 RULE086)
COMMENT :: "Module 12, Step 2"
SEC-CONTROL1
TRANSLATION :: (Adversary/bomb in vital area)
PROMPT ::(Is the physical control of the plant challenged? :line 2
:left 3 :attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan)
if :attr (yellow) ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is
true -- :line 2 Adversary is attacking the vital area
barriers. :line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) Bomb is
found within the vital area. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE084 RULE085 RULE086)
COMMENT :: "Module 12, Step 3"154
SEC-CONTROL2
TRANSLATION :: (Physical control of plant lost)
PROMPT ::(Is the physical control of the plant lost? :line 2 :left 3
:attr (cyan) Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr
(yellow )ANY ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is true --
:line 2 Adversary has critically damaged vital equipment.
:line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) Adversary has
occupied control room or remote shutdown panel [C-160 ]
:line :attr (yellow) OR :line :attr (cyan) Bomb detonation
has caused vital equipment failure. )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE085 RULE086)
COMMENT :: "Module 12, Step 4"
SECURITY-ALERT
TRANSLATION :: (Security alert due to adversary action)
PROMPT ::(Can a security alert be declared due to adversary action
[per Trojan Nuclear Plant Security Plan] ? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE082 RULE083 RULE084 RULE085 RULE086)
COMMENT :: (MODULE 12, STEP 1 - ENTRY POINT)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
SF-POOL-LOW
TRANSLATION ::(Spent fuel pool <10 feet above fuel)
PROMPT ::(Is the spent fuel pool level <10 feet above the fuel?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE069 RULE070)
COMMENT :: "Module 9, Step 1 - Entry Point"
SG -FLOW -EXC
TRANSLATION :: (Excess flow to/from affected SG)
PROMPT ::(Is there excess feedwater flow to and steam flow from the
affected steam generator? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE180)
SG -LVL -DC
TRANSLATION :: (Decreasing levels on all SGs)
PROMPT ::(Is there decreasing wide range steam generator [SG ]levels
on all SGs? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE198)
SG -TB -R
TRANSLATION :: (Symptoms of SG tube rupture)
PROMPT :: (Do symptoms of a steam generator tube rupture exist?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE177)
SG -VLV -01
TRANSLATION :: (Open SG safety or relief valve)
PROMPT ::(Is there a visual and/or audible indication of an open steam
generator safety or relief valve? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE179)1 55
SG -VLV -02
TRANSLATION :: (Open SG valve/vent stack indications)
PROMPT ::(Is there a visual or audible indication at the vent stacks
of an open steam generator safety or relief valve? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE191)
SGB -RIVER
TRANSLATION ::(Steam generator blowdown to river)
PROMPT ::(Is the steam generator blowdown directed to the river?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE132 RULE136)
COMMENT :: "Mod 1 - Step 1.6"
SIS
===
TRANSLATION :: (Safety injection system operational)
PROMPT ::(Is the Safety Injection System operational? :left 3 :line 2
:attr (cyan) [Can SIS be verified with redundant
instrumentation?] )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE199)
SIS -FLOW
TRANSLATION :: (Charging flow or SIS flow indicated)
PROMPT ::(Are there positive indications of charging flow [F1-917 ]
or SIS flow [F1-918 or F1-922 ]? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE199)
SM -ALARM
TRANSLATION :: (Subcooling margin alarm)
PROMPT ::(Is there a valid subcooling margin monitor alarm [0 degrees
F ]? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE174)
ST-FLOW-INC
TRANSLATION :: (Steam flow increase)
PROMPT ::(Is there an increase in the steam flow?)
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY ::(RULE178)
ST-HIGH-SIS
TRANSLATION ::(High steam flow saftey injection signal)
PROMPT ::(Is there a High steam flow safety injection signal?)
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY ::(RULE178 RULE181 RULE182)1 56
ST -LKG
TRANSLATION :: (Steam line breaks prim-to-sec leakage)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE181 RULE182)
USED-BY :: (RULE018 RULE019 RULE020 RULE183 RULE184)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 3, Step 3"
ST -LKG -FD
TRANSLATION ::(Indications of fuel damage exist)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE183 RULE184)
USED-BY ::(RULE019 RULE020)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 3, Step 4"
ST -PD -SIS
TRANSLATION :: (Steam line differential pressure SIS)
PROMPT ::(Is there a steam line differential pressure safety injection
signal? )
TYPE :: YES/NO
USED-BY :: (RULE178 RULE181 RULE182)
ST-SEC-DEPRES
TRANSLATION :: (Secondary system rapid depressurization)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE178)
USED-BY ::(RULE017 RULE018 RULE019 RULE020)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 3, Step 1 - Entry Point"
ST -VLV -RESEAT
TRANSLATION ::(SG safety/relief valves fail to reseat)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE179 RULE180)
USED-BY ::(RULE017 RULE018 RULE019 RULE020)
DEFAULT ::(NO)
COMMENT :: "Module 3, Step 2 - Entry Point"
ST/P-VLV-RESEAT
TRANSLATION (Pszr or SG sfty/rlf vlvs fail to reseat)
TYPE :: YES/NO
UPDATED-BY :: (RULE187)
USED-BY ::(RULE026 RULE027 RULE028 RULE029 RULE030 RULE031)
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 6 - Entry Point"
DEFAULT :: (NO)
STATUS
TRANSLATION ::(Most severe emergency class)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-BY ::(RULE001)
ANTECEDENT-IN ::(RULE212 RULE279 RULE280 RULE281 RULE282 RULE283
RULE285 RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE286 )1 57
T1119
TRANSLATION ::(RC Loop A average temperature)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE274)
T1121
TRANSLATION ::(RC Loop B average temperature)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE274)
T1123
TRANSLATION ::(RC Loop C average temperature)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY ::(RULE274)
T1125
TRANSLATION ::(RC Loop A average temperature)
TYPE :: SINGLEVALUED
UPDATED-IN ::(RULE341)
USED-BY (RULE274)
TRANSIENT
TRANSLATION :: (Transient initiated or in progress)
PROMPT ::(Is a transient occurring that requires operation of shutdown
systems with failure to trip? :line 2 :left 3 :attr (cyan)
Answer :attr (white) YES :attr (cyan) if :attr (yellow) ANY
ONE :attr (cyan) of the following is true -- :line 2
Immediate action steps in EI-0 and FR S.1 to verify reactor
subcritical not completed :line :attr (yellow) OR :line
:attr (cyan) Reactor is critical )
TYPE :: YES /NO
USED-BY ::(RULE042 RULE043 RULE066 RULE067 RULE068)
COMMENT :: "Module 5, Step 8 and Module 8, Step 2"
CLASSIFY-RULES
RULE001
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
IF:: (FINDOUT 01-RELEASE AND FINDOUT 02-FPBARRIER AND FINDOUT
03-STEAM AND FINDOUT 04-PRIMARY AND FINDOUT 05-POWER AND
FINDOUT 06-FEEDWATER AND FINDOUT 07-OTHER AND FINDOUT
08-RPS-FAIL AND FINDOUT 09-FUEL AND FINDOUT 10-CR-EVAC AND
FINDOUT 11-FIRE AND FINDOUT 12-SECURITY AND FINDOUT 13-NATURAL
AND FINDOUT 14-EXTERNAL AND FINDOUT 15-INTERNAL )
THEN ::(STATUS = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME 01-RELEASE) (VAL1
FRAME 02-FPBARRIER )(VAL1 FRAME 03-STEAM) (VAL1 FRAME
04-PRIMARY )(VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1 FRAME 06-FEEDWATER)
VAL1 FRAME 07-OTHER )(VAL1 FRAME 08 -RPS-FAIL) (VAL1 FRAME
09-FUEL )(VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC) (VAL1 FRAME 11-FIRE) (VAL1
FRAME 12-SECURITY )(VAL1 FRAME 13-NATURAL) (VAL1 FRAME
14-EXTERNAL )(VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL) ) ) ) )RULE128
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
IF:: ((PRM-1D != "Less than 8.0E1 cpm" AND PRM1-MODE = "Pressure
Relief Mode" )OR PRM-1B OR PRM-1A )
THEN ::(PRM1-HI)
RULE129
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
IF (PRM-2C = >4.7E3 cpm, High alarm OR PRM-2C = >4.7E4 cpm)
THEN ::(PRM2-HI)
RULE212
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
UTILITY :: -100
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRINT :LEFT 9 :TAB 22 "S U M M A R Y" :LINE 2 "Elapsed Time:"
:TAB 25 CLOCK :LINE :ATTR (QUOTE (WHITE)) "Module
1-Radiological Release:" :TAB 7 01-RELEASE :LINE "Module
2-Fission Product Barrier:" :TAB 4 02-FPBARRIER :LINE "Module
3-Steam Line Break:" :TAB 11 03-STEAM :LINE "Module
4-Primary/Secondary System:" :TAB 3 04-PRIMARY :LINE "Module
5-Loss of Power or Alarms:" :TAB 4 05-POWER :LINE "Module
6-Loss of Feedwater:" :TAB 10 06-FEEDWATER :LINE "Module
7 -Other Limiting Conditions:" :TAB 2 07-OTHER AND PRINT :LEFT
9 :ATTR (QUOTE (WHITE)) "Module8-Reactor Protection System:"
:TAB 2 08-RPS-FAIL :LINE "Module9-Fuel Handling/Storage:"
:TAB 6 09-FUEL :LINE "Module 10-Control Room Evacuation:" :TAB
4 10-CR-EVAC :LINE "Module 11-Fire:" :TAB 23 11-FIRE :LINE"
Module 12-Security Threat:" :TAB 12 12-SECURITY :LINE "Module
13-Natural Phenomena:" :TAB 10 13-- NATURAL :LINE "Module
14-External Hazards:" :TAB 11 14-EXTERNAL :LINE "Module
15-Internal Hazards:" :TAB 11 15-INTERNAL :LINE )
RULE213
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF ::
THEN ::
:LINE
:LINE
:LINE
:LINE
(STATUS = Alert)
(PRINT :LINE
once..." AND
:ATTR
PRINT
:TAB28"
:TAB28"
:TAB28"
:TAB28"
:TAB28"
:LINE )
(QUOTE (blink red)) "Press [ALT] then [F8]
:HOLD/CLEAR :ATTR (QUOTE (YELLOW)) :ROW 1
-r
1 58RULE214
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF :: (STATUS = Site Area Emergency)
THEN ::(PRINT :LINE :ATTR (QUOTE (blink red)) "Press [ALT] then [F8]
once..." AND PRINT :HOLD/CLEAR :ATTR (QUOTE (PURPLE)) :ROW 1
11 p
RULE215
L
=11
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF ::(STATUS = General Emergency)
THEN ::(PRINT :LINE :ATTR (QUOTE (blink red)) "Print [ALT] then [F8]
once..." AND PRINT :HOLD/CLEAR :ATTR (QUOTE (RED)) :ROW
P
RULE216
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF ::(STATUS = Unusual Event)
THEN ::(PRINT :LINE :ATTR (QUOTE (blink red)) "Press [ALT] then [F8]
once..." AND PRINT :HOLD/CLEAR :ATTR (QUOTE (CYAN)) :ROW
:LINE )
RULE244
159
usuia. LurPfir
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
IF ::(OPERATING-MODE)
THEN :: (MINUTE-30 = 1 AND MINUTE-15 = 1 AND MINUTE-2 = 1)
RULE245
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
IF ::(! OPERATING-MODE)
THEN ::(MINUTE-2 = (E (SET-DEPTH (GET-TREND CLOCK ALL) 120)) AND
MINUTE -15 = (E (SET-DEPTH (GET-TREND CLOCK ALL) 900)) AND
MINUTE-30 = (E (SET-DEPTH (GET-TREND CLOCK ALL) 1800)) )160
RULE279
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE286)
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (RED)) :TAB 8 (E (BAR-GRAPH (LIST (VAL1
FRAME 01-RELEASE )(VAL1 FRAME 02-FPBARRIER) (VAL1 FRAME
03-STEAM )(VAL1 FRAME 04-PRIMARY) (VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1
FRAME 06-FEEDWATER )(VPJA FRAME 07-OTHER) (VALI FRAME
08-RPS-FAIL )(VAL1 FRAME 09-FUEL) (VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC)
VAL1 FRAME 11-FIRE )(VAL1 FRAME 12-SECURITY) (VAL1 FRAME
13-NATURAL )(VAL1 FRAME 14-EXTERNAL) (VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL)
)"General Emergency" ) ):TAB 2 "General Emergency" )
RULE280
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE279 RULE286 RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216)
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (PURPLE)) :TAB 8 (E (BAR-GRAPH (LIST (VAL1
FRAME 01-RELEASE )(VAL1 FRAME 02-FPBARRIER) (VAL1 FRAME
03-STEAM )(VAL1 FRAME 04-PRIMARY) (VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1
FRAME 06-FEEDWATER )(VAL1 FRAME 07-OTHER) (VAL1 FRAME
08-RPS-FAIL )(VAL1 FRAME 09-FUEL) (VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC)
VAL1 FRAME 11-FIRE )(VAL1 FRAME 12-SECURITY) (VAL1 FRAME
13-NATURAL )(VALI. FRAME 14-EXTERNAL) (VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL)
)Site Area Emergency" ) ):TAB 2 "Site Area Emergency" )
RULE281
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE286 RULE279 RULE280)
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (YELLOW)) :TAB 8 (E (BAR-GRAPH (LIST (VAL1
FRAME 01-RELEASE )(VAL1 FRAME 02-FPBARRIER) (VAL1 FRAME
03-STEAM )(VAL1 FRAME 04-PRIMARY) (VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1
FRAME 06-FEEDWATER )(VAL1 FRAME 07-OTHER) (VAL1 FRAME
08-RPS-FAIL )(VAL1 FRAME 09-FUEL) (VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC)
VALI. FRAME 11-FIRE )(VAL1 FRAME 12-SECURITY) (VAL1 FRAME
13-NATURAL )(VAL1 FRAME 14-EXTERNAL) (VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL)
)"Alert" ) ):TAB 2 "Alert" )
RULE282
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE279 RULE286 RULE280
RULE281 )
IF :: (STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (CYAN)) :TAB 8 (E (BAR-GRAPH (LIST (VAL1
FRAME 01-RELEASE )(VAL1 FRAME 02-FPBARRIER) (VAL1 FRAME
03-STEAM )(VAL1 FRAME 04-PRIMARY) (VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1
FRAME 06-FEEDWATER )(VAL1 FRAME 07-OTHER) (VALI. FRAME
08-RPS-FAIL )(VAL1 FRAME 09-FUEL) (VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC)
VAL1 FRAME 11-FIRE )(VAL1 FRAME 12-SECURITY) (VAL1 FRAME
13-NATURAL )(VAL1 FRAME 14-EXTERNAL) (VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL)
)"Unusual Event" ) ):TAB 2 "Unusual Event" )161
RULE283
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE286 RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE279 RULE280
RULE281 RULE282 )
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (WHITE)) :TAB 8 (E (BAR-GRAPH (LIST (VAL1
FRAME 01-RELEASE )(VAL1 FRAME 02-FPBARRIER) (VAL1 FRAME
03-STEAM )(VALI FRAME 04-PRIMARY) (VAL1 FRAME 05-POWER) (VAL1
FRAME 06-FEEDWATER )(VAL1 FRAME 07-OTHER) (VAL1 FRAME
08-RPS-FAIL )(VAL1 FRAME 09-FUEL) (VAL1 FRAME 10-CR-EVAC)
VAL1 FRAME 11-FIRE )(VAL1 FRAME 12-SECURITY) (VAL1 FRAME
13-NATURAL )(VAL1 FRAME 14-EXTERNAL) (VAL1 FRAME 15-INTERNAL)
)"No Emergency Declared" ) ):TAB 2 "No Emergency" :LINE"
Module: 123456 789 10 11 12 13 14 15" )
RULE285
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
DOBEFORE (RULE286 RULE213 RULE214 RULE215 RULE216 RULE279 RULE280
RULE281 RULE282 RULE283 )
IF ::(STATUS IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(SET-OPTIONS NO-PROMPT NO-RETURN-KEY AND PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE
GREEN ) )"Elapsed Time:" CLOCK " seconds" AND DATA-MGMT )
RULE286
SUBJECT :: CLASSIFY-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF ::(STATUS = No Emergency Declared)
THEN ::(PRINT :LINE :ATTR (QUOTE (blink red)) "Press [ALT] then [F8]
once..." AND PRINT :HOLD/CLEAR :ATTR (QUOTE (WHITE)) :ROW 1
IT
:LINE )
EP- MODULE -15 -RULES
RULE100
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 Step 1"
IF ::(1 INT-TURBINE-SD)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE101
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 Step 2"
IF ::(INT-TURBINE-SD AND IINT-TURBINE-CP)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP1 = Unusual Event)162
RULE102
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 - Step 2"
IF :: (INT-TURBINE-SD AND INT-TURBINE-CP)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP1 = Alert)
RULE103
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 - Step 3"
IF (! INT-OTHER1)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP3 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE104
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 Step 3"
IF :: (INT-OTHER1 AND 1INT-OTHER2)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP3 = Unusual Event)
RULE105
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 - Step 4"
IF ::(INT-OTHER1 AND INT-OTHER2 AND1INT-OTHER3)
THEN ::(MOD15-STEP3 = Alert)
RULE106
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15Step 5"
IF ::(INT-OTHER1 AND INT-OTHER2 AND INT-OTHER3)
THEN :: (MOD15-STEP3 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE107
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-15-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 15"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD15-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD15-STEP3)
THEN ::(15-INTERNAL = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD15-STEP1)
(VAL1 FRAME MOD15-STEP3 ) ) ) ) )
EP-MODULE-14-RULES
RULE091
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14Step 1"
IF ::(1 EXT-EXIST)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE092
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14 - Step 1"
IF ::(EXT-EXIST AND 1EXT-SERIOUS-DMG)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP1 = Unusual Event)163
RULE093
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14 - Step 2"
IF ::(EXT-EXIST AND EXT-SERIOUS-DMG AND ! EXT-SEVERE-DMG)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP1 = Alert)
RULE094
SUBJECT :: EP- MODULE -14 -RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14Step 3"
IF ::(EXT-EXIST AND EXT-SERIOUS-DMG AND EXT-SEVERE-DMG)
THEN :: (MOD14-STEP1 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE095
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14 - Step 4"
IF ::(1 EXT-TOXIC1)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP4 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE096
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14Step 4"
IF ::(EXT-TOXIC1 AND !EXT-TOXIC2)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP4 = Unusual Event)
RULE097
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14Step 5"
IF ::(EXT-TOXIC1 AND EXT-TOXIC2 AND 1EXT-TOXIC3)
THEN ::(MOD14-STEP4 = Alert)
RULE098
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14 - Step 6"
IF :: (EXT-TOXIC1 AND EXT-TOXIC2 AND EXT-TOXIC3)
THEN :: (MOD14-STEP4 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE099
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-14-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 14"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD14-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD14-STEP4)
THEN ::(14-EXTERNAL = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD14-STEP1)
(VAL1 FRAME MOD14-STEP4 ) ) ) ) )
EP -MODULE -13-RULES
RULE087
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 Step 1"
IF ::(! NAT-UNUSUAL)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = No Emergency Declared)164
RULE088
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 1.1"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Earthquake" AND NAT-EQUAKE =
UNUSUAL )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Unusual Event)
RULE089
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 Step 2.1"
IF ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Earthquake" AND NAT-EQUAKE =
SERIOUS )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Alert)
RULE090
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 3.1"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = Earthquake AND NAT-EQUAKE = SEVERE)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Site Area Emergency)
RULE114
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 1.2"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Flood or Wave Surge" AND NAT-FLOOD
= UNUSUAL )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Unusual Event)
RULE115
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 2.2"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Flood or Wave Surge" AND NAT-FLOOD
= SERIOUS )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Alert)
RULE116
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 3.2"
IF :: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Flood or Wave Surge" AND NAT-FLOOD
= SEVERE )
THEN :: (13-NATURAL = Site Area Emergency)
RULE117
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13Step 2.3"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = Tornado AND NAT-TORNADO)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Alert)
RULE118
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 1.3"
IF ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = Tornado AND ! NAT-TORNADO)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Unusual Event)165
RULE119
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 1.4"
IF :: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds ANDNAT-WINDS = UNUSUAL)
THEN :: (13-NATURAL = Unusual Event)
RULE120
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 2.4"
IF:: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds AND NAT-WINDS =SERIOUS)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Alert)
RULE121
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 3.3"
IF ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds AND NAT-WINDS = SEVERE)
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Site Area Emergency)
RULE122
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 1.5"
IF ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Volcano-related Events" AND
NAT-VOLCANO = UNUSUAL )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Unusual Event)
RULE123
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-13-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - Step 2.5"
IF ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = "Volcano-related Events" AND
NAT-VOLCANO = SERIOUS )
THEN ::(13-NATURAL = Alert)
EP-MODULE-12-RULES
RULE082
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-12-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - Step 1"
IF (! SECURITY-ALERT)
THEN ::(12-SECURITY = No Emergency Declared)
RULE083
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-12-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - Step 1"
IF ::(SECURITY-ALERT ANDSEC-ADV-ATTACK)
THEN ::(12-SECURITY = Unusual Event)
RULE084
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-12-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - Step 2"
IF :: (SECURITY-ALERT AND SEC-ADV-ATTACK AND !SEC-CONTROL1)
THEN ::(12-SECURITY = Alert)166
RULE085
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-12-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - Step 3"
IF :: (SECURITY-ALERT AND SEC-ADV-ATTACK AND SEC-CONTROL1 AND 1
SEC-CONTROL2 )
THEN :: (12-SECURITY = Site Area Emergency)
RULE086
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-12-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - Step 4"
IF:: (SECURITY-ALERT AND SEC-ADV-ATTACK AND SEC-CONTROL1 AND
SEC-CONTROL2 )
THEN ::(12-SECURITY = General Emergency)
EP-MODULE-11-RULES
RULE078
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-11-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 11 Step 1"
IF ::(1 FIRE)
THEN :: (11-FIRE = No Emergency Declared)
RULE079
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-11-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 11 - Step 1"
IF ::(FIRE AND 1FIRE-SAFETY1)
THEN :: (11-FIRE = Unusual Event)
RULE080
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-11-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 11 - Step 2"
IF ::(FIRE AND FIRE-SAFETY1 AND 1FIRE-SAFETY2)
THEN :: (11-FIRE = Alert)
RULE081
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-11-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 11 - Step 3"
IF ::(FIRE AND FIRE-SAFETY1 AND FIRE-SAFETY2)
THEN :: (11-FIRE = Site Area Emergency)
EP-MODULE-10-RULES
RULE075
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-10-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 10 - Step 1"
IF ::(1 CR-EVAC)
THEN ::(10-CR-EVAC = No Emergency Declared)167
RULE076
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-10-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 10 - Step 1"
IF (CR-EVAC AND 1CR-EVAC-NO-SD)
THEN ::(10-CR-EVAC = Alert)
RULE077
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-10-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 10 - Step 2"
IF (CR-EVAC AND CR-EVAC-NO-SD)
THEN ::(10-CR-EVAC = Site Area Emergency)
EP-MODULE-09-RULES
RULE069
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 - Step 1"
IF ::(1 SF-POOL-LOW)
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE070
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT ::"Module 9 - Step 1"
IF ::(SF-POOL-LOW)
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP1 = Unusual Event)
RULE071
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 - Step 2"
IF ::(1 FUEL-HANDLING)
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE072
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 Step 2.1"
IF:: (FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = "Containment" AND PRM1-HI AND
1FUEL-NUMBER )
THEN :: (MOD9-STEP2 = Alert)
RULE073
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 - Step 3.1"
IF ::(FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = "Containment" AND PRM1-HI AND
FUEL-NUMBER )
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE074
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9"
IF :: (FINDOUT MOD9-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD9-STEP2)
THEN :: (09-FUEL = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD9-STEP1) (VAL1
FRAME MOD9-STEP2 ) ) ) ) )168
RULE124
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 - Step 2.1"
IF ::(FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = Containment AND !PRM1-HI)
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE125
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9Step 3.2"
IF ::(FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = "Fuel Building" AND (PRM2-HI
OR PRM3-HI OR ARM12/13-HI) AND FUEL-NUMBER )
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE126
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9Steps 2.2 and 2.3"
IF :: (FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = "Fuel Building" AND (PRM2-HI
OR PRM3-HI OR ARM12/13-HI) AND 1 FUEL-NUMBER )
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = Alert)
RULE127
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 9 Step 2"
IF:: (FUEL-HANDLING AND FUEL-DMG-LOC = "Fuel Building" AND !PRM2-HI
AND !PRM3-HI AND ! ARM12/13-HI )
THEN ::(MOD9-STEP2 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE331
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1000 > 3.9e7 AND PRM1-MODE = Pressure Relief Mode)
THEN ::(PRM-1A)
RULE332
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1001 > 3500000. AND PRM1-MODE = Pressure Relief Mode)
THEN ::(PRM-1B)
RULE333
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1008 > 830.)
THEN ::(PRM2-HI)
RULE334
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF (PRM-2A)
THEN :: (PRM2-HI)
RULE335
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1005 > 52000.)
THEN ::(PRM-2A)169
RULE336
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(PRM-2B)
THEN ::(PRM2-HI)
RULE337
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1006 > 4700.)
THEN ::(PRM-2B)
RULE338
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF ::(R1009 > 90000.)
THEN ::(PRM3-HI)
RULE339
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-09-RULES
IF :: (R1049 > 15 OR R1050 > 15)
THEN ::(ARM12/13-HI)
EP-MODULE-08-RULES
RULE065
SUBJECT::EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT::"Module 8 - Step1"
IF ::(!RPS-RX-CRITICAL)
THEN::(08-RPS-FAIL = No Emergency Declared)
RULE066
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 8 - Step 1"
IF :: (RPS-RX-CRITICAL AND I TRANSIENT)
THEN ::(08-RPS-FAIL = Alert)
RULE067
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 8 - Step 2"
IF:: (RPS-RX-CRITICAL AND TRANSIENT AND I RPS-CORE-DMG)
THEN ::(08-RPS-FAIL = Site Area Emergency)
RULE068
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 8 - Step 3"
IF :: (RPS-RX-CRITICAL AND TRANSIENT AND RPS-CORE-DMG)
THEN :: (08-RPS-FAIL = General Emergency)
RULE229
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 8 - Step 3.4a"
IF :: (5-CE-TC = > 1200 degrees F)
THEN ::(RPS-CORE-DMG)170
RULE230
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-08-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 8 - Step 3.4b"
IF (5-CE-TC = > 714 degrees F AND RVLIS)
THEN ::(RPS-CORE-DMG)
EP-MODULE-07-RULES
RULE050
SUBJECT::EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT::"Module 7 - Step1"
IF ::(1LMT-CONT-INTEG)
THEN::(MOD7-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE051
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 1"
IF :: (LMT - CONT - INTEG)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP1 = Unusual Event)
RULE052
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 2"
IF ::(! LMT-ESF/FIREP)
THEN :: (MOD7-STEP2 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE053
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 2"
IF :: (LMT-ESF/FIREP)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP2 = Unusual Event)
RULE054
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 3"
IF (! LMT-ECCS)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP3 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE055
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 3"
IF ::(LMT-ECCS)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP3 = Unusual Event)
RULE056
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 4"
IF (! LMT-INJURY)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP4 = No Emergency Declared)171
RULE057
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 4"
IF ::(LMT-INJURY)
THEN :: (MOD7-STEP4 = Unusual Event)
RULE058
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5"
IF ::(1 LMT-ACTIVITY)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP5 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE059
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 Step 5"
IF ::(LMT-ACTIVITY)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP5 = Alert)
RULE060
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 6"
IF ::(I LMT-COLD-SD)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP6 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE061
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 Step 6"
IF (LMT -COLD -SD)
THEN :: (MOD7-STEP6 = Alert)
RULE062
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 7"
IF ::(! LMT-HOT-SD)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP7 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE063
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 7"
IF ::(LMT-HOT-SD)
THEN ::(MOD7-STEP7 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE064
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD7-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD7-STEP2 AND FINDOUT
MOD7-STEP3 AND FINDOUT MOD7-STEP4 AND FINDOUT MOD7-STEP5 AND
FINDOUT MOD7-STEP6 AND FINDOUT MOD7-STEP7 )
THEN :: (07-OTHER = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP1)
VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP2 )(VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP3) (VAL1 FRAME
MOD7-STEP4 )(VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP5) (VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP6)
VAL1 FRAME MOD7-STEP7 ) ) ) ) )1 72
RULE199
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 3.1"
IF ::(SIS AND SIS-FLOW)
THEN ::(LMT-ECCS)
RULE200
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.1"
IF ::(ARMS-HI1)
THEN ::(LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE201
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.2"
IF ::(ARMS-HI2)
THEN :: (LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE202
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT ::"Module 7 - Step 5.3"
IF ::(ARMS-HI3)
THEN ::(LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE203
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.4"
IF ::(ARMS-HI4)
THEN :: (LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE204
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.7"
IF:: (ARM-15 = > 100 R/hr, High alarm)
THEN ::(LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE205
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.5"
IF:: (ARM-20 = "> 25 R/hr [Refueling]" OR ARM-20 = "> 200 R/hr [Power
Operation]" )
THEN :: (LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE206
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.6"
IF ::(ARM-21)
THEN ::(LMT-ACTIVITY)
RULE207
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 5.8"
IF ::(AIRBN-ACT)
THEN :: (LMT-ACTIVITY)173
RULE208
SUBJECT :: EP- MODULE -07- RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 6"
IF (! RHR AND 1NAT-CIRC AND RCS-T-HI2)
THEN ::(LMT-COLD-SD)
RULE209
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 7.1"
IF (RT AND 1HPI)
THEN ::(LMT-HOT-SD)
RULE210
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 Step 7.2"
IF (RT AND! AFW)
THEN ::(LMT-HOT-SD)
RULE211
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 7.3"
IF ::(1 RHR AND MODE-4 AND !AFW)
THEN ::(LMT-HOT-SD)
RULE316
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 1.1"
IF ::(IV-FAIL)
THEN ::(LMT-CONT-INTEG)
RULE317
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 1.2"
IF ::(HATCH-FAIL)
THEN ::(LMT-CONT-INTEG)
RULE318
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 1.3"
IF ::(DOOR-FAIL)
THEN :: (LMT-CONT-INTEG)
RULE319
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 - Step 1.4"
IF ::(CONT-LEAK -1)
THEN ::(LMT-CONT-INTEG)
RULE320
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 7 Step 1.5"
IF ::(CONT-LEAK-2)
THEN ::(LMT-CONT-INTEG)174
RULE321
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1038 > 2.5 OR R1039 > 2.5 OR R1040 > 2.5 OR R1041 > 2.5 OR
R1042 > 2.5 )
THEN ::(ARMS-HI1)
RULE322
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1044 > 2.5 OR 81045 > 2.5 OR 81046 > 2.5 OR R1047 > 2.5)
THEN ::(ARMS-HI1)
RULE323
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF :: (R1049 > 2.5 OR R1050 > 2.5 OR R1051 > 2.5)
THEN ::(ARMS-HI1)
RULE324
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1043 > 100 OR R1054 > 100 OR R1055 > 100)
THEN ::(ARMS-HI2)
RULE325
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1048 > 10)
THEN :: (ARMS-HI3)
RULE326
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1056 > 15 OR R1057 > 15)
THEN ::(ARMS-HI4)
RULE327
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1058 IS KNOWN AND OPERATION = Refueling)
THEN ::(ARM-20 = (E (SELECT-ITEM (VAL1 FRAME R1058) (QUOTE (10. 25.))
(QUOTE ("Less than 10 R/hr" "> 10 R/hr, High alarm" "> 25 R/hr
[Refueling]" ) ) ) ) )
RULE328
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1058 IS KNOWN AND OPERATION = Power Operations)
THEN ::(ARM-20 = (E (SELECT-ITEM (VAL1 FRAME R1058) (QUOTE (10. 200.))
(QUOTE ("Less than 10 R/hr" "> 10 R/hr, High alarm" "> 200 R/hr
[Power Operation]" ) ) ) ) )
RULE329
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF:: ((R1059 > 15 AND OPERATION = Refueling) OR (R1059 > 100 AND
OPERATION = "Power Operations" ) )
THEN ::(ARM-21)175
RULE330
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-07-RULES
IF ::(R1052 > 100 OR R1053 > 100)
THEN ::(ARM-15 = > 100 R /hr, High alarm)
EP-MODULE-06-RULES
RULE045
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 6 - Step 1"
IF ::(! AFW-NO-PUMPS)
THEN ::(06-FEEDWATER = No Emergency Declared)
RULE046
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 6 - Step 2"
IF ::(AFW-NO-PUMPS AND ! AFW-RT1)
THEN :: (06-FEEDWATER = Unusual Event)
RULE047
SUBJECT :: EP- MODULE -06 -RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 6 - Step 3"
IF (AFW -NO -PUMPS AND AFW-RT1 AND 1AFW-RT2)
THEN :: (06-FEEDWATER = Alert)
RULE0413
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 6 - Step 4"
IF ::(AFW-NO-PUMPS AND AFW-RT1 AND AFW-RT2 AND !AFW-RT3)
THEN ::(06-FEEDWATER = Site Area Emergency)
RULE049
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 6 - Step 4"
IF :: (AFW-NO-PUMPS AND AFW-RT1 AND AFW-RT2 AND AFW-RT3)
THEN ::(06-FEEDWATER = General Emergency)
RULE198
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
IF (RT-M/A AND SG-LVL-DC AND AFW-NF)
THEN ::(AFW-RT1)
RULE315
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-06-RULES
IF ::(F1059 < 0.1 AND F1060 < 0.1 AND F1061 < 0.1 AND F1062 < 0.1
AND RT-2MIN )
THEN ::(AFW-NF AND AFW-NO-PUMPS)176
EP- MODULE -05 -RULES
RULE033
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 1"
IF ::(1 PWR-LOSS-TS)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE034
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 Step 1"
IF :: (PWR-LOSS-TS AND ! PWR-OFF/AC)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP1 = Unusual Event)
RULE035
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 Step 2"
IF ::(PWR-LOSS-TS AND PWR-OFF/AC AND !PWR-LOSS-30)
THEN :: (MOD5-STEP1 = Alert)
RULE036
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 3"
IF ::(PWR-LOSS-TS AND PWR-OFF/AC AND PWR-LOSS-30 AND 1 PWR-LOSS-FW)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP1 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE037
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 Step 4"
IF ::(PWR-LOSS-TS AND PWR-OFF/AC AND PWR-LOSS-30 AND PWR-LOSS-FW)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP1 = General Emergency)
RULE038
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 5"
IF ::(! PWR-ON-DC)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP5 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE039
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 5"
IF :: (PWR-ON-DC AND !PWR-ON-DC-15)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP5 = Alert)
RULE040
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 Step 6"
IF ::(PWR-ON-DC AND PWR-ON-DC-15)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP5 = Site Area Emergency)177
RULE041
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 7"
IF ::(1 ALARM-LOSS)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP7 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE042
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 7"
IF ::(ALARM-LOSS AND ITRANSIENT)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP7 = Alert)
RULE043
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 8"
IF ::(ALARM-LOSS AND TRANSIENT)
THEN ::(MOD5-STEP7 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE044
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD5-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD5-STEP5 AND FINDOUT
MOD5-STEP7 )
THEN ::(05-POWER = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD5-STEP1)
VAL1 FRAME MOD5-STEP5 )(VAL1 FRAME MOD5-STEP7) ) ) ) )
RULE194
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 1.1"
IF (PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarms on both buses" AND (PWR-UV ="
> 24 hours" OR PWR-UV = "> 72 hours" ) )
THEN ::(PWR-LOSS-TS)
RULE195
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 1.3"
IF:: (PWR-DG-LOSS = "One EDG unavailable for > 12 hours" AND (PWR-UV
= "> 12 hours" OR PWR-UV = "> 24 hours" OR PWR-UV = "> 72 hours"
) AND (PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarm on one bus" OR PWR-UV-2
= "Undervoltage alarm on both buses" ) )
THEN ::(PWR-LOSS-TS)
RULE196
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 2.1"
IF ::(I PWR-ESF AND PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarms on both buses"
AND PWR-UV = "> 5 minutes" )
THEN ::(PWR-OFF/AC)178
RULE197
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 3.1"
IF ::(1 PWR-ESF AND PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarms on both buses"
AND (PWR-UV = "> 30 minutes" OR PWR-UV = "> 12 hours" OR
PWR-UV = "> 24 hours" OR PWR-UV = "> 72 hours" ) )
THEN ::(PWR-OFF/AC AND PWR-LOSS-30)
RULE231
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 1.2"
IF :: (PWR-DG-LOSS = "Both EDGs unavailable for > 2 hours" OR
PWR-DG-LOSS = "Both EDGs unavailable for > 72 hours" )
THEN :: (PWR-LOSS-TS)
RULE287
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-05-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 - Step 1.4"
IF :: (PWR-DG-LOSS = "One EDG unavailable for > 72 hours" AND PWR-UV
= "> 72 hours" AND (PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarm on one bus"
OR PWR-UV-2 = "Undervoltage alarm on both buses" ) )
THEN ::(PWR-LOSS-TS)
EP-MODULE-04-RULES
RULE021
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 1"
IF ::(! LKG-P/S-TS)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE022
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 1"
IF (LKG-P/S-TS AND ! LKG-SGT)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP1 = Unusual Event)
RULE023
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 2"
IF :: (LKG-P/S-TS AND LKG-SGT AND1 LKG-SGT-LOP AND 1LKG-SGT-SVFR)
THEN :: (MOD4-STEP1 = Alert)
RULE024
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 4"
IF (LKG-P/S-TS AND LKG-SGT AND !LKG-SGT-LOP AND LKG-SGT-SVFR)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP1 = Site Area Emergency)179
RULE025
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 3"
IF (LKG-P/S-TS AND LKG-SGT AND LKG-SGT-LOP)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP1 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE026
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4Steps 5 and 6"
IF ::(I LKG-P-TS AND IST/P-VLV-RESEAT)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE027
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Steps 5 and 6"
IF ((LKG-P-TS OR ST/P-VLV-RESEAT) AND !LEG-COOLANT)
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = Unusual Event)
RULE028
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 7"
IF ((LKG-P-TS OR ST/P-VLV-RESEAT) AND LEG-COOLANT AND I
LOCA-CHG-PMP )
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = Alert)
RULE029
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 8"
IF ((LKG-P-TS OR ST/P-VLV-RESEAT) AND LKG-COOLANT AND LOCA-CHG-PMP
AND! LOCA-CHR-FAIL ANDLOCA-ECCS-FAIL )
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE030
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 9"
IF ((LKG-P-TS OR ST/P-VLV-RESEAT) AND LEG-COOLANT AND LOCA-CHG-PMP
AND LOCA-CHR-FAIL )
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = General Emergency)
RULE031
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 10"
IF:: ((LKG-P-TS OR ST/P-VLV-RESEAT) AND LKG-COOLANT AND LOCA-CHG-PMP
ANDI LOCA-CHR-FAIL AND LOCA-ECCS-FAIL )
THEN ::(MOD4-STEP5/6 = General Emergency)
RULE032
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD4-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD4-STEP5/6)
THEN ::(04-PRIMARY = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD4-STEP1)
VAL1 FRAME MOD4-STEP5/6 ) ) ) ) )180
RULE187
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 6.1"
IF :: (PRV-OPEN)
THEN ::(ST/P-VLV-RESEAT)
RULE188
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 2.1"
IF ::((PRM-10 = ">3.7E3 cpm, High alarm" OR PRM-10 = ">3.7E4 cpm" OR
PRM-16 OR PRM-6B = ">1.8E2 cpm, High alarm" OR PRM-6B = ">1.8E3
cpm" OR PRM-6B = ">1.8E5 cpm for 0.5 hr" OR PRM-6B = "Off-scale
for 2 minutes") AND RT-LOW-P )
THEN ::(LKG-SGT)
RULE189
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 3.1"
IF (LKG-SGT AND PWR-UV-1 AND CR-LIGHTS)
THEN ::(LKG-SGT-LOP)
RULE190
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 4.2"
IF :: (LKG-SGT AND PRV-OPEN)
THEN ::(LKG-SGT-SVFR)
RULE191
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Step 4.1"
IF (LKG-SGT AND SG-VLV-02)
THEN ::(LKG-SGT-SVFR)
RULE192
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 9.1"
IF ::(LOCA-CHG-PMP AND CONT-P = "Approaching 60 psig" AND ECCS AND
CONT-COOL )
THEN :: (LOCA-CHR-FAIL)
RULE193
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 Steps 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4"
IF:: (LOCA-CHG-PMP AND (5-CE-TC = "> 1200 degrees F" OR (5-CE-TC = "
> 714 degrees F" AND !RCP-OP AND RVLIS )) AND ARM-15 = "> 100
R/hr, High alarm" AND ECCS-FAIL )
THEN ::(LOCA-ECCS-FAIL)
RULE224
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 5.1"
IF ::(PB-LEAK)
THEN ::(LKG-P-TS)181
RULE225
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 5.2"
IF ::(LKG-UNID)
THEN ::(LKG-P-TS)
RULE226
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Steps 5.3, 5.4, 5.5"
IF (LKG-VER)
THEN ::(LKG-P-TS)
RULE227
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-04-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 - Step 8.1"
IF :: (CONT-HIGH AND (RT-LOW-P OR RCS-P-UNC) AND !IND-NOT-SEC)
THEN ::(LOCA-CHG-PMP)
EP-MODULE-03-RULES
RULE017
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Steps 1 and 2"
IF ::(! ST-SEC-DEPRES AND !ST-VLV-RESEAT)
THEN :: (03-STEAM = No Emergency Declared)
RULE018
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 Steps 1 and 2"
IF ((ST-SEC-DEPRES OR ST-VLV-RESEAT) AND !ST-LKG)
THEN ::(03-STEAM = Unusual Event)
RULE019
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 3"
IF ((ST-SEC-DEPRES OR ST-VLV-RESEAT) AND ST-LKG ANDST-LKG-FD)
THEN ::(03-STEAM = Alert)
RULE020
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 4"
IF:: ((ST-SEC-DEPRES OR ST-VLV-RESEAT) AND ST-LKG AND ST-LKG-FD)
THEN ::(03-STEAM = Site Area Emergency)
RULE178
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 1.1"
IF ::(ST-FLOW-INC AND RCS-T&P AND (ST-HIGH-SIS OR ST-PD-SIS))
THEN :: (ST-SEC-DEPRES)182
RULE179
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 2.1"
IF ::(SG- VLV -01)
THEN :: (ST-VLV-RESEAT)
RULE180
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 2.2"
IF ::(SG-FLOW-EXC)
THEN :: (ST-VLV-RESEAT)
RULE181
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 3.1"
IF :: ((CONT-P = "> 3.5 psig, High alarm" OR CONT-P = "Approaching 60
psig" )AND (PRM1-HI OR ARM-15 = > 100 R/hr, High alarm) AND
ST-PD-SIS OR ST-HIGH-SIS ) )
THEN ::(ST-LKG)
RULE182
SUBJECT
COMMENT
IF ::
THEN ::
RULE183
EP-MODULE-03-RULES
:: "Module 3 - Step 3.2"
((PRM-16 OR PRM-10 = ">3
>3.7E4 cpm" OR PRM-6B =
>1.8E3 cpm" OR PRM-6B =
Off-scale for 2 minutes'
MSIV-F-SL )
(ST-LKG)
.7E3 cpm, High alarm" OR PRM-10 ="
">1.8E2 cpm, High alarm" OR PRM-6B = "
">1.8E5 cpm for 0.5 hr" OR PRM-6B ="
)AND (ST-HIGH-SIS OR ST-PD-SIS) AND
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 Step 4.1"
IF (ST-LKG AND I-131-PC > 300)
THEN ::(ST-LKG-FD)
RULE184
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-03-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 - Step 4.2"
IF (ST-LKG AND PRM-13 AND (LAB-FF = "increased 1.0% in 30 minutes"
OR LAB-FF = "increased to a total fraction of 5%" ) )
THEN ::(ST-LKG-FD)
EP- MODULE -02 -RULES
RULE012
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Steps 1.0, 2.0"
IF ::(1 FPB-FUEL AND !FPB-COOLANT)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP1/2 = No Emergency Declared)1 83
RULE013
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Steps 1.0, 2.0"
IF ((FPB-FUEL OR FPB-COOLANT) AND !FPB-FUEL-DMG)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP1/2 = Unusual Event)
RULE014
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 3.0"
IF ((FPB-FUEL OR FPB-COOLANT) AND FPB-FUEL-DMG AND IFPB-CORE)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP1/2 = Alert)
RULE015
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 4.0"
IF ((FPB-FUEL OR FPB-COOLANT) AND FPB-FUEL-DMG AND FPB-CORE)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP1/2 = General Emergency)
RULE016
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD2-STEP1/2 AND FINDOUT MOD2-STEP5)
THEN :: (02-FPBARRIER = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD2-STEP1/2
)(VAL1 FRAME MOD2-STEP5) ) ) ) )
RULE163
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 1.1"
IF (PCT-TP > 80)
THEN ::(I-LIMIT = 60)
RULE164
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 1.1"
IF (PCT-TP <= 80)
THEN ::(I-LIMIT = (380 (4 * PCT-TP)))
RULE165
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 3.1"
IF :: (I-131-PC > 300)
THEN :: (FPB-FUEL AND FPB-FUEL-DMG)
RULE166
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 1.1"
IF:: (I-131-PC > I-LIMIT)
THEN ::(FPB-FUEL)
RULE167
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 Step 1.2"
IF ::(PRM-13 AND LAB-FF = increased 0.1% in 30 minutes)
THEN :: (FPB-FUEL)184
RULE168
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 3.2"
IF ::(LAB-FF = "increased 1% in 30 minutes" OR LAB-FF = "increased to
a total fraction of 5%" )
THEN :: (FPB-FUEL AND FPB-FUEL-DMG)
RULE169
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 2.1"
IF (RCS-P = > 2385 psig)
THEN ::(FPB-COOLANT)
RULE170
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2Step 2.3"
IF (RCS-P = Less than 1807 psig AND 5-CE-TC = > 620 degrees F)
THEN ::(FPB-COOLANT)
RULE171
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 3.3"
IF :: (5-CE-TC = > 714 degrees F)
THEN ::(FPB-COOLANT AND FPB-FUEL-DMG)
RULE172
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 4.1"
IF ::(5-CE-TC = > 1200 degrees F)
THEN ::(FPB-COOLANT AND FPB-FUEL-DMG AND FPB-CORE)
RULE173
SUBJECT :: EP -MODULE -02 -RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 2.2"
IF ::(RCS -T -HI)
THEN ::(FPB -COOLANT)
RULE174
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 2.4"
IF ::(SM-ALARM)
THEN :: (FPB-COOLANT)1 85
RULE175
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
UTILITY :: 50
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 6.1"
IF ::(FPB-FUEL-DMG AND CONT-P = "Approaching 60 psig" AND
LOCA-CHG-PMP )
THEN :: (FPB-LOSS-3)
RULE176
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
IF:: (CONT-P = Approaching 60 psig AND ARM-15 = > 2.0E3 mrem/hr)
THEN ::(FPB-LOSS-3)
RULE177
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
IF :: (FPB-FUEL-DMG AND SG-TB-R AND MSIV-F-SG)
THEN ::(FPB-LOSS-3)
RULE217
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 5"
IF ::(1 FPB-LOSS-2)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP5 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE218
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Steps 5.1, 5.2, 5.3"
IF :: ((FPB-LOSS-1 AND LKG-COOLANT) OR (FPB-LOSS-1 AND LMT-CONT-INTEG
)OR (LKG-COOLANT AND LMT-CONT-INTEG) )
THEN :: (FPB-LOSS-2)
RULE219
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2- Step 5"
IF ::(FPB-LOSS-1 AND FPB-LOSS-2 AND !FPB-LOSS-3)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP5 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE220
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 6"
IF:: (FPB-LOSS-2 AND FPB-LOSS-3)
THEN ::(MOD2-STEP5 = General Emergency)
RULE221
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 - Step 4.2"
IF ::(5-CE-TC = > 714 degrees F AND RVLIS AND ! RCP-OP)
THEN ::(FPB-CORE)186
RULE222
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-02-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 Step 5.1; Module 2 branch point; Module 4 branch
point"
IF :: (FPB-FUEL-DMG OR LMT-CONT-INTEG)
THEN ::(FPB-LOSS-1)
EP-MODULE-01-RULES
RULE002
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1 [Entry Point]"
IF (! RLS-EXC-1HR)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP1 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE003
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 2"
IF:: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND ! RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP1 = Unusual Event)
RULE004
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 3"
IF ::(RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND !RLS-LIMIT1-1)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP1 = Alert)
RULE005
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 7"
IF ::(RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND !
RLS-LIMIT2 )
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP1 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE006
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 7"
IF:: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND RLS-LIMIT2)
THEN :: (MOD1-STEP1 = General Emergency)
RULE007
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 4 [Entry Point]"
IF (! RLS-EAB)
THEN :: (MOD1-STEP4 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE008
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1- Step 5"
IF (RLS-EAB AND !RLS-LIMIT1-2)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP4 = Alert)187
RULE009
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 7"
IF (RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT] -2 AND 1RLS-LIMIT2)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP4 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE010
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1- Step 7"
IF (RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2 AND RLS-LIMIT2)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP4 = General Emergency)
RULE011
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Select Most Severe Classification from 3 Entry
Points"
IF ::(FINDOUT MOD1-STEP1 AND FINDOUT MOD1-STEP4 AND FINDOUT
MOD1-STEP6 )
THEN ::(01-RELEASE = (E (SEVERE-CLASS (LIST (VAL1 FRAME MOD1-STEP1)
VAL1 FRAME MOD1-STEP4 )(VAL1 FRAME MOD1-STEP6) ) ) ) )
RULE130
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1.1"
IF ::(PRM-1C = >9.9E3 cpm)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE131
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1.5"
IF (PRM-9 = > High alarm setpoint AND IV-FTC)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE132
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1.6"
IF ::(PRM-10 = >3.7E3 cpm, High alarm AND BIV-FTC AND SGB-RIVER)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE133
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1.7"
IF ::(1-131 = > Tech Spec limits AND I-131-RLS)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE134
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 2.1"
IF ::(PRM-1C = >9.9E4 cpm)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)188
RULE135
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 2.5"
IF (PRM-9 = > 10 times High alarm setpoint AND IV-FTC)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
RULE136
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 2.6"
IF:: (PRM-10 = >3.7E4 cpm AND BIV-FTC AND SGB-RIVER)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
RULE137
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 2.7"
IF ::(1-131 = > 10 times Tech Spec limits AND I-131-RLS)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
RULE138
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 3.1"
IF ::(PRM-1D = ">2.0E2 cpm for 0.5 hr (PURGE MODE)" OR PRM-1D =
>2.0E3 cpm for 2 minutes (PURGE MODE)" )
THEN ::(RLS-LIMIT1-1)
RULE139
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1Step 3.2"
IF :: (PRM-1D = ">7.0E4 cpm for 0.5 hr (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" OR
PRM-1D = ">7.0E5 cpm for 2 minutes (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" )
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND RLS-LIMIT1-1)
RULE140
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1- Steps 3.4 and 6.2"
IF (PRM-2D = "> 8.3E1 cpm for 0.5 hr" OR PRM-2D = "> 8.3E2 cpm for
2 minutes" )
THEN :: (RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND RLS-LIMIT1-3)
RULE141
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 4.1"
IF ::(ARM-15-LK = LIMIT B)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB)
RULE142
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 5.1"
IF ::(ARM-15-LK = LIMIT C OR ARM-15-LK = LIMIT D)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2)189
RULE143
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 7.2"
IF ::(EAB-LMT = LIMIT F.)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2 AND RLS-LIMIT2)
RULE144
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 7.1"
IF :: (RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND EAB-CALC)
THEN ::(RLS-LIMIT2)
RULE145
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 1.2"
IF ::(PRM-1D = >8.0E1 cpm, High alarm (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE))
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE146
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 1.3"
IF (PRM-2C = >4.7E3 cpm, High alarm)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE147
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 1.4"
IF (PRM-6B = >1.8E2 cpm, High alarm)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR)
RULE148
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 2.2"
IF ::(PRM-1D = >8.0E2 cpm (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE))
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
RULE149
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 2.3"
IF (PRM-2C = >4.7E4 cpm)
THEN ::(RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)
RULE150
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 2.4"
IF ::(PRM-6B = >1.8E3 cpm)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL)190
RULE151
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Steps 3.3 and 6.1"
IF ::(PRM-1E)
THEN :: (RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND RLS-LIMIT1-3)
RULE152
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Steps 3.5 and 6.3"
IF :: (PRM-6B = ">1.8E5 cpm for 0.5 hr" OR PRM-6B = "Off-scale for 2
minutes" )
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND RLS-LIMIT1-1 AND
RLS-LIMIT1-3 )
RULE153
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 3.6"
IF (PRM-6C)
THEN :: (RLS-LIMIT1-1)
RULE154
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 3.7"
IF ::(I-131-RR)
THEN :: (RLS-EXC-1HR AND RLS-NOT-CNTRL AND RLS-LIMIT1-1)
RULE155
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 4.2"
IF (EAB-LMT = LIMIT B)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB)
RULE156
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 4.3"
IF:: (ARM22/23 = >1.0 mR/hr)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB)
RULE157
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 4.4"
IF ::(EAB-I-131 = >1.0E-10 microCi/cc)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB)
RULE158
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 5.2"
IF ::(EAB-LMT = LIMIT C OR EAB-LMT = LIMIT D)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2)191
RULE159
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 5.3"
IF (ARM22/23 = ">50 mR/hr for 0.5 hr" OR ARM22/23 = ">500 mR/hr for
2 minutes" )
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMITI-2)
RULE160
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 - Step 5.4"
IF:: (EAB-I-131 = ">1.0E-7 microCi/cc [>250 mrem/hr] for 0.5 hr" OR
EAB-I-131 = ">1.0E-6 microCi/cc [>2500 mrem/hr] for 2 minutes"
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2)
RULE161
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 7.3"
IF (ARM22/23 = >1000 mR/hr)
THEN ::(RLS-EAB AND RLS-LIMIT1-2 AND RLS-LIMIT2)
RULE162
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
UTILITY :: -20
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 7.4"
IF ::(EAB-DOSE = Yes, based on actual meteorology)
THEN ::(RLS-LIMIT1-2 AND RLS-LIMTT2)
RULE234
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 6 [Entry Point]"
IF ::(1 RLS-LIMIT1-3)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP6 = No Emergency Declared)
RULE235
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 Step 7"
IF :: (RLS-LIMIT1-3 AND 1RLS-LIMIT2)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP6 = Site Area Emergency)
RULE236
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
COMMENT :: "Module 1- Step 7"
IF ::(RLS-LIMIT1-3 AND RLS-LIMIT2)
THEN ::(MOD1-STEP6 = General Emergency)
RULE270
SUBJECT :: EP-MODULE-01-RULES
IF ::(EAB-DOSE = Yes, based on adverse meteorology)
THEN ::(RLS-LIMIT1-2)192
DATA-XFER-RULES
RULE237
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF:: (ED1067 < 0.1 AND ED1058 < 0.1)
THEN ::(PRM1-MODE = Isolation Mode)
RULE238
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF :: ((ED1067 > 0.9 OR ED1068 > 0.9) AND (P1046 > 5. OR P1047 > 5.))
THEN ::(PRM1-MODE = Pressure Relief Mode)
RULE239
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF :: ((ED1067 > 0.9 OR ED1068 > 0.9) AND (P1046 <= 5. OR P1047 <= 5.
) )
THEN ::(PRM1-MODE = Purge Mode)
RULE240
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF:: (R1002 IS KNOWN AND PRM1-MODE = Purge Mode)
THEN ::(PRM-1C = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1002 ALL)
VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (9900 99000)) (QUOTE ("Less
than 9.9E3" ">9.9E3 cpm" ">9.9E4 cpm" ) ) ) ) )
RULE241
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE243 RULE242)
IF ::(R1003 IS KNOWN AND PRM1-MODE = Pressure Relief Mode)
THEN ::(PRM-1D = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1003 ALL)
VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (80. 800.)) (QUOTE ("Less than
8.0E1 cpm" ">8.0E1 cpm, High alarm (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" "
>8.0E2 cpm (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE)" ) ) ) ) )
RULE242
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE243)
IF :: (PRM1-MODE = "Pressure Relief Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL
GET-TREND R1003 ALL )(VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30) ) )> 70000 )
THEN :: (PRM-1D = >7.0E4 cpm for 0.5 hr (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE))
RULE243
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF:: (PRM1-MODE = "Pressure Relief Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL (
GET-TREND R1003 ALL )(VALI FRAME MINUTE-2) ) )> 700000 )
THEN ::(PRM-1D = >7.0E5 cpm for 2 minutes (PRESSURE RELIEF MODE))
RULE246
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(PRM1-MODE = "Purge Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1003
ALL )(VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-2) ) )> 2000 )
THEN :: (PRM-1D = >2.0E3 cpm for 2 minutes (PURGE MODE))193
RULE247
SUBJECT DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE246)
IF ::(PRM1-MODE = "Purge Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1003
ALL )(VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30) ) )> 200 )
THEN ::(PRM-1D = >2.0E2 cpm for 0.5 hr (PURGE MODE))
RULE248
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE247 RULE246)
IF :: (R1003 IS KNOWN AND PRM1-MODE = Purge Mode)
THEN :: (PRM-1D = Less than 8.0E1 cpm)
RULE249
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(R1007 IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (PRM-2C = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1007 ALL)
VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (4700 47000)) (QUOTE ("Less
than 4.7E3" ">4.7E3 cpm, High alarm" ">4.7E4 cpm" ) ) ) ) )
RULE250
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1014 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-2))) >
1800000 )
THEN :: (PRM-6B = Off-scale for 2 minutes)
RULE251
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE250)
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1014 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30))) >
180000 )
THEN ::(PRM-6B = >1.8E5 cpm for 0.5 hr)
RULE252
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE250 RULE251)
IF:: (R1014 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRM-6B = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1014 ALL)
VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (180. 1800.)) (QUOTE ("Less
than 1.8E2 cpm" ">1.8E2 cpm, High alarm" ">1.8E3 cpm" ) ) ) )
RULE253
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF:: (R1018 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRM-9 = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1018 ALL) (VAL1
FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (100 1000)) (QUOTE ("Less than the
High alarm setpoint" "> High alarm setpoint" "> 10 times High
alarm setpoint" ) ) ) ) )194
RULE254
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(R1019 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRM-10 = (E (SELECT-ITEM (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1019 ALL)
VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-15 ) )(QUOTE (3700 37000)) (QUOTE ("Less
than 3.7E3 cpm" ">3.7E3 cpm, High alarm" ">3.7E4 cpm" ) ) ) )
RULE255
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(MD1073 > 0.1 OR MD1074 > 0.1 OR MD1075 > 0.1 OR MD1076 > 0.1)
THEN ::(BIV-FTC)
RULE256
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF:: (PRM1-MODE = "Pressure Relief Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL
GET-TREND R1004 ALL )(VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-2) ) )> 40 )
THEN ::(PRM-1E)
RULE257
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE256)
IF:: (PRM1-MODE = "Pressure Relief Mode" AND (E (GET-LEVEL
GET-TREND R1004 ALL )(VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30) ) )> 4 )
THEN ::(PRM-1E)
RULE258
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE256 RULE257)
IF ::(R1004 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(1 PRM-1E)
RULE259
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1008 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-2))) >
830 )
THEN ::(PRM -2D = > 8.3E2 cpm for 2 minutes)
RULE260
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER -RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE259)
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1008 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30))) >
83
THEN ::(PRM-2D = > 8.3E1 cpm for 0.5 hr)
RULE261
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE259 RULE260)
IF :: (R1008 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(PRM-2D = < 8.3E1 cpm)195
RULE262
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1015 ALL)(VALI. FRAME MINUTE-2))) >
93. )
THEN ::(PRM-6C)
RULE263
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE262)
IF :: (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1015 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30))) >
9.3 )
THEN ::(PRM-6C)
RULE264
SUBJECT :: DATA -XFER -RULES
DOBEFORE :: (RULE 262 RULE 263)
IF ::(R1015 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(1 PRM -6C)
RULE265
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(R1060 > 1000. OR R1061 > 1000.)
THEN ::(ARM22/23 = >1000 mR/hr)
RULE266
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE265)
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1060 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-2))) >
500. OR (E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1061 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME
MINUTE-2 ) ) )> 500. )
THEN :: (ARM22/23 = >500 mR/hr for 2 minutes)
RULE267
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE265 RULE266)
IF ((E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1060 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME MINUTE-30))) >
50. OR (E (GET-LEVEL (GET-TREND R1061 ALL) (VAL1 FRAME
MINUTE-30 ) ) )> 50. )
THEN ::(ARM22/23 = >50 mR/hr for 0.5 hr)
RULE268
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE265 RULE266 RULE267)
IF ::(R1060 > I. OR R1061 > 1.)
THEN :: (ARM22/23 = >1.0 mR/hr)
RULE269
SUBJECT :: DATA -XFER -RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE265 RULE266 RULE267 RULE268)
IF ::(R1060 IS KNOWN OR R1061 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(ARM22/23 = Less than 1.0 mR/hr)196
RULE271
SUBJECT DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(R1020 > 360000.)
THEN ::(PRM-13)
RULE272
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(P1001 IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (RCS-P = (E (SELECT-ITEM (VAL1 FRAME P1001) (QUOTE (1807. 2385.
) )(QUOTE ("Less than 1807 psig" "Between 1807 and 2385 psig"
> 2385 psig" ) ) ) ) )
RULE273
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(CORE-TC-HI5 IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (5-CE-TC = (E (SELECT-ITEM (VAL1 FRAME CORE- TC -H15) (QUOTE(620
714 1200 ) )(QUOTE ("Less than 620 degrees F" "> 620 degrees F"
"> 714 degrees F" "> 1200 degrees F" ) ) ) ) )
RULE274
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::((T1119 IS KNOWN OR T1121 IS KNOWN OR T1123 IS KNOWN OR T1125
IS KNOWN ) AND (E (* 0.5 (- (VAL1 FRAME T1119) (VAL1 FRAME
T1121 )(VAL1 FRAME T1123) (VAL1 FRAME T1125) )(MIN (VAL1
FRAME T1119 )(VAL1 FRAME T1121) (VAL1 FRAME T1123) (VAL1
FRAME T1125 ) )(MAX (VAL1 FRAME T1119) (VAL1 FRAME T1121)
VAL1 FRAME T1123 )(VAL1 FRAME T1125) ) ) ) )> 620. )
THEN ::(RCS-T-HI)
RULE275
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::((L1052 IS KNOWN AND L1052 < 39) OR (L1053 IS KNOWN AND L1053 <
39 ) )
THEN ::(RVLIS)
RULE276
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(P1046 IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(CONT-P = (E (SELECT-ITEM (VAL1 FRAME P1046) (QUOTE (3.5 10.))
(QUOTE ("Less than 3.5 psig" "> 3.5 psig, High alarm""
Approaching 60 psig" ) ) ) ) )
RULE277
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(R1023 > 100. OR R1024 > 100. OR R1025 > 100. OR R1026 > 100.)
THEN ::(PRM-16)
RULE278
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF ::(CONT-P = "> 3.5 psig, High alarm" OR CONT-P = "Approaching 60
psig" OR (L1048 IS KNOWN AND L1048 > 5.) OR ARM-15 = "> 100
R/hr, High alarm" OR CONT-HUMID )
THEN :: (CONT-HIGH)197
RULE288
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
IF :: (M1000 > 100. OR M1002 > 100. OP M1004 > 100. OR M1006 > 100.)
THEN ::(NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds AND NAT-WINDS = SEVERE)
RULE289
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE288)
IF ::(M1000 > 90. OR M1002 > 90. OR M1004 > 90. OR M1006 > 90.)
THEN :: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds AND NAT-WINDS = SERIOUS)
RULE290
SUBJECT :: DATA-XFER-RULES
DOBEFORE (RULE288 RULE289)
IF ::(M1000 > 75. OR M1002 > 75. OR M1004 > 75. OR M1006 > 75.)
THEN :: (NAT-UNUSUAL AND NAT-TYPE = High Winds AND NAT-WINDS = UNUSUAL)
PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
RULE291
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
IF :: ((GET-TIME HEAR-FROM-USER AGE00) > ((60 * 100) * TALK-INTERVAL)
OR (GET-TIME HEAR-FROM-USER AGE00) <= 0 )
THEN :: (HEAR-FROM-USER AND SET-OPTIONS OFF NO-RETURN-KEY NO-PROMPT AND
TIME-STAMP HEAR-FROM-USER AND PRINT :ATTR (QUOTE (blink red))
Press [ALT] then [F8] once..." )
RULE292
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
IF :: ((GET-TIME HEAR-FROM-USER AGE00) < ((60 * 100) * TALK-INTERVAL)
AND (GET-TIME HEAR-FROM-USER AGE00) >= 0 )
THEN ::(! HEAR-FROM-USER AND SET-OPTIONS ON NO-RETURN-KEY NO-PROMPT)
RULE293
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 5 User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE PWR-UV PWR-UV-2 PWR-DG-LOSS PWR-OFF/AC
PWR-ON-DC ALARM-LOSS PWR-LOSS-30 PWR-ON-DC-15 TRANSIENT
PWR-LOSS-FW ) )
RULE294
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 1 User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE ARM-15-LK EAB-CALC EAB-DOSE EAB-I-131
EAB-LMT 1-131 I-131-RLS I-131-RR IV-FTC SGB-RIVER ) )198
RULE295
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 2 User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE ARM-15 I-131-PC LAB-FF LKG-COOLANT
LMT-CONT-INTEG MSIV-F-SG RCP-OP SM-ALARM ) )
RULE296
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 3 User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE MSIV-F-SL RCS-T&P SG-FLOW-EXC SG- VLV -01
ST-FLOW-INC ST-HIGH-SIS ST-PD-SIS ) )
RULE297
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 4 User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE CONT-COOL CONT-HUMID CR-LIGHTS ECCS
ECCS-FAIL IND-NOT-SEC LKG-P/S-TS LKG-UNID LKG-VER PB-LEAK
PRV-OPEN PWR-UV-1 RCS-P-UNC RT-LOW-P ) )
RULE298
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 10 User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE CR-EVAC CR-EVAC-NO-SD))
RULE299
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 11 User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE FIRE FIRE-SAFETY1 FIRE-SAFETY2))
RULE300
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 12 - User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE SEC-ADV-ATTACK SEC-CONTROL1 SEC-CONTROL2
SECURITY-ALERT ) )
RULE301
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 13 - User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN :: (IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE NAT-EQUAKE NAT-FLOOD NAT-TORNADO NAT-TYPE
NAT-UNUSUAL NAT-VOLCANO ) )199
RULE302
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 14 User Input Parameters"
IF ::(1 HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN ::(IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE EXT-EXIST EXT-SERIOUS-DMG EXT-SEVERE-DMG
EXT-TOXIC1 EXT-TOXIC2 EXT-TOXIC3 ) )
RULE303
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Module 15 - User Input Parameters"
IF (! HEAR-FROM-USER)
THEN :: (IMPORT (FROM-STORAGE INT-OTHER1 INT-OTHER2 INT-OTHER3
INT-TURBINE-CP INT-TURBINE-SD ) )
RULE304
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 1 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE ARM-15-LK EAB-CALC EAB-DOSE EAB-I-131 EAB-LMT 1-131
I-131-RLS I-131-RR IV-FTC SGB-RIVER )
RULE305
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT ::"Save Module 2 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(TO-STORAGE ARM-15 I-131-PC LAB-FF LKG-COOLANT LMT-CONT-INTEG
MSIV-F-SG RCP-OP SM-ALARM )
RULE306
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 3 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE MSIV-F-SL RCS-T&P SG-FLOW-EXC SG- VLV -01 ST-FLOW-INC
ST-HIGH-SIS ST-PD-SIS )
RULE307
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 4 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(TO-STORAGE CONT-COOL CONT-HUMID CR-LIGHTS ECCS ECCS-FAIL
IND-NOT-SEC LKG-P/S-TS LKG-UNID LKG-VER PH-LEAK PRV-OPEN
PWR-UV-1 RCS-P-UNC RT-LOW-P )
RULE308
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 5 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE PWR-UV PWR-UV-2 PWR-DG-LOSS PWR-OFF/AC PWR-ON-DC
ALARM-LOSS PWR-LOSS-30 PWR-ON-DC-15 TRANSIENT PWR-LOSS-FW )200
RULE309
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 10 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN ::(TO-STORAGE CR-EVAC CR-EVAC-NO-SD)
RULE310
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 11 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE FIRE FIRE-SAFETY1 FIRE-SAFETY2)
RULE311
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 12 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE SEC-ADV-ATTACK SEC-CONTROL1 SEC-CONTROL2
SECURITY-ALERT )
RULE312
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 13 User Input Parameters"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE NAT- EQUAKE NAT-FLOOD NAT-TORNADO NAT-TYPE
NAT-UNUSUAL NAT-VOLCANO )
RULE313
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 14 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE EXT-EXIST EXT-SERIOUS-DMG EXT-SEVERE-DMG EXT-TOXIC1
EXT-TOXIC2 EXT-TOXIC3 )
RULE314
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
COMMENT :: "Save Module 15 User Input Parameters for later use"
IF (DATA-MGMT IS KNOWN)
THEN :: (TO-STORAGE INT-OTHER1 INT-OTHER2 INT-OTHER3 INT-TURBINE-CP
INT-TURBINE-SD )
RULE340
SUBJECT :: PROMPT-CNTRL-RULES
ANTECEDENT :: YES
IF ::(HEAR-FROM-USER IS KNOWN)
THEN ::((RETRIEVE-SHARED-DATA EVENT1.DAT GROUP1.RD 150) AND
READ-FROM-FILE "GROUP1" CLOCK ED1067 ED1068 F1059 F1060 F1061
F1062 MD1073 MD1074 MD1075 MD1076 L1048 L1052 L1053 M1000
M1002 M1004 M1006 P1001 P1046 P1047 AND TREND-PARM CLOCK 10 )(  OT  090TH  WHVd-GNSHI 
GNV  01  610TH  WHVd-UNHHI  UNV  OT  810TH  WHVd-GNSHI  UNV  01  STOTH 
WHVd-UNHEI  UNV  01  410TH  WHVd-UNSUI  GNV  OI  800TH  WHVd-UNSHI 
GNV  01  LOOTH  WHVd-UNSHI  GNV  OT  400TH  WHVd-GNSHI  GNV  01 
LOOTH  WHVd-UNHHI  (=INV  OT  ZOOTH  WHVd-UNSEI  GUY  szTII 
EZTTI  TZTTI  6IIII  190TH  090TH  6SOTH  8SOTH  LSOTH  9SOTH  SSOTH 
VSOIH  ESOTH  ZSOTH  ISOTH  OSOTH  64OTH  840IH  LVOTU  94OTH  StOTH 
MTH  MTH  TtOTH  OVOTH  6E0TH  8E0TH  9ZOTH  SZOTH  tZOTH 
£ZOTH  OZOTH  610TH  8I0TH  SIOTH  410TH  600121  800TH  LOOTH  900TH 
SOOTH  400TH  EOOTH  ZOOTH  TOOTH  000TH  .7.dnodo  aua-woda-avaH 
GNV  (OSI  GH'ZdflOHD  IvcruNana  VIVA-UHHVHS-HASIHISE))  NSHI 
(UMONN  SI  H8Sfl-W0213-HVHH) 
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B.RT/EM-CLASS Initiation from DOS
DOS Batch File:SELECT . BAT
c:\greene\pclib\%1\stage %1 %2
DOS Batch File:STAGE . BAT
REM: echo off
c:
cd \greene\pclib\%1
copy %1.kb %2\pcplus\*.*
copy %1.kbf %2\pcplus\*.*
copy %1.k1 %2\pcplus\*.*
copy geventl.dat%2\pcplus\eventl.dat
copy gevent2.dat%2\pcplus\event2.dat
%2
cd \pcplus
call pc
erase %1.kb
erase %1.kbf
erase %1.k1
erase event.dat
erase event.rd
erase fec.err
Example of how this might be applied:
SELECT RT6 C:
File GEVENT1.DAT
0.0)
1.0)
1.0)
100.0)
100.0)
100.0)
100.0)
0.0)
0.0)
0.0)
0.0)
1.0)
100.0)
100.0)
10.0)
10.0)
10.0)203
10.0)
2000.0)
1.2)
1.0)
556.0)
File GEVENT2.DAT
1.0)
1.0)
100.0)
10.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
50.0)
10.0)
1.0)
100.0)
1.0)
50.0)
100.0)
350000.0)
50.0)
50.0)
50.0)
50.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
1.0)
0.1)
0.1)
500.0)
500.0)
500.0)
500.0)
556.0)204
Ifyou wanttorunthisprogramina RAMdisk,theScheme,
Personal ConsultantImPlus,and Online software must be moved
there before loading the expert system.This is accomplished with
the batch file
RAMSETUP.BAT
which is composed of the following commands:
ECHO OFF
copyc:\command.com d:\*.* >NUL
copyc:\user\ddir.com d:\*.* >NUL
copyc:\user\n.com d:\*.* >NUL
xcopy c:\pcplus\init-ol.fsld:\pcplus\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\init-olr.fsl d:\pcplus\*.* >NUL
copyc: \pcplus \1 - englsh.fsl d:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\machine.exed:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\memtype.exed:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pc.bat d:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pc-aload.fsl d:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pc-main.fsld:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pc-supt.fsld:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pcpibm.xlid:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\pcplus.fsld:\pcplus\*.*
copyc:\pcplus\xlibm.exe d:\pcplus\*.*
xcopy c:\pcplus\code\browse.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* Is >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\changedr.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\de-input.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\de-main.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\dosfile.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\filelist.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\filname.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\graphic.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\ie-main.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\kbl.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\kblist.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\kbs.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\move.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\multisel.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\oldpmath.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\online.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\remrtns.fsld:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\rules.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\sfont.dat d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\code\translat.fsl d:\pcplus\code\*.* >NUL
xcopy c:\pcplus\doc\decmds.docd:\pcplus\doc\*.* Is >NUL
copyc:\pcplus\doc\develop.doc d:\pcplus\doc\*.* >NUL205
xcopy c:\pcs\compiler.fsl d:\pcs\*.* Is >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pcs.exe d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pcsexp.exe d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pdos.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pfunarg.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pgr.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pinspect.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pnum2s.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pp.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\psort.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\pwindows.fsl d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
copyc:\pcs\runtime.app d:\pcs\*.* >NUL
To run the expert system in the RAM disk, the following example
RAMSETUP
SELECT RT6 D:206
C.Sensor List
Thelistofsensordatawhichistobeprovidedbythe
simulatortotheexpertsystemRT/EM-CLASSisprovidedin
AppendixT. Thesearetheitemswhichareexpectedtobe
immediately available from theplantprocesscontrolcomputer.
They are listed by TSC Number.
ED1067 Containment Vent IsolTr. A [1
ED1068 Containment Vent IsolTr. B [-]
F1059 Aux Feed Flow to SG A [Ib /s]
F1060 Aux Feed Flow to SG B [I b/s]
F1061 Aux Feed Flow to SG C [Ibis]
F1062 Aux Feed Flow to SG D [lb/s]
MD1073 SG A Blowdown Isolation [-]
MD1074 SG B Blowdown Isolation [-]
MD1075 SG C Blowdown Isolation [-]
MD1076 SG D Blowdown Isolation [-]
L1048 Containment sump levelWide (A) [ft]
L1052 RVLISFull Range Tr. A [ %]
L1053 RVLISFull Range Tr. B [ %]
M1000 Wind SpeedEl. 33 ft(A) [mph]
M1002 Wind SpeedEl. 33 ft(B) [mph]
M1004 Wind SpeedEl. 200 ft [mph]
M1006 Wind SpeedEl. 500 ft [mph]
P1001 RCS pressurewide range [psig]
P1046 Containment pressurewide range #1 [psig]
P1047 Containment pressurewide range #2 [psig]
R1 002 PRM -1 C: Containment vent low noble gas [cpm]
R1 003 PRM -1 D: Containment vent high noble gas[cpm]
R1 004 PRM -1 E: Containment vent hi-hi noble gas[mR/h]
R1007 PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas [cpm]
R1008 PRM-2D: Aux bldg vent high noble gas [cpm]
R1014 PRM-6B: Air ejector high noble gas [cpm]
R1015 PRM-6C: Air ejector hi-hi noble gas [mR/h]
R1018 PRM-9: Liquid Rad-waste discharge [???]
R1019 PRM-10: Steam generator blowdown [cpm]
R1020 PRM-13: Gross failed fuel [cpm]207
R1023
R1024
R1025
R1026
PRM-16A:Main Steam Line A
PRM-16B:Main Steam Line B
PRM-16C:Main Steam Line C
PRM-16D:Main Steam Line D
[mR/h]
[mR/h]
[mR/h]
[mR/h]
R1038 ARM-1:Aux Bldg,El.5' [R/h]
R1039 ARM-2:Aux Bldg,El. 25' [R/h]
R1040 ARM-3:Aux Bldg,El. 45' [R/h]
R1041 ARM-4:Aux Bldg,El. 45' [R/h]
R1042 ARM-5:Spent Fuel Pool,El.45' [R/h]
81043 ARM-6:Cont Incore,El.61' [R/h]
R1044 ARM-7:Aux Bldg,El. 61' [R/h]
R1045 ARM-8:Fuel Bldg,El.61' [R/h]
R1046 ARM-9:Aux Bldg Radwaste, El.77' [R/h]
R1047 ARM-10:Waste Conc. Tank,El.77' [R/h]
R1048 ARM-11:Control Room, El.93' [mR/h]
R1049 ARM-12:Aux Bldg Machine Shop, El.93' [R/h]
81050 ARM-13:New Fuel Area,El.93' [R/h]
R1051 ARM-14:Aux Bldg Radwaste, El.93' [R/h]
R1054 ARM-16:Aux Bldg RHR, El.5' [R/h]
R1055 ARM-17:Aux Bldg RHR, El.5' [R/h]
ARM-18:Aux Bldg Vol Cnt Fac,El.61' [R/h]
R1057 ARM-19:Aux Bldg Facade, El.65' [R/h]
R1058 ARM-20:Cont Manip Crane,El.93' [R/h]
R1059 ARM 21:Cont Incore,El.45' [R/h]
R1060 ARM-22:Site boundary North [mR/h]
R1061 ARM-23:Site boundary South [mR/h]
T1119 RC Loop A Tavg [F]
T1121 RC Loop B Tavg [F]
T1123 RC Loop C Tavg [F]
T1125 RC Loop D Tavg [F]
T1000 In-Core Temperature A08 [F]
T1001 In-Core Temperature B03 [F]
T1002 In-Core Temperature B10 [F]
T1003 In-Core Temperature C08 [F]
T1004 In-Core Temperature C13 [F]
T1005 In-Core Temperature D03 [F]
T1006 In-Core Temperature E04 [F]
T1008 In-Core Temperature E08 [F]
T1009 In-Core Temperature E10 [F]
T1010 In-Core Temperature F12 [F]
T1011 In-Core Temperature F15 [F]
T1012 In-Core Temperature G02 [F]208
T1013 In-CoreTemperatureG09 [F]
T1014 In-CoreTemperatureG11 [F]
T1015 In-CoreTemperatureH01 [F]
T1016 In-CoreTemperatureH03 [F]
T1017 In-CoreTemperatureH08 [F]
T1018 In-CoreTemperatureH13 [F]
T1019 In-CoreTemperatureJ10 [F]
T1020 In-CoreTemperatureK03 [F]
T1021 In-CoreTemperatureK05 [F]
T1022 In-CoreTemperatureK15 [F]
T1023 In-CoreTemperatureLO1 [F]
T1024 In-CoreTemperatureL08 [F]
T1025 In-CoreTemperatureL12 [F]
T1026 In-CoreTemperatureM10 [F]
T1027 In-CoreTemperatureM13 [F]
T1028 In-CoreTemperatureNO3 [F]
T1029 In-CoreTemperatureN09 [F]
T1030 In-CoreTemperatureP05 [F]
T1031 In-CoreTemperatureP11 [F]
T1032 In-CoreTemperatureR08 [F]
T1033 In-CoreTemperatureA09 [F]
T1034 In-CoreTemperatureA11 [F]
T1035 In-CoreTemperatureB05 [F]
T1036 In-CoreTemperatureCO3 [F]
T1037 In-CoreTemperatureC12 [F]
T1038 In-CoreTemper!tureD07 [F]
T1039 In-CoreTemperatureD09 [F]
T1040 In-CoreTemperatureE02 [F]
T1041 In-CoreTemperatureE14 [F]
T1042 In-CoreTemperatureF05 [F]
T1043 In-CoreTemperatureF09 [F]
T1044 In-CoreTemperatureFl 1 [F]
T1045 In-CoreTemperatureG04 [F]
T1046 In-CoreTemperatureG08 [F]
T1047 In-CoreTemperatureH05 [F]
T1048 In-CoreTemperatureH09 [F]
T1049 In-CoreTemperatureH11 [F]
T1050 In-CoreTemperatureH14 [F]
T1051 In-CoreTemperatureJ07 [F]
T1052 In-CoreTemperatureK11 [F]
T1053 In-CoreTemperatureK13 [F]
T1054 In-CoreTemperatureL02 [F]209
T1055 In-CoreTemperatureL09 [F]
T1056 In-CoreTemperatureL14 [F]
T1057 In-CoreTemperatureM05 [F]
T1058 In-CoreTemperatureM12 [F]
T1059 In-CoreTemperatureNO2 [F]
T1 061 In-CoreTemperatureN13 [F]
T1062 In-CoreTemperatureP07 [F]
T1063 In-CoreTemperatureR05 [F]
T1064 In-CoreTemperatureR10 [F]210
D.Reaching Out From Personal ConsultantTM Plus
An important step in automating the task of classification is
developing the means forgettingthe electronicallytransferred
informationinto the expert systemina usable form.There are
several options available.
Methods Suggested by Texas Instruments
The RT/EM-CLASS applicationisdevelopedwithPersonal
Consultant'Plus, an expert system shell developed and marketed
by Texas Instruments, Inc.They have developed an overlay called
Online that enhances the Personal Consultant" Plus package with
features necessary to perform process monitoring and control.
The "Online" manual describes six ways to retrieve data from
the outside world (the DOS environment) for use in the consulting
session.They are:
METHOD
dBASE@
IMPORT
DOS-FILE-IN
READ-FROM-FILE
LOTUS " -WKS
Clearly,the ones which provideinterfacewiththe dBASE Itand
LOTUS "1 -WKS are specialized and not much use inour application.
DOS-FILE-IN and READ-FROM-FILE are generally usefulifanother
program, running at the same time (Multi-tasking),is updating the
fileperiodically. TheIMPORTfunctionrequiresan"adapter
function" that uses the scheme XCALL functiontoinvoke a user-
written device driver to retrieve the needed data.This might be
appropriate when the computer thatthe software resides onis
directly connected to the instrumentation through data acquisition
hardware. Thisapproachrequiressomelowlevelmachine
language programming (generally assembly) to implement.
ToincorporateONLINEfeaturesintotheEM-CLASS
application,itwill be necessary to set up a "prototyping" system
consistingof an Compaq 386, the RS-232 port, and some device
(suchasanIBMPC-AT)toactastheplantprocesscontrol
computer.Through use of a small sample knowledge base and a21 1
simulation procedure on the second computer,itwillbe possible
todeterminethenecessaryknowledgebasestructure,
environment,andfunctionsnecessarytodesignaworking
application.
Adopted Methods
To provide the greatest flexibilityoninterfacedesign and
modificationofthesoftware,thebestmeansforgetting
information into the EM-CLASS applicationis through the function
READ-FROM-FILE.The programmer needonlyprovidealistof
parameters thataretobe read fromthefileinthe order they
appear in the fileto use this function.The choice of this method
willrequire the useof some formofmulti-taskinginorderto
decouple the data acquisition process from the EM-CLASS process
and to maintain a reasonable level of efficiency and flexibilityin
the software.
Example of Retrieving Data From a DOS file
ThisappendixexplainshowtoreachoutfromPersonal
ConsultantTM Plusistolocate and retrieve data from a DOS file.
The filewill contain the values for two parameters used in module
3,I-131-PCandPCT-TP. Theyareplacedinafilecalled
"EVENT.RD" in the Personal ConsultantTMPlus subdirectory.Then a
ruleisaddedtotherulegroupGENERAL-RULESstatingthe
following:
ARL Form:
IF:: NOTIFYIS KNOWN
THEN::READ-FROM-FILE "event" I-131-PC PCT-TP
ANTECEDENT::YES
English Translation:
If provide notification of class increase is known,
Then read data from the file event
This action successfullyeliminates the need forthe Knowledge
Based System toprompt theuserforthevaluesofthese two
variables. Onedisadvantageofspecifyingthismethodof212
retrieving the data (antecedent or forward chainingrule)isthat
antecedent rulestax thecomputational speedofthe Knowledge
Based System since the ruleis tested each time the valueof any
parameterissetor changed.[Nearlyallof the time consuming
delaysin the EM-CLASS Knowledge Based System application are
directly attributable to checking antecedent rules.]
Example of Executing a DOS Procedure
This appendix explains how to execute a DOS application that
writes the values of the two parameters, I-131-PC and PCT-TP to
a data file.The Knowledge Based System firstcalls the program
to create the data file and then reads the data from the file.This
taskis achieved from within Personal Consultant1M Plus with the
following rule:
ARL Form:
IF::NOTIFY IS KNOWN
THEN::PRINT "Retrieving Sensor Data ..." AND DOS-CALL
"pccsimul.exe" AND READ-FROM-FILE "event"
I-131-PCPCT-TP
ANTECEDENT::YES
English Translation:
If provide notification of class increase is known,
Then,
1) inform the user of this decision, and
2) call a DOS program named pccsimul.exe, and
3) read data from the file event
Themessageaboutretrievingdataisprovidedtogivethe
Knowledge Based System user an idea of what is going on when the
screenstartsflashing.Withthisruleitispossibletowrite
simulators ordrivers which can simulate scenariosinwhichto
test the program.One could even conceive ofwritingscenarios
which would allow automatic verificationof the functionalityof
the program but such a course of actionisnot being considered at
the moment.213
E.DOS Multi-tasking Software Review
Twoutilitieswere consideredformulti-taskingsoftware
managers in the DOS environment.They are PC-Mix (Proware) and
Desqview (Quarterdeck).
The utilityPC-MIX providesmulti-taskingcapability.The
successful implementation ofthisutilityeliminates the need to
worryabout assembly and machinelevelcodingtohandlethe
interruptswhichmightbeassociatedwithreceivingdata
transmissionsatarbitrarytimes. Uptothreeindependent
processes may be executing on a DOS machine at the same time.
The CPU timeisdivided between theapplicationsbased on the
priority (from1to 3) assigned to the process.
Some care must be exercised when using PC-MIX forbest
results.Most large DOS applications are able to use code larger
than 640K by uploading optional code segments from the hard disk
on demand.They do however require a certain minimum amount of
RAM for the main program or essential code to residein.When
executingapplicationsunder PC-MIX, theessential codeforall
processes mustfitwithin the 640K internal DOS memorylimit.
Therestofthecode(thosepartsloadedondemandbythe
application) may reside invirtually unlimited RAM in the form of
EEMS (Expanded memory) during execution.
If enough memory isnot allocated to an application, an out
of memory error may occur.Thisisnot fixable without stopping
allprocesses and exiting PC-MIX.The CFG.EXE program must then
be used to alter the configuration.
PC-MIX does not properly access extended memory asitis
usedbythePersonalConsultant"Plus/Onlinepackage. The
symptoms of the problem include substantially lengthened (10-20
timesormore)computationtimetoreachaconclusionwhich
happens tobeincorrect.This problem was easily overcome by
configuring Personal ConsultantTMPlusto make useof expanded
memory.
Onesignificantfactorforourapplicationishowmuch
overheadCPUtimeistakenbyPC-Mix. Abenchmarkwas214
performed using EM-CLASS version 3 which exercises both CPU and
the hard disk.Timetrials were performedforthisapplication
when run by itself and when run as the only active process under
PC-MIX.The result was that6.66 sec/minuteof CPU time was
spentonoverhead. Thisprobablyvariesdependingonwhat
applicationisrun and how much primary RAM isassigned to the
task.Other tests with unrelated software showed less overhead
devoted to PC-MIX, on the order of 1-2%.
PC-MIXexhibitedahighfrequencyofsystemcrashesand
hangingup,especiallywhenusedwithCross-Talk,the
communicationspackage. Inaddition,PC-MIXislimitedtoa
maximum of three processes.None of these three processes may
be viewed simultaneously with any of the others and a minimum of
two keystrokes are necessary to switch processes.Finally, there
isnomacrocapabilitywhichcouldprovidetheabilityto
automatically switch between processes.Thisisnot sufficiently
flexible to provide good ergonomic display design.
Desqview was adopted as themultitasking system manager
because itisstable(in11months of use, the system has crashed
lessthan4times). Itfeatureswindowingcapabilityand
keystroke macros toaidinmanagement ofmultipleprocesses.
Desqviewisnotlimitedto 3 applications open atany one time.
The practicallimitis RAM available.Desqview requires a 386
machine to be most effective.
Avoiding File Sharing Faults
WhenthesystemshowninFigure 1isoperated,itis
probable that a problem willeventually occur because more than
one process attempts to access the same fileat the same time.It
is not desirable to have the software fault because a fileisbusy.
A couple different solutions to the problem are possible.They are
Put all applications on a schedule and provide access
only at predetermined times.
Have applications "wait" until the fileis available
Puttingallfileaccessesonawallclockscheduleisaless
desirable solution becauseitistoo easy for the applicationsto21 5
get out of synchronization during unusual circumstances.This can
occur because some of the programs do not execute in a time that
may be determined prior to executing the application.The solution
to the problem is to program the ability to recognize that a fileis
busyandwaitforittobecomeavailable. ForFORTRAN
applications, the status of an attempt to attach a fileistrapped.
Itis a simple matter to formulate a loop that repeats the attempt
toaccessthefile. ForScheme(thelanguageofPersonal
ConsultantTM Plus) the following functionis offered for retrieving
data from a shared file:
(DEFINE retrieve-shared-data
(LAMBDA (source destination count)
(COND ((<= count 0) ni1)
(ELSE
(IF
(DOS-FILE-COPY source destination)
#T
(retrieve-shared-data source destination
(-1+ count)))))))
Thisisatailrecursive functionthatattemptstoaccess the
shared file'count' times before faulting.When the shared fileis
properly attached,itis copied to the 'destination' for internal use
by the EM-CLASS application.
Desqview Configuration for RT/EM-CLASS
ThefollowingpagespresenttheDesqviewsetup
configurationsassociatedwiththevariousRT/EM-CLASS
processes.216
=getup
DESQview Setup
DESQview offers a simple setup procedure
for the first-time user and an advanced
setup procedure for the experienced user.
To start the SIMPLE setup procedure, press SPACE BAR
To start the ADVANCED setup procedure, press 41-1
To exit and return to DOS, press ESC.
=Advanced=Setup
Type the letter that corresponds
to the option you wish to change:
Auto Dialer A
Colors
Keyboard
Logical Drives
Mouse
Performance
Video Monitor V
Window Positions
DONE 4-1==Advanced=Setup:=Auto=Dialer
Dialer Port:1 Dialer Baud Rate:1
Port 1 1 Leave As Is0
Port 22 300 Baud 1
600 Baud2
1200 Baud3
2400 Baud4
4800 Baud5
9600 Baud6
Long Distance Access Codes
Access Name Phone Number & Code
Access Code 1 1
Access Code 2 1
Access Code 3 1
Change dialer protocol? (Y/N): N
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1
==Advanced=Setup:=Colors
21 7
Do you want DESQview to use color? Y
Color Key:-0- -1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6-
Window Colors: TextBackground Highlit?
-7-
Window 1: 1 3 N Sample
Window 2: 1 6 N Sample
Window 3: 7 4 N Sample
Window 4: 1 2 N Sample
Menus: 7 1 N Sample
Colors for DESQview-Specific Programs
Normal Text: 1 7 N Sample
Highlit Normal: 1 3 N Sample
Help Text: 0 2 N Sample
Highlit Help: 2 1 N Sample
Error Text: 7 4 Y Sample
Highlit Error: 0 5 N Sample
Emphasized Normal: 0 7 N Sample
Marked Text: 0 6 N Sample
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1=Advanced=Setup:=Keyboard
Do you want to use DESQview's
Learn feature? (Y/N): Y
Quoting Char for Learn: '
Memory Usage (in bytes)
DESQview Scripts:1024
Learn Scripts: 1024
Playback Scripts:1024
Change system keys? (YIN): N
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE
1=Advanced=Setup:=Logical=Drives
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:
H:
J:
K:
L:
M:
N:
0:
P:
SWAP:
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1
2182 1 9
=Advanced=Setup:#1ouse
Mouse Type: 0
Keyboard 0
PC Mouse 1
Microsoft or compatible driver 2
(IBM, PC Mouse, AT&T, Maynard,
Logimouse, etc.)
Logitech (w/o MS driver) 3
VisiOn Mouse 4
Mouse Port: 0
Add-On Board 0
Port 1 1
Port 2 2
Left-handed mouse? (Y/N): N
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1
=Advanced=Setup:=Performance
Task Processing Time (in Clock Ticks)
Foreground: 9
Background: 3
Memory Usage (in K)
Common Memory: 17
DOS Buffer for EMS:2
Optimize communications? (Y/N): Y
Allow swapping of programs? (Y/N): Y
Manage printer contention?(Y/N): N
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1220
r1=Advanced=3etup:=Video=Moni tor
What display adaptor do you have?4
Monochrome 0
Color Graphics (CGA) 1
Hercules 2
Enhanced Graphics (EGA) 3
VGA or MCGA 4
Other 5
Current Graphics Driver: GRFVGA.DVR
Do you want text & graphics displayed
at the same time? (YIN):Y
Does your display adaptor require
synchronized access? (YIN):N
Blank the screen after0 minutes
of inactivity--enter 0 for never.
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1
1=Advanced=Setup:=Window=Positions
Window: RowColumn HeightWidth
1: 1 1 10 78
2: 14 1 10 78
3: 5 16 15 48
4: 1 1 23 38
5: 1 42 23 37
6: 1 1 10 38
7: 1 42 10 37
8: 14 1 10 38
9: 14 42 10 37
Next field Tab
Backup menu Esc
DONE 41-1221
==Setup=Done
Type the letter that corresponds
to the action you want to take.
STORE Changes & Quit 41-1
DISCARD Changes & Quit
Redisplay Main Setup MenuEsc=Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name RT/EM-CLASS Demo #1 ALT;
Keys to Use on Open Menu: Fl Memory Size (in K): 300
Program...: \user\select
Parameters: RTDEM01
Directory.:
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [N]
Displays graphics information [N]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [N]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 4-i when you are DONE=Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in K)..: 500
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in 0:
Text Pages:1Graphics Pages: 0Initial Mode: 12 Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height:19
Starting Width.:80
Starting Row...: 0
Starting Column: 0
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
Close on exit (Y,N,blank)
Allow Close Window command
Uses math coprocessor
Share CPU when foreground
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank).
Press Fl for standard options
[N]Uses its own colors [Y]
[Y]Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...: [Y]
[Y]Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
[Y]Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
[Y]Protection level (0-3) [0]
Press 41-1 when you are DONE=Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name RT/EM-CLASS Demo #2 ALT;
Keys to Use on Open Menu: F2 Memory Size (in K): 300
Program...: \user\select
Parameters: RTDEM02
Directory.:
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [N]
Displays graphics information [N]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [N]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 41-1 when you are DONE-1=Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in K)..: 500
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in K):
Text Pages: 1Graphics Pages: 0 Initial Mode: Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height:19
Starting Width.:80
Starting Row...: 0
Starting Column: 0
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
Close on exit (Y,N,blank)
Allow Close Window command
Uses math coprocessor
Share CPU when foreground
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank).
Press Fl for standard options
[N]Uses its own colors [Y]
[Y]Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...: [Y]
[Y]Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
[Y]Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
[Y]Protection level (0-3) [0]
Press 40 when you are DONE=Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name XDPR:RT/EM-CLASS Demos
Keys to Use on Open Menu: DD Memory Size (in 10: 128
Program...: \user\seldpr
Parameters: demo
Directory.:
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [N]
Displays graphics information [N]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [N]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 41-1 when you are DONE=Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in K)..: 600
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in K):256
Text Pages: 4Graphics Pages: 0 Initial Mode: Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height: 6
Starting Width.:80
Starting Row...:19
Starting Column: 1
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
Close on exit (Y,N,blank)
Allow Close Window command
Uses math coprocessor
Share CPU when foreground
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank).
Press Fl for standard options
[]Uses its own colors [Y]
[Y]Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...:[ ]
[Y]Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
[Y]Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
[]Protection level (0-3) [0]
Press IP when you are DONE==Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name XSIM:RT/EM-CLASS Demos
Keys to Use on Open Menu: SD Memory Size (in 10: 128
Program...: \user\selsim
Parameters: demo
Directory.:
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [N]
Displays graphics information [N]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [N]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 41-1 when you are DONE==Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in 10..: 600
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in K):256
Text Pages: 4Graphics Pages: 0Initial Mode: Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height:25
Starting Width.:80
Starting Row...: 1
Starting Column: 1
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
Close on exit (Y,N,blank)
Allow Close Window command
Uses math coprocessor
Share CPU when foreground
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank).
[]Uses its own colors [Y]
[Y]Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...: ]
[Y]Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
[Y]Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
[]Protection level (0-3) [0]
Press F1 for standard options Press 41-1 when you are DONE1=Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name XT Conn to Plant Computer
Keys to Use on Open Menu: C2 Memory Size (in K): 128
Program...: xtalk
Parameters: call expert
Directory.: \xtalk4
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [Y]
Displays graphics information [Y]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [Y]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 41-1 when you are DONE=Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in k)..: 600
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in K):256
Text Pages: 4Graphics Pages: 2Initial Mode: Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height:25
Starting Width.:80
Starting Row...: 0
Starting Column: 0
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
Close on exit (Y,N,blank) []
Allow Close Window command [Y]
Uses math coprocessor [Y]
Share CPU when foreground [Y]
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank).: [N]
Press Fl for standard options
Uses its own colors [Y]
Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...: []
Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
Protection level (0-3) [0]
Press IP when you are DONE-1=Change=a=Program
Change a Program
Program Name Z EP-001 Module List ALT;
Keys to Use on Open Menu: F9 Memory Size (in K): 128
Program...: \user\module
Parameters:
Directory.:
Options:
Writes text directly to screen [N]
Displays graphics information [N]
Virtualize text/graphics (Y,N,T) [Y]
Uses serial ports (Y,N,1,2) [N]
Requires floppy diskette [N]
Press Fl for advanced options Press 41 when you are DONE1==Change=a=Program
Change a Program Advanced Options
System Memory (in K) 0Maximum Program Memory Size (in K)..: 600
Script Buffer Size 1000Maximum Expanded Memory Size (in K):256
Text Pages: 4Graphics Pages: 0 Initial Mode: Interrupts: 00 to FF
Window Position:
Maximum Height:25
Maximum Width.:80
Starting Height: 9 Starting Row...: 0
Starting Width.:80 Starting Column: 0
Shared Program
Pathname..:
Data
[]Uses its own colors [Y]
[Y]Runs in background (Y,N,blank)...:[]
[Y]Keyboard conflict (0-4) [0]
[Y]Share EGA when foreground/zoomed.: [Y]
[]Protection level (0-3) [0]
Close on exit (Y,N,blank)
Allow Close Window command
Uses math coprocessor
Share CPU when foreground
Can be swapped out (Y,N,blank)
Press Fl for standard options Press IP when you are DONE234
F.Inter-Computer Communications
Cross Talkis a good full service communicationpackage that
meets the needs ofthisproject.The integrationofCrossTalk
withthe EM-CLASS softwarerequiresthatthecommunication
process be automatic,i.e.with no user intervention whatsoever.
This capability is achieved through the useof script files.
TheprototypesystemwillconsistofanIBM AT anda
Compaq386.The ATwillactastheplantprocesscontrol
computer simulator and the Compaqwillhold the expert system
software.The communications take place throughthe serial ports
on both machines.A null modem cableisrequired.The AT serial
port is a 25 pin D connectoraddressed through COM2 while that on
the Compaq 386 is a 9 pin D connectoraddressed through COM1.
Aside from having the compatiblecommunication parameters,
the Cross Talk system resident onthe Compaq 386 machine is set
to"answer mode" which means thatneither theoperatornora
script file issues commands whichvoluntarily query information
fromtheAT machine.The ATmachineissuesallcommands
related to the transport of thefile.Since the 386 machineisin
the answer mode,itis ready at any tirne to receive thedata.
Ultimately, the computer on whichEM-CLASS residesisto be
connected to the plant process controlcomputer.In the interim, a
PC-ATwillbeusedtosimulatetheplantprocesscontrol
computer.A needexiststhereforetogetthedatafromone
computertoanother. Thiswillbeachievedthrougha
communications port,in this case an RS-232 port.For the reasons
citedabove,thecommunications packageforthesimulatoris
Cross Talk.
The CrossTalkapplicationonthe ATissetupin"calling
mode" which means thatallcommunication commands originate
from the Cross Talk residing on thismachine.This means that the
transport of the data file may occurat arbitrary times as dictated
bythemastermachine(presentlyan ATsimulatingtheplant
process controlcomputer).Thefiletransferisbyprotocolto
provide error checking and accuratefiletransfers.The current
transfer rateis 9600 bps.It may be possible to turn up thespeed235
to 19,200 bps ifrequired.
Cross Talk Configuration
TheconfigurationofCrossTalkonthetwocomputersis
provided on the following pages.Dialing Directory Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
>Name Description Calls Last called
ANSWER Answer a call (unconfigured) 0 never
DIRECT Direct connection (unconfigured) 0 never
EASYCALLUse this to make a call 0 never
EXPERT Connect to Plant Computer 5 TODAY6:15p
NORMAL Crosstalk Mk.4 Normal Setup
SIMULATREmulate plant computer communication 1 2-13-911:38p
Enter
call ANSWER
Ins Alt-S Del
create new entry setup ANSWER delete ANSWER
Alt-M Alt-E Alt-Y Alt-Q
utility scripts edit text fileyour preferences quit to DOS
Escto exitSession Setup Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Name: EXPERT Description: Connect to Plant Computer
Number:
Capture: off
DownloadDir:
Local: on
Printer: off
Device: MODEM --1 r Terminal: DEC
Port:1 Model: VT102
Speed: 19200 bps SwapDel: off
WordFormat: 8-N-1
Script: SLAVE
Filter:
keys:
--if.-- Protocol: DART
name by which you refer to this Dialing Directory entry
Alt-C Alt-U
Capture Setup Upload Setup
Alt-k PgDn
key Setup Next page
You are setting up a Dialing Directory entry.The information on this
screen is normally all that Crosstalk needs to know to place a call.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancelSession Setup pg. 2 Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Name: EXPERT Description: Connect to Plant Computer
UserID:
Mode: answer
keyboard: user
Log: off
Password:
Echo: on
Keyclick: off
Accept: all
NetID:
Graphics: off
Review: 8000chars
LPT:1
Answerback: EnterString:
RedialCount: 10 RedialWait: 15 Patience: 60
DialModifier:
your user ID for this host computer
may be used by scripts or modules to automatelogin
Alt-C Alt-U Alt-k PgUp
Capture Setup Upload Setup key Setup Prey page
This second session setup screen contains settings which are used by scripts
and settings which reflect your preferences for this particular host setup.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancelProtocol Setup for DART Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Protocol: DART Crosstalk Mk.4's own optimized protocol)
RecvMode: all
IncrMode: disabled
DateMode: create
Timing: tight PacketSize: 1024
WindowSize: 3
Recovery: off
file transfer protocol module to use
press/to select from a list of modules
You are in Protocol Setup.Here, you may change settings which affect how
Crosstalk performs DART transfers, or choose another protocol.
The DART protocol offers high-performance file transfer between two PCs
running Crosstalk Mk.4, and is the protocol of choice for this situation.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancelSession Setup Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Name: SIMULATR Description: Emulate plant computer communication
Number:
Capture: off
DownloadDir:
Local: on
Printer: off
Device: MODEM --11.-- Terminal: DEC
Port:1 Model: VT102
Speed: 19200 bps SwapDel: off
WordFormat: 8-N-1
Script: MASTER
Filter:
Keys:
---"-- Protocol: DART
name by which you refer to this Dialing Directory entry
Alt-C Alt-U Alt-k PgDn
Capture Setup Upload Setup Key Setup Next page
You are setting up a Dialing Directory entry.The information on this
screen is normally all that Crosstalk needs to know to place a call.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancelSession Setup pg. 2 Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Name: SIMULATR Description: Emulate plant computer communication
UserID:
Mode: call
Keyboard: user
Log: off
Password:
Echo: off
Keyclick: off
Accept: all
NetID:
Graphics: off
Review: 8000chars
LPT:1
Answerback: EnterString:
RedialCount: 10 RedialWait: 15 Patience: 60
DialModifier:
your user ID for this host computer
may be used by scripts or modules to automate login
Alt-C Alt-U Alt-k PgUp
Capture Setup Upload Setup Key Setup Prey page
This second session setup screen contains settings which are used by scripts
and settings which reflect your preferences for this particular host setup.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancelProtocol Setup for DART Session #1 offline Alt-Hfor help
Protocol: DART (Crosstalk Mk.4's own optimized protocol)
RecvMode: normal
IncrMode: enabled
DateMode: original
Timing: tight PacketSize: 1024
WindowSize: 3
Recovery: on
file transfer protocol module to use
press/to select from a list of modules
You are in Protocol Setup.Here, you may change settings which affect how
Crosstalk performs DART transfers, or choose another protocol.
The DART protocol offers high-performance file transfer between two PCs
running Crosstalk Mk.4, and is the protocol of choice for this situation.
Ctrl-Enterto accept,Escto cancel243
G.Data Processing Process Control and Software
To initiate the data processing process, use the batch file
SELDPR.BAT
Thisbatch file executes the following command
c:\greene\dpr\dprlib\dpr_%1\stage %1 %2
A copy of the file DELAY.FOR
CDELAY
C
CPROGRAM: delay.for
C
CDESCRIPTION:This program permits a programmable delay to be used
C for control in a real time process monitoring
C application.
C
CDEVELOPED BY:Ken Greene
C Department of Nuclear Engineering
C Oregon State University
C Corvallis, Oregon
C
C July 1989
C
C
C
PROGRAM delay
CHARACTER*24 filnam
CHARACTER*12 status
INTEGER isec
C *** Open files
filnam = "dtime.prm" !This file holds the user specified
iounit = 2 delay time in seconds
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnamrstatus)
OPEN (UNIT=19,
B ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
C STATUS = "SCRATCH"
C *** Input data
CALL gettim(isec)
istart = isec
C *** Read data from sensor.dat fileREAD (2,*) idelay
C WRITE (*,999)
C 999FORMAT (79('='))
C WRITE (*,*)
C WRITE (*,*) "
*** Loop until elapsed time is reached
nsec = 0
100CONTINUE
CALL gettim(isec)
idelt = (istart + idelay) - isec
IF (idelt .NE. nsec) THEN
nsec = idelt
WRITE (*,900) nsec
END IF
900FORMAT (1H+,"Next Update Begins in: ",I4," sec")
IF (idelt .GT. 0) GOTO 100
C WRITE (*,*) ""
C *** Close files
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (19)
END
CGETTIM
SUBROUTINE gettim(stime)
INTEGER hrnow,minnow,secnow,stime
CHARACTER*8 now
CALL TIME(now)
REWIND (19)
WRITE (19,910) now
910FORMAT (A8)
REWIND (19)
READ (19,900) hrnow,minnow,secnow
900FORMAT (12,1X,I2,1X,12)
*** Compute elapsed time
stime = 3600*hrnow+60*minnow+secnow
RETURN
END
CFILOPN
SUBROUTINE filopn(iounit,name,status)
CHARACTER*24 name
CHARACTER*12 status
INTEGER errmrk
icount = 2000
50CONTINUE
OPEN (UNIT= iounit,
A FILE = name,
B ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
IRetrieve current time
! Rewind scratch file
! Write char time to file
!Rewind scratch file
I Read time as integer
244245
C STATUS = status,
D IOSTAT = errmrk
IF (errmrk .eq. 0) GO TO 100
icount = icount -1
WRITE (06,900) errmrk
900FORMAT (1H+,'File Request Response:',I10)
IF (icount .GT. 0) GO TO 50
WRITE (*,*) '
WRITE (*,*) 'File Opening Errort11'
STOP
100CONTINUE
RETURN
END
The contents of the file DPR.FOR:
CDPR
C *** Process Control Computer Simulator and
C *** Data Acquisition Program
C
C
C
PROGRAM dpr
CHARACTER*24 filnam
CHARACTER*12 status,trnd
CHARACTER*6 symbol(150),label
CHARACTER*45 desc(150),descr
DIMENSION varray(150),array(10),work(150),high5(5)
nmax = 100
nhist = 10 1 Number of points retained in history
10CONTINUE
C *** initialize sensor variables
anil = -999.
DO 40 i = 1,nmax
varray(i) = anil
40CONTINUE
C
C Read sensor data and assign to mnemonic variables
filnam = "c:\xtalk4\reading.dat" ! This file holds current values of
iounit = 1 sensor data that correspond with
status = "OLD" 1 the current time in the
simulation
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status,80,imrk)246
filnam = "labels.txt" !This file holds current values of
iounit = 2 sensor data that correspond with
status = "OLD" the current time in the
1 simulation
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status,80,imrk)
icnt = 0
50CONTINUE
READ (1,900,END=100) label,valu
900FORMAT (A6,1X,E10.4)
READ (2,901) descr
901FORMAT (A45)
icnt = icnt + 1
varray(icnt) = valu
symbol(icnt) = label
desc(icnt) = descr
IF (label .EQ. 'T1000 ') index= icnt - 1
IF (label .EQ. 'R1000 ') indexl = icnt - 1
GO TO 50
100CONTINUE
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
IF (varray(1) .LT. 0.) GO TO 10 1If no values, go to start
isec = INT(varray(1))
C *** Write time to file for use by simuser
filnam = "timeis.now"
iounit = 22
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status,80,imrk)
WRITE (22,877) isec
877FORMAT (1H ,I8)
CLOSE (22)
*** Display time and column headings for changing parameters
C WRITE (*,*) 'Elapsed Time: ',isec,
'seconds'
C WRITE (*,*) "
C WRITE (*,*) 'System Parameters Which Are Changing'
C WRITE (*,*) ' '
C WRITE (*,*) ' Value Description Trend'
C WRITE (*,*)
C
C *** Update history data
filnam = "hist.dat"
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(3,filnam,status,1200,imrk)
OPEN (UNIT= 4,
A ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
B STATUS = "SCRATCH",247
C RECL= 1200)
iflag = 0
WRITE (*,999)
999FORMAT (/////)
DO 150 k = 1,icnt
READ (3,910,END=200) label,(array(i),i=1,nhist) !Init. if unexpected
IEOF is reached
910FORMAT (A6,1X,100(E10.4,1X))
iflag = 1
*** Displace history data 1 point to left, dropping oldest
C *** data.Add newest data to nhist-th position.
WRITE (4,910) symbol(k),(array(i),i=2,nhist),varray(k)
*** Display parameters which have changed value.This
C *** is based on 1% change between two readings.
valul = array(nhist)
valu2 = varray(k)
IF (valu2 .EQ. 0) THEN
chk = 100.*(valul-valu2)
ELSE
chk = 100.*(valul-valu2)/valu2
END IF
IF (valul .LT. -100. .OR. valu2 .LT. -100.) GO TO 191
IF (ABS(chk) .LT. 1.) GO TO 191
IF (chk .GT. 0) THEN
trnd = 'DECREASING'
ELSE
trnd = 'INCREASING'
END IF
IF (k .EQ. 1) GO TO 191
WRITE (*,907) valu2,desc(k),trnd
907FORMAT (1H ,E12.4,3X,A45,3X,Al2)
191CONTINUE
150CONTINUE
200CONTINUE
IF (iflag .NE. 0) GO TO 219
C *** Initialize array at start of simulation
DO 218 i = 1,icnt
WRITE (4,910) symbol(i),anil,anil,anil,anil,anil,
A anil,anil,anil,anil,anil
218CONTINUE
219CONTINUE
REWIND 3
REWIND 4
220CONTINUEREAD (4,910,END=240) label,(array(k),k=1,10)
WRITE (3,910) label,(array(k),k=1,10)
GO TO 220
240CONTINUE
CLOSE (3)
CLOSE (4)
C
C *** Compute/Set EM-CLASS parameters
C
C *** sort core thermocouple temperatures
C
icount = 0
DO 327 i = index+1,icnt
icount = icount + 1
work (icount) = varray(i)
327CONTINUE
DO 367 k = 1,5
valul = work(1)
mplace = 1
DO 357 j = 2,icnt-index
IF (work(j) .GT. valul) THEN
valul = work(j)
mplace = j
END IF
357 CONTINUE
work (mplace) = 0.
high5(k) = valul
367CONTINUE
filnam = "eventl.dat"
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(2,filnam,status,80,imrk)
DO 257 k = 1,indexl
WRITE (2,988) varray(k)
988FORMAT (1H ,'(',F12.1,')')
257CONTINUE
WRITE (2,988) high5(5)
CLOSE (2)
filnam = "event2.dat"
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(2,filnam,status,80,imrk)
DO 258 k = indexl +1,index
WRITE (2,988) varray(k)
258CONTINUE
WRITE (2,988) high5(5)
CLOSE (2)
248249
C WRITE (*,999)
C 999FORMAT (79('='))
END
CFILOPN
SUBROUTINE filopn(iounit,name,status,irec,imrk)
CHARACTER*24 name
CHARACTER*12 status
OPEN (19,FILE="fec.err",ACCESS="APPEND",sTATus="UNKNOWN")
icount = 2000
50CONTINUE
OPEN (UNIT= iounit,
A FILE = name,
B ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
C STATUS = status,
D RECL= irec,
E IOSTAT = imrk
IF (imrk .NE. 0) WRITE (06,900) imrk
IF (imrk .NE. 0) WRITE (19,*) name,imrk
IF (imrk .EQ. 0) GO TO 100
icount = icount - 1
900FORMAT (1H ,'File Request Response:',I10)
IF (icount .GT. 0) GO TO 50
WRITE (*,*) ' '
WRITE (*,*) 'File Opening Error!!!'
STOP
100CONTINUE
CLOSE (19)
RETURN
END
The file DTIME.PRM
20
The file EVENT1.DAT
0.0)
1.0)
1.0)
100.0)
100.0)
100.0)
100.0)
0.0)
0.0)
0.0)
0.0)
1.0)( 100.0)
( 100.0)
( 10.0)
( 10.0)
( 10.0)
( 10.0)
( 2000.0)
( 1.2)
( 1.0)
( 556.0)
The file EVENT2.DAT
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 100.0)
( 10.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 50.0)
( 10.0)
( 1.0)
( 100.0)
( 1.0)
( 50.0)
( 100.0)
( 350000.0)
( 50.0)
( 50.0)
( 50.0)
( 50.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 1.0)
( 0.1)
( 0.1)
( 500.0)
( 500.0)
( 500.0)
( 500.0)
( 556.0)
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File GREADING.DAT
time0.0000E+00
ED1067 0.1000E+01
ED1068 0.1000E+01
F10590.1000E+03
F10600.1000E+03
F10610.1000E+03
F10620.1000E+03
MD1073 0.0000E+00
MD1074 0.0000E+00
MD1075 0.0000E+00
MD1076 0.0000E+00
L10480.1000E+01
L10520.1000E+03
L10530.1000E+03
M10000.1000E+02
M10020.1000E+02
M10040.1000E+02
M10060.1000E+02
P10010.2000E+04
P10460.1200E+01
P10470.1000E+01
R10000.1000E+01
R10010.1000E+01
R10020.1000E+03
R10030.1000E+02
R10040.1000E+01
R10050.1000E+01
R10060.1000E+01
R10070.5000E+02
R10080.1000E+02
R10090.1000E+01
R10140.1000E+03
R10150.1000E+01
R10180.5000E+02
R10190.1000E+03
R10200.3500E+06
R10230.5000E+02
R10240.5000E+02
R10250.5000E+02
R10260.5000E+02
R10380.1000E+01
R10390.1000E+01
R10400.1000E+01
R10410.1000E+01
R10420.1000E+01
R10430.1000E+01
R10440.1000E+01
R10450.1000E+01
R10460.1000E+01
R10470.1000E+01
R10480.1000E+01
R10490.1000E+01
R10500.1000E+01
R10510.1000E+01
R10520.1000E+01
R10530.1000E+01
R10540.1000E+01
R10550.1000E+01co+aoowo  ESOTI 
E0+HOOSS*0  ZSOTI 
E0+300SS*0  TSOTI 
£0+300SS*0  OSOLL 
so+aooss'o  6tOTI 
E0+3OOS5*0  EIVOTI 
CO+300SS'0  LVOTI 
eo+aooss*o  9401I 
E0+3OO5S*0  StOTI 
Eo+aooss*o  ttou 
E0+3OO55*0  MTS. 
co+noss*o  MOTS, 
Eo+noss*o  IVOTI 
co+noss*o  MU. 
E0+80OSS'0  6E01.1 
E0+HOOSS*0  HOTI 
E0+3O055*0  LE01.1. 
Eo+aooss*o  9E0TI 
Eo+aooss*o  GEOTI 
E0+30055.0  VEOTI 
E0+3O0SS*0  EE0TI 
Eo+aooss'o  ZEOTI 
CO+30OSS*0  HOU 
E0+30055*0  OCOTI 
E0+3OOS5.0  6Z0TI 
E0+300SS*0  8ZOTI 
co+aooss'o  LZOTI 
co+noss*o  9ZOTI 
co+nowo  SZOLL 
CO+3O0SS*0  VZOTI 
co+aoowo  EMT,' 
co+noss'o  uou 
co+aooss'o  'HOU 
co+noss*o  OZOTI 
co+aooss'o  6101I 
co+noss*o  How. 
co+aoogs*o  LIOTI 
co+aooss*o  91011 
co+aloss*o  STOLL 
C0  +300SS*0  HOU 
E0+30055*0  £101.1 
co+aooss'o  ZTOTI 
E0+30055*0  1101I 
co+aosss*o  0101.1 
E0+30LSS*0  60011 
Eo+aosss'o  00011 
C0  +30ESS'0  90011 
E0+30155.0  SOOTI 
CO+3OZSS*0  VOOTI 
co+aopss*o  COOTI 
CO+30955*0  zoou 
co+aoess*o  TONI 
E01-30095*0  0001I 
CO+3000S*0  SZTTI 
C0  +30005*0  EZITI 
10+20005*0  1211I 
co+nooseo  6111I 
00+30001*0  1901U 
oo+amyro  09013 
10-F30001'0  6SO1H 
TO+30001*0  esmu 
To+aowino  LSOIU 
10+3000T'0  9SO1H 
ZSZ 253
T10540.5500E+03
T10550.5500E+03
T10560.5500E+03
T10570.5500E+03
T10580.5500E+03
T10590.5500E+03
T10610.5500E+03
T10620.5500E+03
T10630.5500E+03
T10640.5500E+03
File HIST.DAT
time-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
ED1067-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
ED1068-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
F1059-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
F1060-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
F1061-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
F1062-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
MD1073-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
MD1074-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
MD1075-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
MD1076-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
L1048-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
L1052-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
L1053-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
M1000-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
M1002-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
M1004-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
M1006-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
P1001-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
P1046-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
P1047-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1000-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1001-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1002-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1003-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1004-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1005-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1006-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1007-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1008-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1009-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1014-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1015-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1018-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1019-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1020-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1023-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1024-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1025-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1026-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1038-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1039-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1040-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1041-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1042-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1043-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1044-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1045-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3254
R1046-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1047-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1048-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1049-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1050-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1051-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1052-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1053-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1054-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1055-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E43-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1056-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1057-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1058-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1059-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1060-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
R1061-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1119-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1121-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1123-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1125-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1000-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1001-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1002-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1003-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1004-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1005-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1006-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1008-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1009-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1010-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1011-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1012-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1013-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1014-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1015-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1016-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1017-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1018-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1019-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1020-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1021-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1022-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1023-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1024-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1025-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1026-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1027-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1028-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1029-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1030-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1031-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1032-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1033-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1034-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1035-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1036-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1037-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1038-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1039-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1040-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1041-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1042-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1043-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3255
T1044-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1045-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1046-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1047-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1048-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1049-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1050-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1051-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1052-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1053-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1054-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1055-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1056-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1057-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1058-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1059-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1061-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1062-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1063-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
T1064-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3-.99E+3
File LABELS.TXT
Time
Containment Vent Isol Tr. A
Containment Vent Isol Tr. B
Aux FW Flow to SG A
Aux FW Flow to SG B
Aux FW Flow to SG C
Aux FW Flow to SG D
SG A Slowdown Isolation
SG B Slowdown Isolation
SG C Slowdown Isolation
SG D Slowdown Isolation
Containment sump level - Wide (A)
RVLIS - Full Range Tr. A
RVLIS - Full Range Tr. B
Wind Speed El. 33 ft (A)
Wind Speed El. 33 ft (B)
Wind Speed El. 200 ft
Wind Speed El. 500 ft
RCS pressure - wide range
Containment pressure - wide range #1
Containment pressure - wide range #2
PRM-1A: Containment particulate
PRM-1B: Containment iodine
PRM-1C: Containment vent low noble gas
PRM-1D: Containment vent high noble gas
PRM-1E: Containment vent hi-hi noble gas
PRM-2A: Aux Bldg Exh Particulate
PRM-2B: Aux Bldg Exh iodine
PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas
PRM-2D: Aux bldg vent high noble gas
PRM-3: Spent fuel pool ventilation
PRM-6B: Air ejector high noble gas
PRM-6C: Air ejector hi-hi noble gas
PRM-9: Liquid Rad-waste discharge
PRM-10: Steam generator blowdown
PRM-13: Gross failed fuel
PRM-16A:Main Steam Line A
PRM-16B:Main Steam Line B256
PRM-16C:Main Steam Line C
PRM-16D:Main Steam Line D
ARM-1: Aux Bldg, El 5'
ARM-2: Aux Bldg, El 25'
ARM-3: Radiation sample room
ARM-4: Aux Bldg, El 45'
ARM-5: Fuel pool area, El 45'
ARM-6: In-core monitoring equip
ARM-7: Aux Bldg, El 61'
ARM-8: Fuel Bldg, El 61'
ARM-9: Radwaste control
ARM-10: Waste concentrates tank
ARM-11: Control room
ARM-12: Maintenance shop
ARM-13: New fuel storage
ARM-14: Radwaste drumming station
ARM-15A: Cont. El 133', Press. shed
ARM-15B: Cont. El 106', Laydown area
ARM-16: RHR Room West
ARM-17: RHR Room East
ARM-18: VCT Room, Facade
ARM-19: Letdown line, Facade
ARM-20: Manipulator crane
ARM-21: Entry to bioshield
ARM-22: Site boundary North
ARM-23: Site boundary South
RC Loop A Tavg
RC Loop B Tavg
RC Loop C Tavg
RC Loop D Tavg
In-Core Temperature A08
In-Core Temperature B03
In-Core Temperature B10
In-Core Temperature CO8
In-Core Temperature C13
In-Core Temperature D03
In-Core Temperature E04
In-Core Temperature E08
In-Core Temperature El0
In-Core Temperature F12
In-Core Temperature F15
In-Core Temperature G02
In -Core Temperature G09
In-Core Temperature Gil
In-Core Temperature H01
In-Core Temperature H03
In-Core Temperature H08
In-Core Temperature H13
In-Core Temperature J10
In-Core Temperature K03
In-Core Temperature K05
In-Core Temperature K15
In-Core Temperature LO1
In-Core Temperature L08
In-Core Temperature L12
In-Core Temperature M10
In-Core Temperature M13
In-Core Temperature NO3
In-Core Temperature N09
In-Core Temperature P05
In-Core Temperature P11
In-Core Temperature R08
In-Core Temperature A09257
In-Core Temperature All
In-Core Temperature B05
In-Core Temperature CO3
In-Core Temperature C12
In-Core Temperature D07
In-Core Temperature D09
In-Core Temperature E02
In-Core Temperature E14
In-Core Temperature F05
In-Core Temperature F09
In-Core Temperature Fll
In-Core Temperature G04
In-Core Temperature G08
In-Core Temperature H05
In-Core Temperature H09
In-Core Temperature H11
In-Core Temperature H14
In-Core Temperature J07
In-Core Temperature Kll
In-Core Temperature K13
In-Core Temperature L02
In-Core Temperature L09
In-Core Temperature L14
In-Core Temperature M05
In-Core Temperature M12
In-Core Temperature NO2
In-Core Temperature N13
In-Core Temperature P07
In-Core Temperature R05
In-Core Temperature R10
The commands in the fileSTAGE . BATare
echo off
c:
cd \greene\dpr\dprlib\dpr_%1
xcopy delay.exe
copy dpr.exe
copy dtime.prm
copy greading.dat
copy labels.txt
copy xdpr.bat
copy xcopy.ans
%2
cd \greene\dpr
call xdpr
%2\greene\dpr\*.*Is>NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
%2\greene\dpr\*.* >NUL
The file TIMEIS.NOW
0
The commands in the batch fileXDPR. BATare
ECHO OFF
CD \GREENE\DPR
XCOPY GREADING.DAT c:\XTALK4\READING.DAT /S <xcopy.ans >NUL
COPY DPR.EXE \PCPLUS\*.* >NUL
COPY LABELS.TXT \PCPLUS\*.* >NUL258
COPY DELAY.EXE \PCPLUS\*.* >NUL
COPY DTIME.PRM \PCPLUS\*.* >NUL
CD \PCPLUS
ERASE HIST DAT>NUL
:LOOP
DPR
DELAY
GOTO :LOOP259
H.Plant Computer Simulation Software and Control
File SELSIM.BAT
c:\greene\sim\simlib\sim_%1\stage %1%2
File BANNER1.TXT
########### #### ## ############ #####
# ##### ## ## ## ###
####### ## # # ## ## ## ## ######
# ##### ## ###### ## # ##
########### ############## # # #######
File DELAY.FORSee appendix entry in DPR section
File DTIME.PRMSee appendix entry in DPR section
File SENSOR.DAT
ED1067
ED1068
0.
2000.
0.
2000.
1.
1.
1.
1.
Containment Vent Isol Tr. A
Containment Vent Isol Tr. B
F1059 0. 100. Aux FW Flow to SG A
2000. 100.
F1060 0. 100. Aux FW Flow to SG B
2000. 100.
F1061 0. 100. Aux FW Flow to SG C
2000. 100.
F1062 0. 100. Aux FW Flow to SG D
2000. 100.
MD1073 0. 0. SG A Slowdown Isolation
2000. 0.
MD1074 0. 0. SG B Slowdown Isolation
2000. 0.
MD1075 0. 0. SG C Slowdown Isolation
2000. 0.
MD1076 0. 0. SG D Slowdown Isolation
2000. 0.260
L1048 0.
2000.
1.
1.
Containment sump level - Wide (A)
L1052 0. 100. RVLISFull Range Tr. A
2000. 100.
L1053 0. 100. RVLIS - Full Range Tr. B
2000. 100.
M1000 0. 10. Wind SpeedEl. 33 ft (A)
2000. 10.
M1002 0. 10. Wind SpeedEl. 33 ft (B)
2000. 10.
M1004 0. 10. Wind Speed - El. 200 ft
2000. 10.
M1006 0. 10. Wind Speed - El. 500 ft
2000. 10.
P1001 0. 2000. RCS pressurewide range
2000. 2000.
P1046 0. 1.2 Containment pressure - wide range #1
500. 1.2
504. 1.4
520. 1.8
540. 2.3
560. 2.4
580. 2.6
600. 3.2
640. 3.2
680. 3.7
720. 4.3
760. 5.2
780. 5.3
820. 5.7
900. 6.0
912. 8.0
920. 17.3
940. 19.0
960. 19.3
1020. 19.6
1080. 19.9
1140. 20.3
1200. 21.6
1260. 14.6
1340. 7.6
1380. 3.5
1440. 0.
P1047 0. 1. Containment pressure - wide range #2
2000. 1.
R1000 0. 1. PRM-1A: Containment particulate
2000. 1.
R1001 0. 1. PRM-1B: Containment iodine
2000. 1.
R1002 0. 100. PRM-1C: Containment vent low noble gas
2000. 100.261
$
R1003 0. 10. PRM-1D: Containment vent high noble gas
2000. 10.
R1004 0. 1. PRM-1E: Containment vent hi-hi noble gas
2000. 1.
R1005 0. 1. PRM-2A: Aux Bldg Exh Particulate
2000. 1.
R1006 0. 1. PRM-2B: Aux Bldg Exh iodine
2000. 1.
R1007 0. 50. PRM-2C: Aux bldg vent low noble gas
60. 50.
120. 50.
180. 50.
188. 50000.
240. 52000.
300. 52000.
360. 50000.
420. 35000.
460. 50.
2000. 50.
R1008 0. 10. PRM-2D: Aux bldg vent high noble gas
2000. 10.
R1009 0. 1. PRM-3: Spent fuel pool ventilation
2000. 1.
R1014 0. 100. PRM-6B: Air ejector high noble gas
2000. 100.
R1015 0. 1. PRM-6C: Air ejector hi-hi noble gas
2000. 1.
R1018 0. 50. PRM-9: Liquid Rad-waste discharge
2000. 50.
R1019 0. 100. PRM-10: Steam generator blowdown
2000. 100.
R1020 0. 350000. PRM-13: Gross failed fuel
60. 380000.
480. 380000.
520. 400000.
540. 500000.
2000. 500000.
R1023 0. 50. PRM-16A:Main Steam Line A
2000. 50.
R1024 0. 50. PRM-16B:Main Steam Line B
2000. 50.
R1025 0. 50. PRM-16C:Main Steam Line C
2000. 50.
R1026 0. 50. PRM-16D:Main Steam Line D
2000. 50.
R1038 0. 1. ARM-1: Aux Bldg, El 5'262
2000. 1.
R1039 0. 1. ARM-2: Aux Bldg, El 25'
2000. 1.
R1040 0. 1. ARM-3: Radiation sample room
2000. 1.
R1041 0. 1. ARM-4: Aux Bldg, El 45'
2000. 1.
R1042 0. 1. ARM-5: Fuel pool area, El 45'
2000. 1.
R1043 0. 1. ARM-6: In-core monitoring equip
2000. 1.
R1044 0. 1. ARM-7: Aux Bldg, El 61'
2000. 1.
R1045 0. 1. ARM-8: Fuel Bldg, El 61'
2000. 1.
R1046 0. 1. ARM-9: Radwaste control
2000. 1.
R1047 0. 1. ARM-10: Waste concentrates tank
2000. 1.
R1048 0. 1. ARM-11: Control room
2000. 1.
R1049 0. 1. ARM-12: Maintenance shop
2000. 1.
R1050 0. 1. ARM-13: New fuel storage
2000. 1.
R1051 0. 1. ARM-14: Radwaste drumming station
2000. 1.
R1052 0. 1. ARM-15A: Cont. El 133', Press. shed
2000. 1.
R1053 0. 1. ARM-15B: Cont. El 106', Laydown area
2000. 1.
R1054 0. 1. ARM-16: RHR Room West
2000. 1.
R1055 0. 1. ARM-17: RHR Room East
2000. 1.
R1056 0. 1. ARM-18: VCT Room, Facade
2000. 1.
R1057 0. 1. ARM-19: Letdown line, Facade
2000. 1.
R1058 0. 1. ARM-20: Manipulator crane
2000. 1.
R1059 0. 1. ARM-21: Entry to bioshield263
2000. 1.
$
R1060 O. 0.1 ARM-22: Site boundary North
2000. 0.1
$
R1061 O. 0.1 ARM-23: Site boundary South
2000. 0.1
$
T1119 O. 500. RC Loop A Tavg
2000. 500.
$
T1121 O. 500. RC Loop B Tavg
2000. 500.
$
T1123 O. 500. RC Loop C Tavg
2000. 500.
$
T1125 O. 500. RC Loop D Tavg
2000. 500.
$
T1000 O. 560. In-Core Temperature A08
2000. 560.
$
T1001 O. 558. In-Core Temperature B03
2000. 558.
$
T1002 O. 556. In-Core Temperature B10
2000. 556.
$
T1003 O. 554. In-Core Temperature C08
2000. 554.
$
T1004 O. 552. In-Core Temperature C13
2000. 552.
$
T1005 O. 551. In-Core Temperature D03
2000. 551.
$
T1006 O. 553. In-Core Temperature E04
2000. 553.
$
T1008 O. 555. In-Core Temperature E08
2000. 555.
$
T1009 O. 557. In-Core Temperature EIO
2000. 557.
$
T1010 O. 559. In-Core Temperature F12
2000. 559.
$
T1011 O. 550. In-Core Temperature F15
2000. 550.
$
T1012 O. 550. In-Core Temperature G02
2000. 550.
$
T1013 O. 550. In-Core Temperature G09
2000. 550.
$
T1014 O. 550. In-Core Temperature Gll
2000. 550.
$
T1015 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H01264
2000. 550.
T1016 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H03
2000. 550.
T1017 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H08
2000. 550.
T1018 0. 550. In-Core Temperature H13
2000. 550.
T1019 O. 550. In-Core Temperature J10
2000. 550.
T1020 O. 550. In-Core Temperature K03
2000. 550.
T1021 O. 550. In-Core Temperature K05
2000. 550.
T1022 O. 550. In-Core Temperature K15
2000. 550.
T1023 O. 550. In-Core Temperature LO1
2000. 550.
T1024 O. 550. In-Core Temperature LO8
2000. 550.
T1025 O. 550. In-Core Temperature L12
2000. 550.
T1026 O. 550. In-Core Temperature M10
2000. 550.
T1027 O. 550. In-Core Temperature M13
2000. 550.
T1028 O. 550. In-Core Temperature NO3
2000. 550.
T1029 O. 550. In-Core Temperature N09
2000. 550.
T1030 O. 550. In-Core Temperature P05
2000. 550.
T1031 O. 550. In-Core Temperature P11
2000. 550.
T1032 O. 550. In-Core Temperature RO8
2000. 550.
T1033 O. 550. In-Core Temperature A09
2000. 550.
T1034 O. 550. In-Core Temperature All
2000. 550.
T1035 O. 550. In-Core Temperature B05
2000. 550.
T1036 O. 550. in -Core Temperature CO3265
2000. 550.
$
T1037 O. 550. In-Core Temperature C12
2000. 550.
$
T1038 O. 550. In-Core Temperature D07
2000. 550.
$
T1039 O. 550. In-Core Temperature D09
2000. 550.
$
T1040 O. 550. In-Core Temperature E02
2000. 550.
$
T1041 O. 550. In-Core Temperature E14
2000. 550.
$
T1042 O. 550. In-Core Temperature F05
2000. 550.
$
T1043 O. 550. In-Core Temperature F09
2000. 550.
$
T1044 O. 550. In-Core Temperature Fll
2000. 550.
$
T1045 O. 550. In-Core Temperature G04
2000. 550.
$
T1046 O. 550. In-Core Temperature GOB
2000.
$
T1047 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H05
2000. 550.
$
T1048 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H09
2000. 550.
$
T1049 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H11
2000. 550.
$
T1050 O. 550. In-Core Temperature H14
2000. 550.
$
T1051 O. 550. In -Core Temperature J07
2000. 550.
$
T1052 O. 550. In-Core Temperature Kll
2000. 550.
$
T1053 O. 550. In-Core Temperature K13
2000. 550.
$
T1054 O. 550. In-Core Temperature L02
2000. 550.
$
T1055 O. 550. In-Core Temperature L09
2000. 550.
$
T1056 O. 550. In-Core Temperature L14
2000. 550.
$
T1057 O. 550. In-Core Temperature M05266
2000. 550.
T1058 0. 550. In-Core Temperature M12
2000. 550.
T1059 0. 550. In-Core Temperature NO2
2000. 550.
T1061 0. 550. In-Core Temperature N13
2000. 550.
T1062 0. 550. In-Core Temperature P07
2000. 550.
T1063 0. 550. In-Core Temperature R05
2000. 550.
T1064 0. 550. In-Core Temperature R10
2000. 550.
File SIMULATR.FOR
CSIMULATR
C
CPROGRAM:
C
simulatr.for
CDESCRIPTION:This program simulates the process control
C computer at TROJAN.Its purpose is to produce
for the emergency
C classification expert system EM-CLASS
C
CDEVELOPED BY:Ken Greene
C Department of Nuclear Engineering
C Oregon State University
C Corvallis, Oregon
C
C July 1989
C
C
C
PROGRAM simulatr
CHARACTER*12 filnam,status
CHARACTER*6 label
CHARACTER*1 mark
CHARACTER*80 title
CHARACTER*45 ident
INTEGER isec
DIMENSION xtab(50),ytab(50)
C *** Display banner
filnam = "bannerl.txt"
iounit = 1
status = "OLD"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status)
8CONTINUEC
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READ (1,899,END=9) title
899FORMAT (A80)
WRITE (*,899) title
GO TO 8
9CONTINUE
CLOSE (1)
*** Open files
filnam = "sensor.dat"
iounit = 1
status = "OLD"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status)
filnam = "reading.dat"
iounit = 2
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status)
filnam = "start.tim"
iounit = 3
status = "UNKNOWN"
CALL filopn(iounit,filnam,status)
OPEN (UNIT= 19,
ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
C STATUS = "SCRATCH"
C *** Input data
1This file holds the data describing
time dependent behavior of
sensor readings being
simulated
This file holds current values of
sensor data that correspond with
the current time in the
simulation
IThis file holds the time
corresponding to the start of
the simulation
CALL gettim(isec)
tyme = FLOAT(isec)
WRITE (2,959) 'time',tyme
959FORMAT (A4,3X,E10.4)
WRITE (*,*) 'Elapsed Time: ',isec,' seconds'
simtim = FLOAT(isec)
100CONTINUE
*** Read data from sensor.dat file
READ (1,900,END=800) mark,label,pl,p2,ident
900FORMAT (A1,T1,A6,4X,2F10.0,A45)
xtab(1) = pl
ytab(1) = p2
itab = 1
120CONTINUE
itab = itab + 1
READ (1,900,END=130) mark,lname,xtab(itab),ytab(itab)
IF (mark .NE. $') GO TO 120
130CONTINUE*** Compute what sensor reading should be at the current time
state = valu(simtim,xtab,ytab,itab -1)
*** Place sensor reading in file reading.dat
WRITE (2,960) label,state
960FORMAT (A6,1X,E10.4)
GO TO 100
800CONTINUE
*** Close files
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (3)
CLOSE (19)
END
CVALU
FUNCTION valu(x,t,f,n)
DIMENSION t(50),f(50)
*** Locate two points to interpolate between
icnt = 0
DO 10 i = 1,n-1
IF (x .LT. t(i)) GO TO 10
icnt = icnt + 1
10CONTINUE
*** linear interpolation/extrapolation
j = icnt
valu = f(j) + (x - t(j)) / (t(j+1) - t(j))*(f(j+1) f(j))
RETURN
END
CGETTIM
SUBROUTINE gettim(stime)
INTEGER hrnow, minnow, secnow,hour,minute,second,stime
CHARACTER*8 now
CALL TIME(now) !Retrieve current time
READ (3,900,ERR=100) hour,minute,second !Read start time; if error
900FORMAT (12,1X,12,1X,12) then initialize time
REWIND (19) ! Rewind scratch file
WRITE (19,910) now ! Write char time to file
910FORMAT (A8)
REWIND (19) ! Rewind scratch file
READ (19,900) hrnow,minnow,secnow !Read time as integer
C *** Compute elapsed time
IF (secnow .LT. second) THEN
secnow = secnow + 60
minnow = minnow -1
END IF
!Subtraction borrow
268269
IF (minnow .LT. minute) THEN
minnow = minnow + 60
hrnow = hrnow - 1
END IF
IF (hrnow .LT. hour) THEN
hrnow = hrnow + 24
END IF
! Subtraction borrow
! Adjust for new day
stime = 3600*(hrnow-hour)+60*(minnow-minute)+(secnow-second)
GO TO 110
*** Set start time of simulation
100CONTINUE
stime = 0
WRITE (3,910) now
C *** Return start time
110CONTINUE
RETURN
END
CFILOPN
SUBROUTINE filopn(iounit,name,status)
CHARACTER*12 name
CHARACTER*12 status
INTEGER errmrk
icnt = 0
50CONTINUE
icnt = icnt + 1
OPEN (UNIT= iounit,
A FILE = name,
B ACCESS = "SEQUENTIAL",
C STATUS = status,
D IOSTAT = errmrk
IF (errmrk .eq. 0) GO TO 100
Initialize simulation
WRITE (06,900) icnt,name,errmrk
900FORMAT (14,'File opening error...',Al2,5X,'iostat = ',I6)
IF (icnt .LT. 100) GO TO 50
STOP
100CONTINUE
RETURN
END
File STAGE.BAT
echo off270
c:
cd \greene\sim\simlib\sim_%1
xcopy delay.exe %2\greene\sim\*.*Is>NUL
copy simulatr.exe%2\greene\sim\*.* >NUL
copy dtime.prm %2\greene\sim\*.* >NUL
copy bannerl.txt %2\greene\sim\*.* >NUL
copy sensor.dat %2\greene\sim\*.* >NUL
copy xsim.bat %2\greene\sim\*.* >NUL
%2
cd \greene\sim
xsim
File XSIM.BAT
ECHO OFF
call \user\envrnmnt
cd \greene\sim
ERASE START.TIM
:LOOP
SIMULATR
COPY READING.DAT \XTALK4
DELAY
GOTO :LOOP271
I.Hardware/Software Requirements
TheprocessmonitoringRT/EM-CLASSapplicationprototype
requires the following:
Hardware:
Compaq 386 Deskpro (or compatible) with 2 MB of RAM
and Hard Disk
IBM PC-AT (or compatible) with Hard Disk
Null Modem Cable w/Compatible Serial Port Connectors
Commercial Software:
Personal ConsultantTM Plus (Texas Instruments, Inc.)
Online (Texas Instruments, Inc.)
Desqview (Quarterdeck, Inc.)
Cross Talk (Microstuf, Inc.)